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Abstract

Intelligent buildings and home automation systems can comprise an immense range of

technologies. Applications can include assistive living, energy management, heating, lighting

and access control. Thermal comfort can be considered to be one of most important factors

in many of these systems. Thermal comfort can be determined by the Predictive Mean Vote

(PMV) thermal comfort index.

For this work, a new fuzzy based adaptive PMV thermal comfort system is proposed

together with a series of novel human action recognition systems. Human action recognition

is incorporated into the PMV thermal comfort system. The result is a novel context-aware

adaptive environmental control system. It is introduced here for first time and aims to control

the indoor environmental climate based on occupant activity.

However, activity recognition has many challenges making it a difficult problem to solve.

A further aim of this thesis is to develop novel techniques using hand-crafted and deep learn-

ing models to characterise and encode captured data and improve human action recognition.

The first action recognition system proposed here has only basic hardware requirements

and is based on hand-crafted methods. A couple of innovative methods are then presented

utilising deep learning approaches. In the first approach, transfer learning using a pre-trained

2D-CNN deep model and a deep motion model are adopted and developed for human action

recognition. Time-variant weighted Depth Motion Maps (DMM)s are proposed to solve

an action’s region of importance issue. A second approach is proposed using a pre-trained

model based on a 3D-CNN. The 3D-CNN explicitly utilises different temporal dimensions

of an action. Furthermore, multi-temporal resolution and multi-view information are also

included. These help to create a view and time invariant action recognition system. The

methods proposed in this research achieve comparable if not competitive results compared to

the state-of-the-art.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Smart homes and intelligent buildings can comprise an immense range of technologies. Intel-

ligent building management systems can be used across various domains such as industrial,

commercial, domestic and educational buildings. Intelligent building management systems

are often used to control, monitor and enhance building services. This can include assistive

living, energy management, heating, lighting and access control and security monitoring.

This often leads researchers to characterise their systems into a particular application area

such as health-care or home-monitoring. A novel context-aware adaptive environmental

control system is introduced. It aims to control the indoor environmental climate based on

occupant activity using computer vision. The aim of this system is to pursue thermal comfort

whilst maintaining efficient energy usage. Two intelligent subsystems are proposed and

developed in this work. These are a vision-based human action recognition and a fuzzy-logic

based heating controller.

Heating control subsystems usually aim to improve energy efficiency and environmental

thermal comfort of buildings. They can also be considered to help determine the best

balance between energy efficiency and occupants’ thermal comfort. Energy consumption

can usually be improved when occupant thermal comfort is maintained within a range of

environmental thermal conditions (Ghahramani et al., 2014), (Ghahramani et al., 2015b).

It is worth mentioning that small changes in ambient temperature, for instance 1◦C, can

have significant influence on the overall energy consumption (Ghahramani et al., 2015a),
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(Ghahramani et al., 2016b). To this end, the aim of this work is focused on improving indoor

environmental thermal comfort.

Heating systems are often operated with a fix set-point based on the feedback recommen-

dations provided by occupants. This can be obtained by using questionnaires, web-feedback

or mobile-feedback to communicate thermal comfort levels. However, there could be dif-

ficulties if continuously relying on occupants’ feedback regarding their thermal comfort

levels. On the other hand, predictive models are usually trained based on the information

obtained from occupant. In this case continuous feedback sources are required. This makes

the occupants almost directly responsible for training the learning model to achieve a pre-

ferred thermal comfort level. This can be also impractical or possibly unfeasible in many

cases. Therefore, different techniques have been proposed to correlate environmental and

subjective measurements. For example, the Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) model proposed by

(Fanger, 1967) was designed to predict an occupant’s thermal comfort. Different subjective

elements have been involved in many research studies. These have been combined with

other more quantitative measures such as heart rate, skin temperature, face temperature and

body temperature. Many researchers have reported improving prediction of thermal comfort

desired levels see e.g. (Song et al., 2016), (Huizenga et al., 2004), (Ghahramani et al., 2016a),

(Liu et al., 2014). As already mentioned, one of these studies used a model of PMV. It makes

use of environmental (temperature, humidity, air velocity) and subjective (metabolic rate and

clothes) information for thermal comfort prediction. However, many of these techniques

require various sensors to be directly attached to the occupants’ body and being adjacent to it

at all times.

Consequently, a more practical technique is required for the collection of specific subject

information into the model (PMV). The PMV value can then be fed into the heating controller.

Thus, vision-based human action recognition is investigated for this work. It is used to

recognise occupants’ activities and then associate it with metabolic rates. This is then be used

in a thermal comfort model to introduce a new heating control paradigm. It should be capable

of achieving accurate prediction of occupants’ thermal comfort adaptively. Furthermore,

there will no longer be a need for sensor devices to be attached to human body.
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New vision-based human activity recognition systems are proposed and developed in this

work to be integrated with a PMV model. It is integrated using a fuzzy logic controller. This

will provide a novel method that can adaptively control environmental thermal conditions

based on occupants’ activities.

Computer vision-based human activity recognition (HAR) is an important research area

that aims to find what kinds of actions are performed in the scene. Many challenges make this

a difficult problem to solve. They include occlusions, variation in human shape and motion,

cluttered backgrounds, stationary or moving cameras, different illumination conditions and

viewpoint variations. These may also depend on the category of the activity. In general,

activities can be classified into four categories based on the complexity and duration of the

activities including (Aggarwal & Ryoo, 2011):

• Gestures: a movement of human body parts in a short amount of time with a low

complexity in comparison with other categories. This can include a hand wave and

head movement.

• Actions: a combination of multiple gestures that are performed by a single person such

as walking, running, sitting or standing.

• Interactions: a kind of activity that is performed with some interaction(s) between

humans or between a human and object. These can include a hand shake or using

laptop.

• Group activity: a combination of gestures, actions or interactions which can involve

more than two persons and objects. This can include football team, group meetings

and pedestrians-crossing a road.

The first-three categories are considered in this work. It is worth mentioning that there

are many other applications of HAR that have also motivated the author to include this topic.

For example, there is intelligent video surveillance (Xiang & Gong, 2008); ambient assisted

living (Mubashir et al., 2013); human-computer interaction (Lee & Kim, 1999); human-robot

interaction (Xia et al., 2015); entertainment (Vallim et al., 2013) and intelligent driving (Tison

et al., 2011).
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1.1 Aim and Objectives

Anumber of different research studies have been proposed for various aspects related to the

control of intelligent buildings. This has included thermal environmental control. This thesis

develops a set of novel techniques encompassing a vision-based human action recognition

system which is integrated within a PMV thermal comfort model. The aim is to provide

a context-aware dynamic environmental control system which has the ability to adapt to

occupants’ activities. It is used to predict suitable thermal comfort levels in indoor envi-

ronments. Indeed, human activity recognition systems are complex in nature and usually

consist of a number of different sets of processes. Therefore, this thesis also aims to develop

novel techniques using hand-crafted and deep learning models to improve human action

recognition. To accomplish these aims, the objectives of the thesis are as follows:

1. To identify the gaps for contributions in hand-crafted and deep learning techniques

for human action recognition system, and thermal comfort models in terms of heating

control systems;

2. To develop a novel human action recognition system that relies on simple silhouette

information captured from a normal single view static camera;

3. To develop an innovative human action recognition system for RGB-D data;

4. To consider new time invariant & view invariant human action recognition representa-

tions;

5. To develop an innovative time dynamic fuzzy heating control system based on occu-

pants’ activities and a PMV based thermal comfort model;

6. To present comparisons between a heating control system that uses improved thermal

comfort model and the fixed PMV model in comparison to the ground-truth model.

1.2 Contributions of the Thesis

This work makes the following contributions:
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• Historical appearance information is utilised using Motion History Image (MHI) com-

puted over the subject’s silhouette. At the same time, motion flow information is

exploited using an Optical Flow (OF) based method. Unlike the commonly motion

information that extracted from two consecutive frames, a wider window is consid-

ered here in the calculation of OF when it is calculated based on the MHI template

information. This encompasses a range of temporal frames.

• Multiple modalities found to be a robust solution for action recognition. It can be

useful to utilise different kinds of features. Deep learning models are proposed for

human action recognition combining various types of information including RGB,

depth and improved depth motion maps.

• Depth Motion Maps (DMM)s features have a fixed aspect. This can be improved

by the proposed time-variant weighted multi-temporal DMM (TWMDMM). This

formulation can tackle the issue of actions that can be performed at different speeds by

different people using the multi-temporal information. In addition, it uses time-variant

weighting to allow various significant aspects of individual actions to be emphasised.

• Different fusion techniques have different influence on action recognition system.

Therefore, different strategies of fusion between the proposed deep motion model

and spatial pre-trained model are used and evaluated to combine spatio-temporal

information.

• In action recognition, deep learning models need to take into account the way the body

moves over time. One way of doing this is to let the CNN to learn directly across

a number of image frames simultaneously. This work presents a novel hierarchical

framework adopting automatic spatio-temporal feature extraction from spatial and

temporal domains based on the 3D-CNN deep learning model.

• The traditional DMM is not view invariant. This can be developed by calculating

DMM across multiple views to provide a view-invariant action recognition system. In

addition, to adapt to human movement and to automatically emphasise the significance
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of moved parts of an action. This work proposed Region Adaptive Depth Motion Maps

(RA-DMM)s.

• Multi-temporal resolution is proposed to be extended to cover RGB scene with various

windows to exploit various spatio-temporal features of appearance information. This

helps to capture fine-grained information which might be difficult to obtain from depth

sequences such as object-interaction information.

• Action recognition system can confuse with a range of features that not connected

well due to perform same action within different positions. Pose estimation model is

proposed in this work to provide high-level information and a hierarchical structure for

the action recognition system. It has the ability to identify the features space of each

individual position.

• PMV thermal comfort index is a popular model of thermal comfort. One of the most

effective variables in PMV index is an occupant’s metabolic rate. However, this is

widely taken as a constant in most research. In reality this value changes depending

on an occupant’s actions. Therefore, a more realistic and hence effective thermal

system should adjust the thermal setting based on an occupant’s action level and other

environmental factors. An adaptive fuzzy thermal comfort control that makes use of the

PMV index and occupant context is proposed. It includes the action recognition model

to correlate each action with its metabolic rate and to finally achieve the preferred

thermal comfort level. This provides an overall context-aware heating control system

that can adjust thermal settings according to an occupant’s action.

1.3 Validation Process and Software Tools

The validation processes are aimed at evaluating the performance efficiency of the proposed

algorithms in terms of vision-based human action recognition and fuzzy heating control

systems. A wide range of experiments are conducted here using well-known public video

datasets of human actions recognition. They include simple and complex datasets such as
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MuHAVi (Singh et al., 2010), Weizmaan (Blank et al., 2005a) and UIUC1 (Tran & Sorokin,

2008). For these, the videos were captured with static cameras. More sophisticated videos

can be found in MSR Action 3D (Li et al., 2010b), Northwestern-UCLA Multiview 3D

event (Wang et al., 2014c) and MSR Daily Activity 3D (Wang et al., 2012b). These videos

include both appearance (RGB) and depth (D) information, collected with RGB-D cameras.

These videos also have relatively complex environments. They have also included variations

in background, illumination, different views, conditions and occlusions which make them

challenging datasets. For implementation and experiments, Matlab and Python were used as

base software in different parts of the implementation in terms of the proposed algorithms.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis consists of 8 chapters including the current introductory chapter. Each starts with

a brief introduction explaining the context of the chapter and its contribution.

• Chapter 2: presents a review of state-of-the-art heating control systems. This includes

conventional and intelligent approaches in addition to thermal comfort indices. It

provides analysis and comparisons of these methods.

• Chapter 3: presents a comprehensive review of state-of-the-art human activity recog-

nition based on hand-crafted and deep learning based methods. Comparisons, analysis

and discussions are provided based on these approaches. Finally, conclusions are

drawn helping to further justify the various research directions taken in the thesis.

• Chapter 4: the proposed paradigm for feature selection, representation and fusion

based on hand-crafted feature representations is presented. This includes MHI for

historical shape information and OF for motion information. This is followed by

describing another part of the methodology for feature vector representation and PCA

dimensionality reduction.

• Chapter 5: This chapter introduces the framework of 2D-CNN streams based action

recognition. A novel method utilising spatio-temporal information for action recogni-
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Chapter Summary Technologies Datasets
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Fig. 1.1 A summary of the technologies and datasets used in this thesis in chapters 4-7.

tion from RGB-D cameras is introduced. It highlights a number of critical issues that

should be considered in the traditional DMM when treated as a motion information. It

then describes the proposed TWMDMM, spatial/motion models and fusion strategies

to combine spatio-temporal features for action recognition.

• Chapter 6: the objectives target of this chapter is the performance accuracy of the

recognition system as well as further utilisation of spatio-temporal information. It

presents a novel method adopting adaptive Weighted multi-view and multi-resolution

RGB-D information with 3D CNN for action recognition. It focused on different issues:

the multi-views problem, the mismatch between action features when performed in

different position, different importance of the moved parts and the difficulties of

extracting features of small-fixed object from depth scene. It presents multi-view
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projection in addition to the adaptive weighting method for improving traditional

DMM achieving view-invariant recognition and automatic importance characterisation

of action regions. It then proposes high-level pose estimation method to achieve

hierarchical structure methodology. It also identifies fine-grained information of

an object with multiple RGB windows based on different temporal lengths. The

performance is evaluated using the mentioned features integrated in a score fusion

strategy.

• Chapter 7: This chapter comprises two stages. The first is related to associating

occupant’s context to it’s metabolic rate to automatically use it in the PMV calculation.

It describes a novel method to utilise the proposed action recognition system in thermal

system. The second is a novel approach based on adaptive fuzzy thermal comfort

control system that adjusts thermal settings according occupants’ actions and comfort

levels. Then, it performs deep evaluations in comparison to different states to identify

it’s influence.

• Chapter 8: This chapter concludes the work in the thesis and summarises key findings

regarding all proposed methods. In addition, future work is suggested as possible

extensions of the proposed methods.



Chapter 2

Literature review:

Heating Control Systems
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2.1 Introduction

Anumber of factors have motivated the need for smart heating and temperature control

systems. They include climate change; reduction of energy resources; necessity for ef-

ficient energy consumption; as well as to improve users’ satisfaction in thermal comfort.

Consequently, a revival for building energy efficiency has been driven by various different

governments. Buildings consume 40% of the essential energy in the world, with about 20%

being consumed by Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC). This makes HVAC

an important player that can have a real affect on the environmental impact (Pérez-Lombard

et al., 2008), (Moroşan et al., 2010).

In the years between 1970 and 1980, reduction of energy consumption in the design

of new buildings was a significant requirement. However, this policy did not take into

account each buildings’ environmental comfort. This is particularly important for people

who spend most of their lives in buildings. Environmental comfort can also affect and be

affected by an occupants’ feeling of satisfaction in day to day life. Consequently, energy

consumption and environmental comfort conditions are often in incongruity. Generally, the

quality of living in an indoor environment is specified by three factors: thermal comfort,

visual comfort and indoor air quality (Ashrae, 2003), (Emmerich & Persily, 2003), (Ashrae

et al., 2005). Thermal comfort is one of most important factors and is considered here in

this work. Thermal comfort is determined by the PMV thermal comfort index (Ashrae et al.,

2005), (Fanger et al., 1970) as can be seen in the following sections.

For several decades, there have been many research studies focused on the way indoor

environmental conditions can affect the occupants’ performance, health and satisfaction

(Arif et al., 2016), (Wyon & Wargocki, 2013), (Kumar & Fisk, 2002), (Prakash, 2005). The

indoor environment should be conducive to a majority, if not to all of the occupants. One of

the major roles of buildings is to provide a comfortable indoor environment. It has a close

link to occupant satisfaction (Abbaszadeh et al., 2006), health (Potbhare et al., 2009)and

productivity (Abbaszadeh et al., 2006), (Heerwagen, 2000). Thermal comfort, in particular,

has considerable significance. This is due to its great impact in the operation of the Heating,

Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems which considered to be responsible for
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20-50% of building energy consumption (Pérez-Lombard et al., 2008). The occupants’

satisfaction or level of thermal comfort in the same indoor environment may be influenced

by various personal, psychosocial, and physical factors (Kim et al., 2013).

Over the years, numerous research studies including (Sklavounos et al., 2013), (Ferlito

et al., 2015), (Higuera et al., 2014), (Li et al., 2010a) and (Kolokotsa et al., 2002) have

presented different approaches aimed at improving thermal comfort models. These were

mostly undertaken to help explain and characterise comfort characteristics of occupants.

They were based on several different parameters which were found to correlate with the

environmental space and/or occupants’ feedback. These methods used machine learning

based algorithms to achieve accurate data representations and prediction. More details can

be seen in the following sections.

One of the most important thermal comfort models is the PMV model which represents

the occupants’ thermal sensation as a mathematical expression adopting environmental and

personal factors.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art

research on thermal comfort control systems. From this, conclusions are drawn identifying

potential new paths of investigation into heating control systems for indoor environments.

A particular focus here is on smart control systems specifically tailored for context-aware

decision making. The research methods and gaps are investigated here in this chapter. In

addition, the gaps identified are used to motivate and formulate the aims and objectives of

this thesis.

2.2 Thermal Comfort

Smart homes are presented to identify a way to reduce energy consumption as well as to

maintain human comfort. A smart home system described by (De Silva et al., 2012) used a

sensor based approach to collect subjective and consumption based data. The data was used

and analysed to perform suitable decision making with respect to the overall system. One

of the more important systems in a smart home can be considered to be the heating control
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system. In addition to energy efficiency, an important criteria that should be considered in the

heating system is the occupant’s thermal comfort. Thermal Comfort (TC) is defined as the

psycho-physical satisfaction of an individual in terms of the thermal environment (Salamone

et al., 2018a). Thermal comfort can also be defined as the occupant’s satisfaction with the

surrounding environmental temperature. Thermal comfort can be achieved and maintained

when the heat generated as a result of a person’s metabolism is equal to the heat loss of the

body. However, this is considered to be a big challenge due to subjective variables that the

thermal comfort is based on. This can be include physiology and state (Robinson, 2006).

A survey of different thermostat settings over the summer and winter seasons was

introduced by (Vine, 1986). A wide range of influencing factors were employed in the

experiments. These included age, education, income, race, home ownership, dwelling type,

dwelling size, dwelling age, heating fuel, air conditioner type, energy audit, climate, year

and time of day. The authors demonstrated higher thermostat settings for younger people

and lower thermostat settings within large multi-family homes. Another survey, conducted

by (Andersen et al., 2009) also investigated a wide range of factors such as dwelling sizes,

ages, location and heating systems. The survey was conducted in the winter and summer

seasons in Danish homes. The study reported that significant relations were found between

heating systems and outdoor temperatures, solar radiation, dwelling sizes and perception

of the indoor environment. In a similar way, a study conducted by (Huebner et al., 2013)

investigated thermal environmental conditions over six months. It included 55 social housing

inhabitants and 220 university staff. The study was based on collected data that was gathered

by interviews, surveys and monthly energy meter readings for the social housing. An online

survey was used for university staff.

The assessment of thermal comfort in indoor environments is a big challenge that needs

to be investigated further. Thermal adaptability has been found to be closely related to

environmental temperatures that people are exposed to which was investigated by (Yao et al.,

2009). Yao investigated the effects of behavioral, physiological and psychological adaptation

and modeled occupant behaviour. Different behavioural actions such as personal (changing

clothes), technical (turn on/off heating system), or social (working hours) behaviours of an
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occupant were considered by (Dixon et al., 2015). Behaviour models were developed to

enhance thermal control systems in order to achieve a desired comfort level and to manage

energy consumption.

2.3 Heating Control Systems

Building control systems can be a group of subsystems that are specified to monitor, manage

and control various variables. The control systems are generally centralised and integrated.

One of the most fundamental control systems is the heating control system which is used to

monitor and control the indoor climate conditions. This provides the opportunity to manage

occupants’ thermal comfort and also the overall energy consumption of a building.

However, the main target of a heating control system is to achieve (a) comfort require-

ments based on an occupant’s preferences, thermal indices or occupant’s behaviour; and (b)

efficient energy consumption along with comfort condition. Heating control systems can be

classified into different categories including classical and intelligent controllers.

2.3.1 Conventional Control

The main purpose of the heating control system is to attain and maintain energy efficiency as

well as occupants’ comfort. Different standard control schemes have been used to control

buildings’ environmental conditions such as on/off switching, thermostats, Proportional-

Integral (PI), or Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) (Song, 2014), (Mathews et al., 2000),

(Salsbury, 1998) and (Kasahara et al., 1999). However, such kinds of controllers are not

optimal due to inefficient energy consumption, poor performance and no control strategy.

In general, controllers such as P, PI, and PID systems possess constant parameters and

consequently have poor performance in addition to incurring huge time delays (Ang et al.,

2005), (Kaya et al., 2007), (Thomas et al., 2005). They can be improved using multiple

successive PID controllers or a closed feedback loop (Chen, 2001). System knowledge can

be fed forward to enable it to be integrated with the PID output. However, the entire system

might become unstable. Moreover, the aforementioned control schemes do not consider
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occupants’ comfort as they were only aimed at efficient energy consumption. Consequently,

optimal, predictive and adaptive controllers are needed to begin a new era in heating control.

The unique connection between these concepts can be defined as feedback and decision

making.

Conventional control systems will only react to classical inputs such as a switch to turn the

heating on and off, a timer which is set to specific times or often thermostatic control. These

techniques only aim at enhancing energy consumption efficiency without directly addressing

occupants’ thermal comfort. The control settings are not able to adapt dynamically to an

occupants’ needs. In contrast to this, a smart control system is able to react to a monitorable

input such as occupancy. Electricity consumption is another possibility. In addition, an

important influential factor that affects energy consumption as well as thermal comfort

level is the occupants’ perceptions. Smart heating control systems have been gradually

introduced starting from simple concepts such as Evohome. It is a smart multi-zone control

system based on centrally and wirelessly controlled radiators which are used to control the

thermal environment for each zone in the home (Shipman & Gillott, 2019). Others have

employed occupancy information. (Ghahramani et al., 2016a) and (Ghahramani et al., 2018)

used infrared thermography to help monitor and predict an individual’s thermal comfort

level by measuring the skin temperature on the human face. Recent intelligent control

systems perform their processes by relying on different information such as sensed external

information and users’ feedback information.

Many research studies have been carried out for ensuring occupants’ thermal comfort that

have included predictive (Chen, 2001), adaptive (Nesler, 1986) and optimal (Zaheer-Uddin

& Zheng, 2000) controllers.

Adaptive controllers (Davidsson & Boman, 2005) self regulate and adapt to the envi-

ronmental conditions of buildings by estimating control parameters based on gathered data.

The adaptive part enabled constant performance in the presence of continuous variations of

control parameters. Another type of controller is the predictive controller. This makes use of

a model for varied parameters such as occupancy information, indoor and outdoor radiation
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(Milanič & Karba, 1996), (Lute & Paassen, 2000). More information about recent controllers

is explained below.

2.3.2 Intelligent Controls

Recent research studies have followed a new trend in the field of heating control systems.

They have aimed to manage energy efficiency and occupant comfort. Different control-based

methods are presented for this purpose including: model predictive control based method;

Learning based methods including artificial intelligence; and agent control systems based

method.

2.3.2.1 Model Predictive Control based Methods

Model-based predictive control strategies make use of different factors such as energy

prices, occupancy and weather information. These help to address the energy management

optimisation problem whilst satisfying thermal comfort in combination with e.g. weather

forecasting (Robillart et al., 2018). This technique took advantage of different factors and

employed weather forecasting to predict indoor temperature trends.

Fortunately, the rapid development and spreading of sensing and computational tech-

nologies has sped up the opportunities for thermal control systems. They are now more

able to precisely predict occupant’s thermal comfort, preferences together with maintaining

efficient energy usage. Model Predictive Control (MPC) is capable of utilising information

from dynamic modeling and occupancy predictions. This can then lead to further energy

efficiency.

There are many research studies that have attempted to utilise predictive control for

heating systems (Touretzky & Baldea, 2014), (Freire et al., 2008), (Moroşan et al., 2010),

(Chen, 2002), (Liao & Dexter, 2010). For instance, an optimal control strategy of a building’s

heating system was presented by (Touretzky & Baldea, 2014). Chilled water thermal energy

storage was used and a hierarchical Economic Model Predictive Control (E-MPC) concept

was proposed. It used to make use of different time scales and decision variables. In (Freire

et al., 2008), a study of indoor thermal comfort control was presented. It was based on PMV
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thermal comfort index. Different strategies were employed based on the model predictive

control associated with thermal comfort optimisation and energy consumption minimisation.

A predictive control technique was also proposed by (Moroşan et al., 2010) to help regulate

the indoor temperature of a building. The proposed method made use of the occupation

profile of the rooms to achieve a preferred level of thermal comfort. When a room was left

unoccupied, no particular temperature setpoint was imposed in order to reduce the energy

consumption. Their approach was extended in the second part of their work to multiple rooms

taking into account the thermal coupling between the rooms. Another predictive controller

was proposed by (Chen, 2002). This method, called Generalised Predictive Control (GPC)

was applied to a floor radiant heating system. Different controllers were used to control the

performance of the floor heating system. On-off and PI controllers were used and compared

with a GPC controller. The experiments showed that the predicted room temperatures agreed

well with the measured data. In addition, simulations were undertaken demonstrated that

GPC had better performance in comparison with two other controllers. Response speed,

minimum offset and on-off cycling frequency were used in the comparison. In (Liao &

Dexter, 2010), a multiple-zone heating system was presented. It was based on a model

predictive control scheme which utilised three inputs: outside temperature, solar radiation

and water temperature of the boiler. The aim was to optimise energy consumption and to

improve thermal comfort.

Furthermore, a model predictive control system was proposed by (Širokỳ et al., 2011)

and (Ma et al., 2012), to achieve accurate prediction of future states and the time required for

processing in order to minimise energy consumption. A model predictive control system was

also proposed by (Oldewurtel et al., 2012). It was used for domestic energy management

for controlling heating, lighting and blind position based on weather conditions. Occupancy

prediction was presented by (Scott et al., 2011) to control the thermal environment using

preheating concept. An automatic control system was proposed by (Boait & Rylatt, 2010) to

derive the heating time setting from measured electricity and water consumption. A model

predictive control system based on a time-dependent model when introduced by (Pčolka et al.,

2016) to achieve more accurate predictive performance compared to a linear time-invariant
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model. The results of the linear model predictive control were compared to the results from

a non-linear model. Linear model achieved better performance in terms of time and cost.

It has also been shown by (Carrascal et al., 2016) that a linear model achieved reasonable

predictive accuracy in comparison with on/off system in old building in Spain. It increased

the trade-off between the optimal solution and the time cost.

Unfortunately, the modelling based techniques typically involve costs at different stages

of model development and installation. There is also need to perform parameter tuning of

the physical system, data collection, monitoring and also extensive ongoing computational

requirements. This has made this type of system not worth while for small to medium sized

buildings. Therefore, it is preferable to utilise and develop systems and techniques that can

help to reduce the overall system cost and complexity.

Many researchers have explored different techniques and tools in terms of this issue

in order to help predict accurate thermal comfort levels for an occupant. Following this

path (Salamone et al., 2018b) performed: analysis of related psychological and physical

conditions; investigated the application of IoT-based solutions; assessed users’ feedback;

and utilised parametric models and machine learning (ML) techniques for the assessment of

individuals’ thermal comfort.

2.3.2.2 Intelligent and Learning Control based Methods

Evolutionary algorithms have been employed to enhance intelligent controllers; to control

building subsystems (Lopez et al., 2004). Some advanced controllers have used neural

networks such as (Kanarachos & Geramanis, 1998). A neural network controller was

successfully applied in hydronic heating systems based on the back-propagation algorithm.

Others have incorporated control algorithms such as fuzzy neural networks (Pedrycz &

Reformat, 2003).

These controllers were designed to achieve system stability as well as accurate perfor-

mance but with fewer requirements in comparison with other models. For instance, fuzzy

logic controllers can offer improved performance but with the ability to be implemented

in complex scenarios. Remarkably, it has been employed in a diverse range of different
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subsystems. This includes visual systems (Guillemin & Morel, 2001), natural ventilation

control (Eftekhari et al., 2003) and heating system control (Gouda et al., 2001). One of

the main aims was to maintain efficient energy consumption along with thermal and visual

comfort.

Some research studies have incorporated different algorithms in the control system to

achieve the advantages of both schemes. For instance hybridised fuzzy and PID controllers

have the ability to make up the disadvantages for each of the control system. Similarly,

a Neuro-Fuzzy control system has been used by (Egilegor et al., 1997). The value of the

thermal comfort index was tuned by adjusting the temperature settings of each zone. This

was based on the humidity level. Fuzzy control parameters for a fan coil were optimised by a

neural network to preserve the thermal comfort level for different climatic conditions.

For a similar aim, machine learning techniques have been utilised for real-time prediction

of individuals’ thermal comfort level such as in the work of (Chaudhuri et al., 2017). A

data driven approach was proposed based on classical subjective and environmental data.

Six types of classifiers were used which included a Support Vector Machine (SVM), an

Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Logistic Regression (LR), Linear Discriminant Analysis

(LDA), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and Classification Trees (CT). In (Kim et al., 2018),

Machine learning techniques have also been employed. Individuals’ thermal comfort levels

were predicted based on various fields of data such as personal behaviour, environmental

conditions and mechanical system settings. The data was collected from 38 occupants in

an office building, in addition, six machine learning algorithms were employed to achieve

accurate predictive performance.

(Li et al., 2017) developed a smart phone application. Subjects’ physiological data (heart

rate, skin temperature, activity level) and psychological data (thermal comfort and preference)

were collected by sensors and a Microsoft band which was then combined in the phone

application. A range of different machine learning techniques were also considered including:

Random Forest (Chaudhuri et al., 2018), Support Vector Machine, K-nearest neighbour and

Regularized Logistic Regression. These techniques were used to analyse the collected data
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and to predict the thermal comfort levels of subjects. Overall, the experiments reported that

Random Forest achieved the higher prediction accuracy.

Demand-based control was proposed by (Wang et al., 2018b) to provide a preferred

level of thermal comfort based on the actual cooling demand. Occupancy density was

detected by estimating foreground moving pixels. This was used with the indoor and outdoor

environmental information to be fed to an artificial neural network model for estimating

cooling demand level. The experimental results showed that a great reduction in the error of

cooling demand estimation was achieved by added the occupancy density.

2.3.2.3 Agent Control Systems based Method

Agents are virtual or physical entities which have the ability to coordinate and communicate

with each other. Multi-Agent System Technology (MAST) is a system approach that consists

of multiple layers of agents that are arranged according to their function. They can be used to

integrate and unify systems and appliances with sensors and actuators. The main objective of

these systems is to achieve significant trade-off between energy requirements and occupants’

thermal comfort (Kastner et al., 2010). The main aim of this MAST system was to improve

the processing of a complex problem by splitting it into several sub-problems; on which

individual agents were assigned to solve.

A multi-agent system was presented by (Basit & Matskin, 2010) as a digital ecosystem.

It was based on the dynamic and social behaviours of agents designed for control in domestic

homes. The authors reported the necessity for a comprehensive knowledge base to enable

the development and training of intelligent based decision making. A MAST based occupant

simulation tool was proposed by (Azar & Menassa, 2011) to develop occupancy prediction

and behavioural characteristics at the room level. The experimental results showed a differ-

ence of more than 20% in the energy consumption estimates for an office in an university

building. A study of energy and comfort management was presented by (Hagras et al., 2008).

An agent based system was used to combine different intelligence techniques such as fuzzy

systems, neural networks and genetic algorithms. The authors demonstrated the impact of

outdoor environmental conditions as well as occupant behaviour with respect to a building’s
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thermal response. Many variables were considered in this system including: the outside

weather conditions, internal occupancy requirements and heating and cooling behaviour.

A knowledge base was introduced by (Reinisch et al., 2010). A web ontology language

(OWL) standard was used to incorporate energy use and production, user preferences,

building physics and tariff cost information. The results reported that significant energy

savings could be achieved from turning off standby appliances automatically. A wireless

Building Energy Management System (BEMS) was proposed by (Wang et al., 2011b).

This was based on wireless mulit-agent controller to control heating, lighting and electrical

instruments. Sensors were used to gather different data such as room temperature, room

occupancy, time of day. The resulting data was then fed to the control system.

There have been many developments in this field. However, there are still a number of

different challenges. These include difficulties to accurately measure various environmental

conditions. Errors in the analysis of input data are also a problem. These may result

in inaccurate predictions of occupants’ behaviour (Nicol & Humphreys, 2002). In fact,

occupants might have different perception even if an occupant is exposed to the same

environmental conditions. This could be due to individual differences in thermal comfort

levels. This can make it a big challenge to achieve satisfactory thermal environment for all

occupants (Nakano et al., 2002). Therefore, an efficient way should be employed to combine

different influential factors to help provide enhanced thermal comfort levels for occupants. A

PMV based model is a simple, effective, and robust thermal comfort index. It can combine

different environmental and subjective factors to improve thermal comfort level. This is

especially true when it is linked with an artificial intelligent controller. This could provide

the necessary strategy to provide a robust and accurate heating control system to improve the

trade-off between energy consumption and occupant comfort.

2.4 Thermal Comfort Index based Model

A lot of research has highlighted that most building sectors not achieve comfortable indoor

environments. This means more accurate techniques and methods are needed to design more
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suitable indoor environment (Rodrigo & Robert, 2018), (ASHRAE, 2017), (Ashrae, 2016).

Different standards have been suggested by the designers and operators to improve energy

consumption and the indoor environment (Alfano et al., 2014). An industry standard called

Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy/ASHRAE Standard 55-2017

was developed by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning

Engineers (ASHRAE). This standard was produced with an idea to combine knowledge

about the interior thermal environment and its factors. The aim was to achieve convenient

thermal environments for the mainstream of the occupants (ASHRAE, 2017). ASHRAE

standard 55-2010 used two thermal comfort modules which are:

• Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) which was adopted by the Comité European de Normal-

ization (CEN) and by International Standardization Organization (ISO);

• An adaptive thermal comfort model.

Adaptive comfort theory was first proposed in the 1970s (Humphreys, 1979), (De Dear

& Brager, 1998), (Brager & De Dear, 1998). Adaptive thermal comfort facilitates the

calculation of thermal comfort levels for indoor environmental conditions. However, this

method is limited only for non air-conditioned buildings. In contrast to this, the PMV model

works appropriately in air-conditioned buildings (Alfano et al., 2017). In (De Dear & Brager,

1998), the authors found that people preferred different indoor temperatures depending on

the outdoor weather from which they were exposed to. This adaptive model was based on

the arithmetic average of the mean outdoor temperatures over no more than 30 and no less

than 7 sequential days with respect to the required day. However, various conditions were

assumed in the development of their model. One assumption was for a low metabolic rate in

the range of 1-1.3. In other words, the occupant should only be involved in sedentary actions.

In addition, the mean temperature should be in the range of 10◦C - 33.5◦C (Ashrae, 2013).

PMV does not have these assumptions. Consequently, PMV is the more reasonable choice

for use here in this work.

(Fanger, 1967) claimed that "an obvious weakness of the adaptive model is that it does

not include consideration of human clothing or the type of activity or the four other classical
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thermal parameters used in PMV method. These have a well-known impact on the human

heat balance and consequently on the thermal sensation". The adaptive model achieved

significant predictions of thermal sensation. However Fanger questioned how well it would

work when different activities are performed and various clothes are worn by occupants.

This issue was investigated early on in 1970. Fanger conducted different laboratory

experiments to study the effects of various variables on thermal comfort such as age, gender,

adaptation and other factors (Alfano et al., 2017). Many research studies have been conducted

on this topic. For instance, (Zhang et al., 2015a) used personalised systems and devices for

subject thermal comfort determination. The aim was to control the thermal environment

based on personal level rather than zone level.

Consequently, PMV method is exploited in this work due to a wide range of subjective

and environmental variables that are involved in the calculation of the thermal comfort.

2.4.1 PMV Model based Occupant Thermal Comfort

PMV can be defined as the difference between the heat produced in the human body and the

heat loss with the environment. The PMV equation is formulated based on environmental

variables. These are air temperature, humidity, mean radiant temperature, and air velocity.

Personal variables are also included which are metabolic rate and clothing insulation (Yao

et al., 2009) and (Newsham, 1997).

Fanger utilised a sample of 1296 Danish students in specially controlled chambers to

carry out different experiments based on thermal comfort. Standard clothes were worn

and standard activities were performed by the participants under different environmental

conditions (Fanger, 1967), (Alfano et al., 2017). This work enabled Fanger to present an

equation that described the thermal comfort index i.e. PMV. As mentioned PMV is the

balance between the current thermal flow on the human body, in a given environment, and

that corresponding to an optimal comfort level in relation to a specific activity. This index is

used to define the thermal comfort level of an indoor environment.

Six factors have been highlighted to be influential in a PMV model as described in ISO

7730:2005 standard (ISO, 2005). These factors are classified into two categories including
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environment and subjective variables by (Macpherson, 1962). All of the environmental and

subjective factors should be considered in the heating system to achieve accurate prediction

of thermal comfort levels. Sometimes, only a small number of variables are considered in

the calculation of thermal comfort. It may therefore be applied in an incorrect way possibly

resulting in unpredictable effects on the thermal system (Alfano et al., 2014).

The PMV equation was formulated based on these variables (Yao et al., 2009), (Newsham,

1997). Occupants were asked to express their thermal perception in a seven-level scale with

a range -3 (cold) - +3 (hot). The 0 value represented the neutral level. The American Society

of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) indicated that the

recommended values of PMV are in the range (-0.5 - +0.5). This is in order to achieve a

comfortable perception for the occupant. Nowadays, PMV thermal comfort index is used in

models for predicting and estimating thermal comfort levels in indoor environments.

2.4.1.1 PMV Research Studies

Over the years, a lot of research has been proposed to include environmental and subjective

factors in thermal control systems. Many research studies such as (Nicol & Roaf, 2017),

(De Dear, 2011), (Revel & Arnesano, 2014), have investigated thermal comfort where the

comfort level is determined according to subjective assessment. In (Nicol & Roaf, 2017),

a pulse sensor was used to identify the heart rate, then, metabolic rate was employed to

determine the PMV thermal comfort index. Metering and energy control systems were

presented by (Revel & Arnesano, 2014) for quantitative estimation of thermal comfort levels

in sports facilities based on PMV.

Furthermore, many researchers have suggested the use of PMV to control indoor envi-

ronmental conditions. In (De Dear, 2011), the authors differentiated thermal pleasure from

neutral level based on PMV level. A PMV value of zero provided thermal neutrality. This

neutrality level is subjective which means it might be liked by some people but not others.

Recently, (Li et al., 2014a) proposed a Chinese evaluation standard for indoor thermal envi-

ronments. It was based on PMV formulations in addition to laboratory studies from various

climate fields in China. These included various assessment methods for heated environments.
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In (Conceição et al., 2012), an adaptive PMV based technique was developed for estimating

thermal comfort in a Kindergarten located in the south of Portugal. The proposed model was

applied during summer and winter seasons. The experimental results demonstrated that the

improved PMV was lower than the traditional PMV in summer and greater than traditional

PMV in winter. An expectancy factor was proposed by (Alfano et al., 2013) to be used with

the PMV index in the Mediterranean climate. It used data from 4000 students during summer

and winter seasons in 200 classrooms with natural ventilation. For correct prediction, the

PMV index was multiplied by the expectancy factor to enable it to be used in ventilated

environments. The experiments demonstrated that PMV achieved improved prediction of

thermal comfort in natural ventilated environments.

A thermal comfort study based on PMV index was conducted by (Zhang et al., 2007).

Data was collected from students in natural ventilated classrooms with ceiling fans at the

University of Hunan in China. The experimental results obtained during March and April

months showed that most of the students were satisfied with the thermal environment. Another

study presented by (Kuchen & Fisch, 2009) compared an actual sensation vote with PMV

in an air-conditioned building in Germany. The results showed high similarity between the

two indices. In a similar way, a comparison between an actual sensation vote and PMV was

conducted by (Rajasekar & Ramachandraiah, 2011) in a multiple story building in India. The

experimental results demonstrated that the PMV model fitted well with the actual sensation

vote after an expectancy factor of 0.6 was used. Following this work, a detailed study about

the perception of the thermal environments in gyms and swimming pools was performed by

(Revel & Arnesano, 2014). The authors concluded that PMV index could be exploited for

thermal comfort predictions in sports buildings. A new PMV (nPMV) based on the adaptive

comfort theory was proposed by (Kim et al., 2015) and compared with the traditional PMV

in addition to actual thermal sensation. The experiments were conducted in air-conditioned

office buildings in South-Korea. The results demonstrated high satisfaction of the subjects

with the thermal environments. Individual user profiles were established for each occupied

room by (Adolph et al., 2014) using a specially developed algorithm. The user feedback on

thermal comfort was taken by the system to construct the profile. The new set-point was
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also selected which was then used for PMV calculation to maintain occupant comfort level.

The experiments reported that energy savings could be achieved with no effects on occupant

thermal comfort level.

PMV thermal index has been used in Japan by (Asakawa & Takagi, 1994) incorpo-

rated into neural networks. Two neural network based systems were integrated into an

air-conditioner. They were then fine-tuned based on users’ preferences. The value of the

PMV index was estimated by one of the neural networks based on sensor input data. The

second neural network was trained by the user to rectify the output of the first neural network.

A different approach was proposed by (Miura et al., 2019) using thermal camera for

human thermal comfort measurement. PMV was included to quantify the thermal comfort.

The proposed system estimated clothing insulation values based on thermal measurements.

The level of clothing insulation was factored into the PMV calculations. However, the

pose estimates were not directly linked to the metabolic rate calculations in the process of

achieving an accurate comfort level. Furthermore, the use of thermal camera is might prove

to not be cost effective for many potential applications.

2.4.1.2 Fuzzy Logic Controller with PMV Thermal Index

Recently, several research studies have discussed the use of intelligent techniques in the

application field of heating control systems. One of the most significant methods is Fuzzy

Logic Controllers. This is due to their ability to map real input and output variables but with

a non-linear functions. In contrast to classical control methods, these kinds of methods are

appropriate for different complex problems.

A large number of research studies have been employed that utilise fuzzy techniques for

use in intelligent buildings. This is due to their superior performance in comparison with con-

ventional control systems. A number of different practical studies of fuzzy and neural control

based methods have been considered for heating systems. These are aimed at performance

improvements which have been compared to traditional control based approaches (Shepherd

& Batty, 2003) and (Liang & Du, 2005). One of the main advantages of an intelligent system

based approach to control is flexibility and their generality. It is possible to control a user’s
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thermal comfort level for different low level input variables such as temperature, humidity

or air velocity. This can be done by incorporating high level variables that define thermal

comfort levels such as PMV. These can form an input to intelligent controllers such as fuzzy

logic controllers.

In (Marvuglia et al., 2014), a fuzzy controller was combined with neural network tem-

perature predictor to control environmental temperature in an office building. The indoor

temperature was accurately predicted in summer and winter seasons. Personal thermal

profiles of occupants were used by (Jazizadeh et al., 2014) with a fuzzy logic controller in

order to improve efficiency. The experiments demonstrated that a reduction in daily average

air-flow rates reached 26%. This was when personal thermal profiles of occupants were

utilised instead of pre-defined profiles.

Fuzzy logic controllers can be used to control not only environmental thermal comfort,

but also visual comfort and natural ventilation. They can provide the flexibility to combine

individual control of these subsystems (Ardehali et al., 2004), (Dounis & Caraiscos, 2005),

(Lah et al., 2005), (Dounis & Caraiscos, 2007), (Kolokotsa et al., 2005).

The main characteristic which can be attributed to the Fuzzy Logic Controllers is sub-

stantially does not required a mathematical model of the system, less reliance on explicit

priors, instead relying on heuristics that can be programmed by a system designer (Melin

& Vidolov, 2003), (Behrooz et al., 2018), (Afroz et al., 2018). The fundamental part of

fuzzy controllers is the knowledge base which consists of rule-base, membership functions,

and database sections. These sections are designed based on either personal knowledge

or learning organisation methods. A rule-based section is usually organised with a set of

linguistic variables with if-then rules. These rules enable a complex system such as a heating

control system to function properly. Another advantage of fuzzy controllers is that they

are well acclimatised to represent heating systems in relation to an occupants’ satisfaction.

Even in the presence of thermal comfort variation due to its dependencies on the occupants’

subjective and self-reports variables (Melin & Vidolov, 2003), (Behrooz et al., 2018). More-

over, rule-based controllers,in particular fuzzy controllers have helped utilise multi-criteria

control strategies (Afroz et al., 2018). As a result, fuzzy controllers are to be employed in this
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work for the heating control system that aims to help improve occupants’ thermal comfort

satisfaction.

2.4.1.3 Potential Improvement

It can be very difficult to measure all the parameters that are involved in the PMV calculation

(related information can be seen in following chapters). This is especially true for those

related to the occupant. Many researchers have therefore made assumptions about these

parameter values. In particular the metabolic rate, which can significantly impact the

calculations of thermal comfort level. The assumed value of the metabolic rate in most

studies is 1.0 met (metabolic rate unit). However, this value changes depending on a person’s

activity. As a result, different activities yield different thermal comfort indices which can lead

to incorrect thermal control system settings. Moreover, many researchers have tried to solve

the thermal comfort problem based on occupant feedback and intervention. Unfortunately

this can prevent a system from being fully automatic. An effective indoor thermal system

should ideally adjust thermal settings automatically based on occupants’ action level and

other environmental factors. Overall, an effective system could be adopted for different age

groups, making it highly applicable as part of an assistive living system for the elderly. To

overcome the limitations highlighted above, an integrated computer vision system for action

recognition is proposed. If the action recognition is implemented effectively, it can form

an important part of a smart system. This will form part of a context-aware environmental

comfort management system.

2.5 Summary

This chapter has presented the most relevant and outstanding heating control systems in indoor

environments. These aim to maintain energy efficiency as well as providing accurate thermal

comfort levels. As a consequence these factors can directly influence an occupants’ level of

satisfaction. The thermal comfort term has been described and explained in terms of different

criteria for different researchers. It has also taken into consideration the related subjective
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and environmental factors that have the greatest impact on occupants. For instance, four

environmental factors including (air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air velocity,and

relative humidity) and two subjective factors (metabolic rate and clothing) are considered in

the literature with various effect levels. A general overview on heating control systems is also

provided here. It follows the various stages of development of the control systems. It starts

with classical controllers through to artificial intelligence based controllers. Primitive and

classical controller based methods are summarised here. A variety of technologies have been

employed based on e.g. wireless radiators, occupancy prediction and heating time settings.

These have all relied on classical decision based techniques such as switching of the heating

system on and off or a timer clock. A review of more intelligent control systems is also

presented that takes into consideration psychological and physiological factors. These have

the capability to react to monitorable inputs such as occupancy, electricity consumption and

room temperature. Prediction and control of the heating settings is then possible. Either

without the need for human intervention or with human feedback for accurate prediction.

Some intelligent controller techniques that are highlighted here are Model Predictive Control

(MPC), learning control based method, and an agent control system. Other intelligent heating

control systems have relied on different thermal comfort indices. PMV is one such index that

combines multiple related factors into one concept. It provides an index to show whether

it falls into an acceptable range of comfort levels that might satisfy the occupant. Thermal

comfort index, in particular PMV, is explained here due to the wide range of subjective

and environmental variables that are involved in the thermal comfort calculation. The PMV

describes the balance between the current thermal flow around the human body, in a given

environment. This corresponds to an optimal level of comfort in relation to a specific activity.

Sometimes, different intelligent controllers, for instance fuzzy logic controllers, have been

used along side the PMV index to achieve a satisfactory and convenient thermal environment.

However, only a small subset of variables are usually considered in the calculation of thermal

comfort often applied in incorrect ways. This has resulted in unpredictable effects on the

thermal system. One of the most important variables that is often assumed to be fixed

is the metabolic rate. This is not a very good assumption. Therefore, variations in the
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metabolic rate are considered here in this research. Computer vision based human action

recognition system is used to extract occupants’ actions. These are then be linked with

the correlated metabolic rate value to achieve more realistic prediction of thermal comfort.

By doing this, an automated context-aware heating control system that relies on occupants’

action levels is presented. Different modes can thus be achieved for assistive living, efficient

energy management, enhanced comfort, productivity and even to provide a user friendly

environment. Hence, a review of computer vision based human action recognition systems is

presented in the next chapter. It is used to help characterise the state-of-the-art. The most

powerful and best methods that can be utilised are also identified and assimilated to help

develop a robust and accurate human action recognition system. Finally, it integrated with

a thermal comfort based heating control system. This creates an automated context-aware

heating control system.



Chapter 3

Literature review:

Human Action Recognition
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3.1 Introduction

Human Action Recognition (HAR) has a wide-range of potential applications. Its target is to

recognise the actions of a person from either sensors or visual data. HAR approaches can be

categorised into visual sensor-based, non-visual sensor-based, and multi-modal categories

(Yurur et al., 2014), (Ranasinghe et al., 2016). The main difference between visual and other

categories is the form of the sensed data. The visual data is captured in the form of 2D/3D

images or video whilst others capture the data in the form of a 1D signal (Ranasinghe et al.,

2016). Over the last few years, wearable devices such as smart-phones, smart-watches, and

fitness wristbands have been developed. These have small non-visual based sensors and are

equipped with computing power and communication capability. They are also relatively low

cost which has helped to open up new opportunities with ubiquitous applications. These

include health monitoring, recuperative training and disease prevention (Sztyler et al., 2017).

At the same time, visual sensor-based methods of human action recognition are one of the

most prevalent and topical areas in the computer vision research community. Applications

have included human computer interaction, intelligent video surveillance, ambient assisted

living, human-robot interaction, entertainment and content-based video search. In each one

of those applications, the recognition system is trained to distinguish actions carried out in a

scene. It may also perform some decisions or further processing based on that inference.

It can be stated that wearable devices have several limitations such as in most cases

they need to be worn and to operate constantly. This might be a significant issue for real

applications that may require readiness and deployability. In turn, requiring specific technical

requirements related to e.g. battery life, size and performance of the sensor (Chen et al.,

2012). In addition, they might not be suitable or efficient to employ in e.g. crowd applications

or other related scenarios. These limitations are not applicable to computer-vision based

HAR. Computer vision based HAR can be applied to most of application scenarios without

these technical requirements or limitations.

From about 1980, researchers have presented different studies on action recognition

based on images and/or video data (Marr & Vaina, 1982), (Hester & Casasent, 1980). In

many instances researchers have been following or drawing inspiration from elements of
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the operating principles of the human vision system. The human vision system receives

visual information about an object especially with respect to movement and shape and how it

changes with time. Observations are fed to a perception system for recognition processes.

These biophysical processes of the human recognition system have been investigated by many

researchers to achieve similar performance in the form of computer vision systems. However,

several challenges such as environmental complexities, scale variations, non-rigid shapes,

background clutter, viewpoint variations and occlusions make computer vision systems

unable to fully realise many elementary aspects of a human vision system.

In general, computer vision based HAR can be classified into two categories in terms of

a comprehensive investigation of the literature: (a) Traditional hand-crafted feature based

methods followed by a trainable classifier for action recognition. And (b) deep learning based

approaches which are able to learn features automatically from raw data and are commonly

followed by a trainable classifier for action recognition (Cheng et al., 2015), (Raman, 2016).

In this chapter, a description of action recognition based methods is provided in addition

to detailed explanations for the techniques that are closely related to the research of this

thesis. Action recognition topics have a broad range of potential applications which have

helped make HAR a popular area of research.

The review starts at low level (traditional) based methods for action recognition. This

is followed by description of some of the important details of feature descriptor based

techniques. A number of improvements that can be achieved in these aspects are identified.

These are also transferable with respect to the performance of action recognition systems in

general. Thereafter, the chapter reviews higher level feature representation based methods. It

explains the widespread feature descriptor based techniques with respect to different aspects.

The chapter then covers the main stream research that has resulted in the developments of the

widely known deep learning based models and their relation to action recognition systems.
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3.2 Popular Challenges in Action Recognition Based Mod-

els

Initially, it might be useful to highlight some of the most popular challenges in action

recognition based methods.

Selection of training and testing data: The type of data can strongly affect the efficiency

of a recognition model. Three types of data are usually used for action recognition. These are

RGB, depth, or skeleton information each of which can have advantages and disadvantages.

For instance, significant texture information can be provided from an RGB input. This

might be considered to be closely related to the visual information that humans typically

process. On the other hand, a lot of variations can occur in the appearance information

that depend on e.g. lighting conditions. In contrast to RGB, depth map information is

invariant to illumination changes. This makes it easier to detect foreground objects from the

background scene. In addition, a depth map provides 3D characteristics about the captured

scene. However, depth map information also commonly has some defects. For instance noisy

measurements are sometimes a problem need to be purified and refined. Another input type

is skeleton information. Skeletons can be obtained using different approaches (Shotton et al.,

2013), (Wei et al., 2016), (Pishchulin et al., 2016) and (Cao et al., 2017). Skeleton can be

obtained from RGB or more commonly depth information. However, this type of information

is often captured or computed imperfectly especially in an occluded or noisy environment.

In this work the complementary information available in the RGB and depth map data are

exploited directly for action recognition.

Feature modelling for action recognition can be categorised with the following: Different

levels of features can be used for action recognition. Some researchers such as (Bobick &

Davis, 2001), (Gorelick et al., 2007), and (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014) proposed to employ

the input as a whole referred to here as holistic methods. Other researchers such as (Laptev,

2005), (Laptev et al., 2008), (Lazebnik et al., 2006), and (Matikainen et al., 2009) considered

salient points of interest from input data with what are known as local feature based methods.
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Motion is an important suorce of information that needs to be considered for action

recognition. Different techniques have been proposed to model motion information in the

feature computation step. This has included optical flow for low level feature displacements

and trajectories across multiple frames which can then be fed to classifiers or to further

feature extraction processes. Some other research has included motion information in the

classification step with models such as: Hidden Markov Models (Blasiak & Rangwala, 2011);

Conditional Random Fields (Lafferty et al., 2001); Recurrent Neural Network (Wu et al.,

2015); Long-Short Term Memory; 3D Convolution Neural Network (Ji et al., 2013). All of

these are able to model sequential information by design.

Features design techniques: in general, two popular methods are found to be considered

for designing features for action recognition. One can use feature design based application

methods which lead to the utilisation of the hand-crafted features. Another way is to

automatically capture features from input data. This can be achieved using deep learning

techniques which have often shown competitive performance in comparison to hand-crafted

feature based methods (Kuehne et al., 2011).

In such a system, an efficient feature set is able to reduce the burden for improving the

recognition. An overview is now provided of selected state-of-the-art methods with respect

to all aforementioned challenges and approaches mentioned above. In the following, action

recognition systems are partitioned based on hand-crafted features in addition to those based

on different deep learning techniques.

3.3 Hand-crafted Feature Representation for Action Recog-

nition

We will start by demonstrating some classical human action recognition based methods based

on hand-crafted features. In the following section, more recent approaches based on deep

learning techniques are considered.

Classical image classification based methods usually consist of three consecutive steps:

features extraction, local descriptor computation and classification. Similar steps have
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been employed more generally for image and video classification as well as human action

recognition.

3.3.1 Holistic Feature Representation Based Methods

Holistic feature representation based methods treat Regions Of Interest (ROI)s as a whole

in which all pixels are exploited to compute the descriptors. In general, holistic based

methods consist of two steps for action recognition which are person detection and descriptor

computation. Holistic methods consider a global structure of the human body to represent an

action, where it is not necessary to localise body parts. The key idea is that, discriminative

global information can be represented from a region of interest which can then be used

for action characterisation. Holistic methods can be efficient and effective in addition to

simple to compute due to the use of global information only. This makes this kind of method

important for videos which might contain background clutter, camera motion and occlusions.

In general, holistic methods can be classified into two categories based on the information

that is used for the recognition problem:

• Recognition based on shape information such as shape masks and the silhouette of the

person;

• Recognition based on shape and global motion information.

3.3.1.1 Shape Information Based Methods

Holistic based approaches are often based on information from the silhouettes, edges, optical

flow, etc. Such methods are sensitive to noise, background clutter, and variations in occlusion

and view-points (Poppe, 2007). Silhouette information provides shape information about

the foreground in the image. This can be utilised in the time domain to help to consider

the evolution of the silhouette over time. (Davis & Bobick, 1997) considered differences

in the binary silhouettes which were accumulated in the spatial and temporal domains to

construct a Motion Energy Image (MEI) and a Motion History Image (MHI) respectively.

These depict an action with a single template. MEI is a binary template that indicates regions
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of movement. MHI indicates regions of motion where more recent motion regions have

higher weight. Three dimensional (3D) shape information was used by (Gorelick et al., 2007)

for action recognition by stacking 2D silhouette information into a space-time volume. For

invariant representations to geometrical transformations such as scaling and translation, an

extended Random transform was proposed by (Zhu et al., 2009). This was applied to binary

silhouette information for action recognition. Contours of MEI templates were exploited

by (Qian et al., 2010). A descriptor was obtained which was found to be invariant to scale

changes and translations.

A lot of research has utilised shape and silhouette information to represent the human

body for human action recognition. In (Bobick & Davis, 2001), shape masks of different

images were used to introduce MEI and MHI based temporal templates for action recognition.

It has been observed that some actions can be represented by key poses. This was

proposed by (Sullivan & Carlsson, 2002) where a method was described to detect forehand

and backhand tennis strokes by matching edge information to labelled key postures together

with annotated joints. These were then tracked between the key consecutive frames based on

the silhouette information.

(Blank et al., 2005b) presented a number of significant methods to describe space-time

shapes based on silhouette information for action recognition. Background subtraction was

used to extract the silhouette of a person. The Poisson equation was then used to obtain

saliency, dynamics and shape structure features. A high dimensional feature vector was

introduced to describe sequences of 10 frames in length. This was matched to shapes of test

sequences at the end.

Space-time shapes were also used by (Yilmaz & Shah, 2005) where contour information

was obtained using background subtraction. Then, a set of characteristic points (saddles,

valleys, ridges, peaks, and pits) were used to represent actions on the surface of the shape. The

space-time shapes were matched to recognise actions using point-to-point correspondences.

In (Weinland & Boyer, 2008), a set of silhouette exemplars were used for matching

against frames in action sequences. A vector was formed of the minimum matching distance

between each exemplar and any frame of the sequence. A Bayes classifier was employed to
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learn action classes with two different scenarios: first, silhouette information; second, edge

information.

A foreground shape based motion information model was presented by (Zhang et al.,

2008) to represent motion from a group of consecutive frames of an action sequence. A

motion context descriptor was introduced over a region with the use of a polar search

grid, where each cell was represented with a SIFT descriptor (Lowe, 2004). The final

descriptor was created by summing up the entire groups of a sequence. After that, three

different approaches were used to recognise actions which were Probabilistic Latent Semantic

Analysis (pLSA) (Hofmann, 2001), w3-pLSA (pLSA extension) and Support Vector Machine

(SVM).

Colour and location information based segmentation has been used by (Ke et al., 2007)

to automatically over-segment event video. Then, optical flow and volumetric features were

used to match over-segmented video against a set of training events such as picking up a

dropped object or waving in a crowd.

It is obvious from the aforementioned approaches that silhouette information can provide

strong cues for the human action recognition problem. However, significant challenges arise

in the presence of clutter, occlusion and camera motion. In addition, silhouette information

can describe some types of actions by showing characteristics of the outer contours of a

person. However, other actions that include e.g. self-occlusion may not easily be recognised

from silhouette information alone. Therefore, silhouette information that is used in this work

for Motion History Image (MHI) is investigated making use of historical motion and shape

information of an action. The motion and shape information is further enhanced with the use

of local feature representations discussed shortly.

Silhouettes are also a popular representation for surveillance applications (Hu et al., 2004).

Different techniques can be employed to compute silhouette information from the background

scene. One simple technique is background subtraction that can be used with high confidence

when the camera is static. On the other hand, some research such in (Ramasso et al., 2009)

has utilised human tracker and camera motion estimation to obtain silhouette information

and to cope with the drawbacks of camera motion.
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3.3.1.1.1 Depth Information based Shape Models A new era can be considered to

have begun when low cost RGB-D sensors were produced. These simultaneously provide

appearance and spatial 3D information. Such devices (e.g Microsoft Kinect, Asus Xtion)

have the ability to work in real time. By adding the depth-map feature, the device is able to

provide information about the distance of each pixel to the sensor in a range from 0.5m to

7m. These have played a key role in the enhancement of object detection and segmentation

algorithms.

As a result, many RGB holistic approaches have been extended to the RGB-D scenario to

utilise depth-map characteristics. (Ni et al., 2011) proposed a 3D-MHI for action recognition

by extending the traditional MHI to use depth information. In (Li et al., 2010b), the depth

silhouette was sampled into a representative set of 3D points and used to introduce the shape

of salient regions. The key idea was to project the depth map onto three orthogonal Cartesian

planes and use the points along each plane to recognise the actions. A useful technique

was used by (Yang et al., 2012) where the depth maps were projected onto three orthogonal

Cartesian planes to produce Depth Motion Maps (DMM) by combining through summation

the stacked motion energy of each of the projected maps. DMMs can express the variation of

a subject’s motions during the performance of an activity. In (Chen et al., 2016b), DMMs

were used for activity recognition together with an l2-regularised collaborative representation

classifier with a distance-weighted Tikhonov matrix was also used. DMMs was used by

(Chen et al., 2015) with Local Binary Patterns (LBP)s to utilise motion cues. Two fusion

levels were also considered including feature-fusion level and decision-fusion level. The

DMM based results showed reasonable human activity recognition performance.

Different levels of the same data sequence have been used with DMM computations to

create a hierarchical DMMs in (Chen et al., 2016c). A LBP based descriptor was used to

characterise local rotation invariant texture information. Then a Fisher kernel was employed

to create patch descriptors. These were fed into a kernel-based extreme learning machine

classifier. A similar approach was followed by (El Madany et al., 2015). A Histogram

of Oriented Gradients (HOG)s descriptor was used along with kernel entropy component

analysis for dimensionality reduction. Finally, a linear support vector machine was used in
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the classification. For both hierarchical DMM based approaches, the results demonstrated a

significant performance improvement.

However, difficulties can potentially arise for the recognition of activities that have the

same type of movements but over different time periods. To tackle this issue, Time-variant

Weighted Multi-Resolution Depth Motion Maps are proposed here in this work, explained in

chapter 5.

(Vieira et al., 2012) extended the work by (Gorelick et al., 2007) to introduce a 4D

space-time grid by dividing space and time dimensions into multiple cells. These were

used to obtain Space Time Occupancy Pattern (STOP) feature vectors for action recognition.

In (Oreifej & Liu, 2013), a 4D Histogram Of Surface Normal Orientations (HON4D) was

proposed to describe video for action recognition after computing the normal vectors for

each frame. The features of the surface normal were captured in the 4D space of spatial,

depth, and time dimensions.

The rich characteristics of the depth information can help make people detection and

segmentation tasks easier and less challenging which in turn improves holistic approaches

making them more robust with RGB-D images. However, some drawbacks of holistic

methods include their sensitivity to occlusions and noise in the depth maps. Therefore, a

good representation can be presented by combining motion and shape information which in

turn may improve the recognition rate of the system.

3.3.1.2 Hybrid Methods Based on Shape and Global Motion Information

The work by (Lacoste-Julien et al., 2009) is a good example of shape and motion feature

based tracking and action recognition. The authors assumed that the movements of body parts

was restricted to regions around the torso. Subjects were bounded with rectangular boxes

where the centroids were selected as the feature for tracking. The velocity of the centroids

was considered, utilising body motion features to cope with occlusions between multiple

subjects. Periodic actions such as walking were detected with a nearest centroid algorithm

calculated across spatio-temporal templates and reference templates. This approach, however,
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only utilised motion information which can be improved by considering other features such

as texture, colour, and shape.

Another method which used motion information was proposed by (Efros et al., 2003)

based on optical flow to track soccer players and to recognise simple actions in video.

A person was tracked and stabilised. Then a descriptor was computed over the motion

information and spatio-temporal cross-correlation was used for matching with a database.

This approach was tested on sequences from ballet, tennis and football datasets and it

achieved impressive results on low resolution video. However, their types of system may

depend on several conditions such as position of the region of interest in the frame, spatial

resolution and relative motion with respect to the camera. In addition, the model is based on

a global representation which can be affected by occlusions between multiple objects and a

noisy environment in the background.

Flow motion has also been used by (Fathi & Mori, 2008) for action recognition. A flow

descriptor was employed to select low level features in the form of a space-time overlapped

grid. Then, mid level features were selected using the AdaBoost algorithm.

A space-time template based method was introduced by (Rodriguez et al., 2008) for

action recognition. It was based on the maximum average correlation height filter. A Spatio-

temporal regularity flow was used to capture spatio-temporal information and to train a

Maximum Average Correlation Height (MACH) filter. Experiments on a number of datasets

including the KTH dataset demonstrated action recognition and facial expression recognition.

Volumetric feature based action recognition was proposed by (Ke et al., 2005) where

Viola-Jones features were computed over a video’s optical flow. A discriminative set of

features were obtained by direct forward feature selection which employed a sliding window

approach to recognise the actions. The model was trained and tested on real videos with

actions that included sit down, stand up, close laptop and grab a cup actions.

Shape information was used by (Lu & Little, 2006) to track an ice hockey player and

to recognise actions. Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)s were used to describe

each single frame. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was then used for dimensionality

reduction. At the end, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was employed to recognise actions.
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A new technique was proposed to utilise a hybrid representation by combining optical

flow and appearance information by (Schindler & Van Gool, 2008). They exploited the

optical flow information and Gabor filter features for action recognition. Both kinds of

features were extracted from each single frame and then concatenated. They used different

lengths of snippets of frames to highlight how many frames were required for recognising an

action. The Weizmann and KTH datasets were used for evaluation schemes.

Motion and shape information based action recognition was also used by (Hu et al., 2009)

where a multiple instance learning based approach was employed to learn different features

from a bag of instances. This included foreground information, Motion History Image (MHI)

and HOGs. Simple actions in crowded events in addition to shopping mall data were used

to evaluate the proposed method. The experiments showed that the use of multiple types of

features resulted in better performance in comparison with a single type of feature.

These holistic based methods have provided some reasonable levels of performance for

action recognition. However they are not view invariant. Different models would be needed

for particular views. Large amounts of multiple view data would also be needed for training.

Some body parts might be unseen across frames due to occlusions. Second, they are not

invariant to time. The same action performed over different time periods would present quite

differently. In addition, it is worth mentioning that the accuracy of holistic approaches is

highly dependent on the detection and segmentation pre-processing. In order to address some

of the limitations of holistic-based methods, an advanced framework design is proposed in

this work. In chapter 4 MHI-based historical silhouette information is used along with optical

flow-based motion information. This is computed from the MHI templates, this means that

multiple frame information can be inclded in a single frame optical flow computation. This

work also includes local representation based methods in the framework design to benefit

from locallised information. The next section presents a review of the local representation

based methods for human action recognition.
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3.3.2 Local Feature Representations Based Methods

Local feature based methods tend to capture characteristic features locally within a frame

without a need for human detection or segmentation which can be quite a challenge on RGB

based video. Local feature based methods have been successfully employed in many recogni-

tion system applications such as action recognition (Zhen & Shao, 2016), object recognition

(Lisin et al., 2005) and scene recognition (Wilson & Arif, 2017). Local capture based meth-

ods can capture important characteristics of shape and motion information for a local region

in a video. The main advantage of these methods is the autonomous representation of events

in terms of changes across space-time and scale. Furthermore, with appropriate machine

learning, it is often possible given sufficient data, to capture the important characteristics of

the local features of interest. If appropriately achieved then it can be possible to seperate these

features from features computed from a cluttered background or even multiple movements or

objects in a scene. In the following section, space-time feature detectors, feature trajectories

and local descriptor based methods are discussed. In addition, the incorporation in action

localisation and recognition in videos will be considered.

In general, local feature based methods consist of two steps: detecting a point of interest

(POI) and descriptor computation. In image processing, interest points refer to points that

have local variation of image intensities. Interest point detectors usually capture local

characteristics. This can be in terms of space-time and scale in videos by maximising specific

saliency functions.

Some research that can be highlighted has focused on feature detectors such as (Laptev,

2005) who proposed to extend the Harris corner detector to a Harris3D detector to include

both space and time. A different feature detector which employed spatial Gaussian kernels

and temporal Gabor filters was proposed by (Dollár et al., 2005). This considered salient

motion features to represent different regions in videos. Another detector proposed by

(Oikonomopoulos et al., 2005) involved computing entropy characteristics in a cylindrical

neighborhood around specific space-time positions. An extension of the Hessian saliency

detector, Hessian3D, was proposed by (Willems et al., 2008) to consider spatio-temporal

features. This used the determinant of the 3D Hessian matrix.
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A wider experimental evaluation was introduced by (Wang et al., 2009). They proposed

to exploit different interest point detectors applied to publicly available action recognition

datasets including KTH (Schuldt et al., 2004), UCF sports (Rodriguez et al., 2008), and

Hollywwod2 (Marszalek et al., 2009). The results showed the robustness of dense sampling

method, where interest points were sampled in equal segments in the space and time domains.

It was found that the Harris3D detector achieved some of the best performance in some of

the included experiments.

While local interest points are detected, local representation based methods can then be

employed to compute one of different descriptors over a given region. Different descriptors

have been proposed in a lot of research such in (Laptev et al., 2008) where Histogram of

Oriented Gradients (HOG) (Dalal & Triggs, 2005) and Histogram of Oriented Optical Flow

(HOOF) (Wang et al., 2011a) descriptors were used. The authors introduced a different

way to characterise local motion and appearance information. They combined HOG and

HOOF based approaches on the space-time neighbourhood of the detected points of interest.

For each cell of a grid of cells, four bins of HOG and five bins of HOOF were considered.

Normalised and concatenation were used to form a HOG and HOOF combined descrip-

tor. Moreover, different local descriptors based on gradient, brightness, and optical flow

information were included by (Dollár et al., 2005). PCA was also used for dimensionality

reduction. The authors explored different scenarios which included simple concatenation,

grid of local histograms and a single global histogram. The experimental results determined

that concatenated gradient information achieved the best performance.

(Klaser et al., 2008) introduced a 3D version of the Histogram of Oriented Gradients

(HOG3D) as an extension of the HOG descriptor by (Dalal & Triggs, 2005). A space-time

grid was constructed around each detected Point Of Interest (POI). A histogram descriptor

was then computed and normalised over each of the cells. The final descriptor was then

formed by concatenating the histograms.

In (Scovanner et al., 2007), the authors proposed to extend the Scale-Invariant Feature

Transform (SIFT) descriptor originally proposed by (Lowe, 2004). Spatio-temporal gradients
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were computed over a set of randomly sampled positions. A Gaussian weight was used to

weight each pixel in the neighbourhood with votes into an N ×N ×N grid of histograms of

oriented gradients. To achieve orientation quantization, the gradients were represented in

spherical coordinates that were divided into 8×4 histograms.

An extended Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) descriptor originally proposed by

(Bay et al., 2008) was investigated by (Willems et al., 2008). Application to videos was

considered by utilising spatio-temporal interest points which were spatially and temporally

scale invariant. The patches were divided into a grid within local N×N×N histograms. Then,

each cell was represented by a vector of Haar wavelet sampled responses. The experimental

results showed the good performance of the proposed detector in comparison with other

detectors.

3.3.2.0.1 Depth Information based Local Features There has also been research that

includes depth map data based local feature methods. These follow many of the same or

similar steps as for RGB video. For instance, at the gross level, finding salient points of

interest and then computing the descriptor. In (Rahmani et al., 2014), the authors proposed

a Histogram of Oriented Principal Components (HOPC) descriptor. This captured the

characteristics around each point of interest within a 3D cloud space. The descriptor was

formed by concatenating projected Eigenvectors. These resulted from Principal Component

Analysis on the space-time volume around the points of interest. The HOPC descriptor

was found to be view invariant. Video was also treated in (Cheng et al., 2012) as a space-

time volume of depth values. A Comparative Coding Descriptor (CCD) was then used to

encode space-time relations of points of interest. Set of cuboids were used to construct a

series of codes that characterised the descriptor. In (Wang et al., 2012b), a descriptor called

Local Occupancy Pattern (LOP) was presented. This was used to describe the appearance

information of sub-regions of depth images by which was utilised to characterise object-

interaction actions. In another work by (Wang et al., 2014b), a Random Occupancy Pattern

(ROP) was introduced to deal with depth sequences as a space-time volume. The descriptor

was defined by a sum of the pixel values in a sub-volume. Since several sub-volumes had
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different sizes and locations, a random sampling based method was used to effectively

recognise the sub volumes. Overall, local feature based methods are commonly used with

different inputs. These can include skeletons where joints have been a particular focus for

detector, RGB where a detector have been used to detect POIs on an RGB frame; or similarity

for the depth.

3.3.3 Trajectories Based Methods

Many researchers have claimed that the spatial domain in video has different characteristics

from the temporal domain. Thus points of interest should not be detected in a 3D spatio-

temporal space. Consequently, a lot of research such as (Matikainen et al., 2009), (Messing

et al., 2009), (Sun et al., 2009), (Wang et al., 2011a), (Wang & Schmid, 2013) has included

tracking of detected points of interest across the temporal domain. Then, the volume of the

trajectory points are often used to compute the descriptors for video representation.

Detecting points of interest in video and forming trajectories through the temporal domain,

has been used by many researchers. For instance, the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker

(Lucas et al., 1981) was used in (Messing et al., 2009) to track Harris3D interest points

(Laptev, 2005). These formed feature trajectories were then represented as sequences of

log polar quantised velocities. The KLT tracker has also been used by (Matikainen et al.,

2009), where trajectories were clustered and used to compute affine transformation matrix

to represent the trajectories. In (Sun et al., 2009) and (Lowe, 2004), SIFT descriptors were

matched between two consecutive frames for trajectory based feature extraction. Unique-

match points were exploited whist others were discarded.

Dense sampling based interest point extraction achieved better performance in action

recognition by (Wang et al., 2009). Dense trajectories were later used by (Wang et al., 2011a)

who sampled dense points of interest on a grid. Dense optical flow was then used to track

POIs through time. Trajectories were formed by concatenating points from subsequent

frames. Moreover, to exploit motion information, different descriptors (HOG, HOOF, Motion

Boundary Histogram (MBH)) were computed within a space-time volume around the tra-

jectory. Finally, the method was evaluated with publicly available action datasets including:
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KTH, YouTube, Hollywood2, and UCF sports. Competitive performance was achieved in

comparison to the state-of-the-art approaches. Different extensions of dense trajectory based

methods have been proposed by many researchers such as (Bilinski & Bremond, 2012a),

(Bilinski & Bremond, 2012b), (Bilinski & Bremond, 2015), (Bilinski et al., 2013), (Wang

et al., 2015a) and (Zaidenberg et al., 2014).

Local descriptor based methods often follow similar steps in comparison to POI detection.

Early research extracted descriptors from cuboids which were formed around the point

of interest in space-time domains (Laptev, 2005) and (Dollár et al., 2005). However, the

same process can be followed to utilise trajectories. Most popular local descriptor based

approaches have exploited cuboids or trajectories as explained below.

A number of different descriptors were introduced by (Laptev & Lindeberg, 2006) to

capture appearance and motion features from video. A comparison between single and multi

scale higher order derivatives, histograms of optical flow, and histograms of spatio-temporal

gradients were developed. The local neighbourhood of the detected interest points were

described by computing histograms of optical flow and gradient components for each cell

of a N ×N ×N grid. Thereafter, PCA was applied to the concatenation of optical flow and

gradient component vectors to exploit the most significant eigenvalues as descriptors. The

experiments showed the usefulness and applicability of the histograms of optical flow and

spatial-temporal gradient based descriptors.

The Histograms of Optical Flow (HOOF) descriptor was proposed by (Laptev et al.,

2008) to identify local motion information. Spatio-temporal neighbourhoods were defined

around detected POIs and optical flow was computed between consecutive frames.

Another robust descriptor which also benefited from optical flow, was presented by (Dalal

et al., 2006) to extract local motion information called the Motion Boundary Histogram

(MBH) descriptor. This descriptor follows the HOG descriptor in binning the orientation

information of spatial derivatives into histograms. These descriptors can be employed with

trajectory information as was done by (Wang et al., 2013b). A spatio-temporal volume was

formed around each trajectory and divided into multiple cells. Each cell was represented by
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a combination of HOG, HOOF and MBH descriptors. Some other research that used trajecto-

ries for action recognition can be found such as (Atmosukarto et al., 2012), (Jargalsaikhan

et al., 2013), (Yi & Lin, 2013).

3.3.4 Other feature representations based methods

A different representation method has been employed in computer vision tasks called Bag

of Words (BOW) also referred to as a bag of visual models (Csurka et al., 2004). The key

idea of this approach is to represent image data as a normalised histogram called code words.

The visual words (code words) can be constructed during the learning process by clustering

similar patches of an image that can be described by a common feature descriptor. In this

way, some techniques will result in similar histograms for similar images. These can be

fed into a classification step. BOW based methods have been used in a lot of research for

action recognition such as (Dollár et al., 2005), (Niebles et al., 2008), (Peng et al., 2016) and

(Zhang et al., 2018).

Another popular feature representation technique is the Fisher vector descriptor which

can be considered as a global descriptor. This technique determines the best calibration for a

generative model to better model the distribution of extracted local features. The descriptor

is formed using the gradient of a given sample’s likelihood with respect to the parameters of

the distribution. It is estimated from the training set and scaled by the inverse square root of

the Fisher information matrix. A Fisher vector descriptor was first presented by (Perronnin

& Dance, 2007) for image classification. For more details about Fisher vector based image

classification and action recognition tasks, please see (Oneata et al., 2013) and (Sánchez

et al., 2013). More comprehensive details of different feature representation based methods

can be found in (Chatfield et al., 2011) and (Wang et al., 2012c). Usually, a classification

step follows the feature descriptor step. Different classifiers can be used such as Support

Vector Machine (SVM) (Press et al., 2007), K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) (Bhatia et al.,

2010). Some state-of-the-art works that used traditional hand-crafted representation based

methods are presented and compared in Table 3.1.
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Paper Method Dataset accuracy
(Ikizler & Duygulu, 2009) Space-time volumes KTH 89.4
(Wang et al., 2011a) Dense trajectory KTH 95
(Wu et al., 2011) Space-time volumes KTH 94.5
(Eweiwi et al., 2011) Shape-motion Weizmann 100
(Kellokumpu et al., 2011) LBP Weizmann 100
(Wu et al., 2011) Space-time volumes UCF sports 91.30
(Kliper-Gross et al., 2012) bag-of-visual-words HDMB-51 29.2
(Jiang et al., 2012) Trajectory HDMB-51 40.7
(Wang et al., 2013a) Features (Pose-based) UCF sports 90

(Zanfir et al., 2013) 3D Pose
MSR Action
3D

91.7

(Chaaraoui et al., 2013) Shape Features Weizmann 92.8

(Wang et al., 2013a) Features (pose-based)
MSR Action
3D

90.22

(Wang & Schmid, 2013) Dense trajectory HDMB-51 57.2
(Rahman et al., 2014) Shape-motion Weizmann 95.56

(Peng et al., 2014)
Fisher vector and Stacked
Fisher Vector

HDMB-51 66.79

(Rahman et al., 2014) Shape-motion KTH 94.49
(Junejo et al., 2014) Shape features IXMAS 89.0

(Peng et al., 2014) Features (FV + SFV)
Youtube ac-
tion

93.38

(Amor et al., 2016) Trajectory
MSR Action
3D

89

(Vishwakarma et al., 2016) Shape Features Weizmann 100
(Sargano et al., 2016) Shape features IXMAS 89.75
(Baumann et al., 2016) LBP IXMAS 80.55
(Chun & Lee, 2016) Motion features IXMAS 83.03

Table 3.1 State-of-the-art methods of traditional hand-crafted representations with different
datasets for human action recognition.
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Furthermore, more detailed information regarding action recognition, motion analysis,

and body tracking can be found in a lot of research such as (Zhang et al., 2017), (Weinland

et al., 2011), (Poppe, 2010), (Moeslund et al., 2006), (Kong & Fu, 2018), (Vrigkas et al.,

2015), and (Ann & Theng, 2014). Different action recognition based approaches have been

demonstrated in several surveys including (Tripathi et al., 2017), (Weinland et al., 2011), and

(Saif et al., 2018) which are more closely related to this research work in terms of the human

action recognition.

It is worth pointing out that a variety of higher-level representations techniques have

been proposed to capture discriminative information for complex action recognition. Deep

learning is an important technique that has demonstrated effective capability for producing

higher-level representations with significant performance improvement. Deep learning based

models have the ability to process input data from a low level and to convert it into a mid or

high-level feature representation. Consequently, the next section presents a good review of

deep learning based models that have been used for human action recognition.

3.4 Deep Learning Techniques Based Models

Recent research studies have shown that hand-crafted feature based methods are not suitable

for all types of datasets. Consequently, a new relatively and important class of machine

learning technique referred to as deep learning has been established. Multiple levels of

feature representations can be learnt that can make sense of different data such as speech,

image and text. Such methods are capable of automatically processing raw image and video

data for feature extraction, description, and classification. Trainable filters and multiple layer

based models are often employed in these methods for action recognition and representation.

This section presents descriptions of some important deep learning models that have

been used for human action recognition. Different types of data have also been considered

for deep learning based methods. Examples of data types include the use of appearance

based data, i.e using RGB frame data and depth data. However, it is very difficult to train

a deep learning model from scratch with limited data. So models are often limited to
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appearance based data or some described representation. Deep learning based models can

be classified into three categories which are: generative models e.g., Deep Belief Networks

(DBNs), Deep Boltzmann machines (DBMs), Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs),

and regularized auto-encoders; supervised models e.g., Deep Neural Networks (DNNs),

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs); and

hybrid models. However, hybrid models are not discussed in this work.

3.4.1 Unsupervised (Generative) Models

The key idea of deep learning based generative models is that they do not need target labels for

the learning process. Such models are appropriate when labelled data is scarce or unavailable.

The evolutionary of deep learning models can be traced back (Hinton et al., 2006) where a

Deep Belief Network (DBN) was presented with a training algorithm based on Restricted

Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) (Smolensky, 1986). This was followed by a dimensional

reduction technique by (Hinton & Salakhutdinov, 2006). The parameters were learnt with an

unsupervised training process which were then fine-tuned in a supervised approach using

back-propagation.

This inspired great interest in deep learning models particularly on different applications

such as human action recognition, image classification, object recognition, and speech

recognition. Unsupervised learning based methods have been proposed by e.g. (Le et al.,

2011) to automatically learn features from video data for action recognition. An independent

subspace analysis algorithm was used to learn space-time features and combined with

convolution and stacking based deep learning techniques for action representation.

In (Foggia et al., 2014), the researchers proposed to train DBNs with RBMs for hu-

man action recognition. The experimental results on two public datasets demonstrated the

impressive performance of the proposed method over hand-crafted feature based approaches.

An unsupervised deep learning based model was proposed by (Hasan & Roy-Chowdhury,

2014) to continuously learn from unlabelled video streams. In addition, DBNs based methods

were used by (Ballan et al., 2012) to learn features from an unconstrained video stream for

human action recognition.
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Generative or unsupervised learning based models have played a substantial role in

inspiring researchers’ interest in the deep learning field. Nevertheless, the great develop-

ment of the Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) based supervised learning methods for

object recognition have somewhat obscured the unsupervised learning based approaches

(Krizhevsky et al., 2012a).

3.4.2 Supervised (Descriminative) Models

In line with the recent literature surveys for human action recognition, the most common

technique used in supervised learning based models are Convolution Neural Networks

(CNN)s. These were first proposed by (LeCun et al., 1989). CNNs can be considered

to be a type of the deep learning model which has shown great performance in various

recognition tasks such as pattern recognition, digit classification, image classification, and

human action recognition (Krizhevsky et al., 2012a) and (Zeiler & Fergus, 2014). The

efficient utilisation of CNNs in image classification (Krizhevsky et al., 2012a) opened a new

era to employ deep learning based methods for human action recognition. The key advantage

of CNNs are their ability to learn straight from the raw data such as RGB or depth map data.

Consequently, it is possible to obtain discriminative features which can effectively describe

the data and thus make the recognition process easier. Since this approach is susceptible

to overfitting, one should be careful in the training process. CNN includes regularisation

and has a significant requirement for a large amount of labeled data. These can help to

prevent overfitting. Recently, it was shown that deep learning based methods outperform

many state-of-the-art handcrafted features for image classification (Krizhevsky et al., 2012a),

(Kuehne et al., 2011) and (Xu et al., 2016).

Convolution Neural Networks (CNN)s have a hierarchical structure with multiple hidden

layers to help translate a data sample into a set of categories. Such models consist of a

number of different types of layers such as convolutional layers, pooling layers and fully

connected layers which can be seen in Fig. 3.1. The temporal domain is introduced as

an additional dimension in the case of videos. Since CNNs were originally designed for

static image processing it was not initially clear on how to incorporate motion information.
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Fig. 3.1 Main layers of Convolution Neural Network (CNN) based on an illustration originally
provided by (Karpathy, 2016). Conv stands for convolution layer, RELU for rectified linear
unit and pool for pooling layer.

Therefore, most research at that time used CNNs on still images to model appearance

information for action recognition (Krizhevsky et al., 2012a). Thereafter, different ways were

proposed to utilise motion information for action recognition. An extension was presented by

(Karpathy et al., 2014) where stacked video frames were used as an input to a CNN for action

recognition from video. However, the experimental results were worse than hand-crafted

feature based approaches. (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014) made an investigation about this

issue and developed the idea of having separate spatial and temporal CNN streams for action

recognition.

Fig. 3.2 illustrates the spatio-temporal CNN streams similar to (Simonyan & Zisserman,

2014) where the two streams are implemented as independent CNNs. One stream was

the spatial stream which recognised actions from static images. The other stream was the

temporal stream which recognised actions from stacked video frames based on motion

information of dense optical flow. The output of the two streams were combined using a late

fusion technique. The experiments showed improved performance for this method compared

to hand-crafted feature based approaches. However, this type of architecture has additional

hardware requirements to be suitable for a variety of applications.
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Fig. 3.2 Illustration of the spatio-temporal CNN streams as used by (Simonyan & Zisserman,
2014). Here the input data is split into two streams, one for the individual apperance based
RGB frames. The other for the temporal information corresponding to an optical flow stream.
The two streams are fused at the end with class score fusion.

A lot of research on action recognition is based on works that have previously achieved

relatively good performance in image classification problems. Recent works extended what

was implemented in two dimensions to 3D to include the temporal domain. Most CNN mod-

els proposed for action recognition have been limited to deal with 2D input data. Nonetheless,

some applications may include 3D data that requires a specialised deep learning model. To

this end, 3D Convolution Neural Networks (3D-CNNs) based models were presented by (Ji

et al., 2013) for surveillance tasks at airports. Spatio-temporal features were automatically

utilised by employing 3D convolutions in the convolutional layers with respect to spatial and

temporal dimensions. The experimental results demonstrated superior performance for this

method in comparison to other state-of-the-art methods.

In general, there has been much success with 2D and 3D CNN in e.g. image classification,

object recognition, speech recognition, and action recognition. Nonetheless, some issues still

need to be considered such as the immense amount of image or video data needed for training

purposes. Collecting and annotating large amounts of image or video data is quite exhausting

and requires a substantial amount of time. Fortunately, the availability of rich and relatively

large action recognition datasets has provided a great support for designing such models in

terms of their training and evaluation. A factorised 3D-CNN was proposed by (Sun et al.,

2015a) for human action recognition. The 3D-CNN was factorised into a standard 2D-CNN

for spatial information at the lower layers and a 1D-CNN for the temporal information at
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the higher layers. This factorisation was to reduce the number of learning parameters and

consequently reduce the computational complexity. Two benchmark datasets were used to

evalauate the proposed method: UCF101 and HMDB51. The results showed comparable

performance with state-of-the-art methods. Another spatio-temporal 3D-CNN approach was

proposed by (Tran et al., 2015) for human action recognition. The authors used four public

datasets to evaluate the proposed method. The 3D-CNN achieved improved performance

with spatio-temporal features compared to a 2D-CNN. The authors also found that a small

filter size such as the one used in their method i.e 3×3×3 was the best choice for spatio-

temporal features. Overall, the experimental results demonstrated competitive performance

for the proposed method with a linear classifier. An efficient approach was proposed by (Liu

et al., 2017) which used a joint-pooled 3D deep convolutional descriptor applied to skeletal

feature data on action recognition data. The experimental results demonstrated promising

performance. Deep learning based action recognition was also presented in (Liu et al., 2016)

using depth sequences and skeleton joint information combined. A 3D CNN structure was

used to learn the spatio-temporal features from depth sequences, then Joint-Vector features

were computed for each sequence. Finally, the SVM classification results of the two types of

features were fused for action recognition.

Some research works have combined supervised and unsupervised learning models for

action recognition. (Sun et al., 2014) used a Slow Feature Analysis (SFA) based method to

extract slowly varying features from an input in an unsupervised manner. These were com-

bined with a 3D-CNN for action recognition. This work achieved competitive performance

compared to state-of-the-art approaches. Three standard action recognition datasets were

used: KTH (Schuldt et al., 2004), UCF sports (Rodriguez et al., 2008), and Hollywood2

(Marszalek et al., 2009) datasets.

Another way to model motion information in video was proposed by (Wu et al., 2015) for

action recognition using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)s. CNN discriminative features

were computed for each video frame and then they were fed into an RNN model. The key

advantage of an RNN architecture is its ability to deal with sequential inputs as a single copy

of the network is created for each sequence. In the RNN hidden layers, connections between
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neurons are found between each replica where the same weights are shared by each replica

and with the others. The authors highlighted that local motion information can be obtained

from video by optical flow through CNNs. On the other hand, global motion information

can be modeled through the use of the RNN. RNN based supervised learning was used by

(Du et al., 2015) across five parts (right arm, left arm, right leg, left leg, trunk) of skeleton

information. These were used as inputs to five separate sub-nets for action recognition. The

outcomes of these sub-nets were then hierarchically fused to form the inputs to the higher

layers. Thereafter, the final representation was fed into a single-layer perceptron to get

the final decision. Three datasets were used to evaluate the proposed method including:

MSR Action3D (Li et al., 2010b), Berkeley Multimodal Human Action (Berkeley Mhad)

(Ofli et al., 2013) and Motion Capture HDM05 (Müller et al., 2007) datasets. The results

demonstrated state-of-the-art performance. However, RNN is not capable of processing very

long sequences and it can not be stacked into very deep models. In addition, it lacks the

capability of keeping track of long-term dependencies; which makes training of an RNN

difficult. Therefore, 3D-CNN are used in this work in chapter 6 for temporal information

exploitation purposes.

Deep learning based approaches have achieved relatively high recognition performance.

This is on the same level or better than hand-crafted features based methods. Some researchers

have also proposed to use multiple deep learning models alongside hand-crafted features

to achieve even better results such as (Feichtenhofer et al., 2016), (Simonyan & Zisserman,

2014) and (Wang et al., 2015a).

3.4.3 Multiple Modality Based Methods

It is very often that different modalities are provided with respect to the same dataset such as

RGB, depth, and skeleton information or at least two of them. Therefore, a lot of research has

been proposed to utilise combinations of different modalities or their hand-crafted features.

They then merge them using fusion based strategies. A separate framework architecture is

often employed for each modality, then, classification scores are often obtained for each one.
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Some research has highlighted that significant improvements in performance of an action

recognition system can be achieved by utilising hand-crafted features within CNN based

deep learning models. A CNN model based on multiple sources of information was proposed

by (Park et al., 2016) to process spatially varying soft-gating. A fusion technique was then

used to combine the multiple CNN models that were trained on various sources. A Stratified

Pooling based CNN (SPCNN) was proposed by (Yu et al., 2017) to handle the issue of

different feature levels of each frame in video data. To come up with video based features,

the authors fine-tuned a pre-trained CNN model on target datasets. Frame-level features

were extracted, then principal component analysis was used for dimensionality reduction.

Stratified pooling of frame-level features was then used to convert them into video-level

features, and finally fed them into an SVM classifier for classification. The method was

evaluated on HMDB51 (Kuehne et al., 2011) and UCF101 (Soomro et al., 2012) datasets.

The experiments showed that the proposed method outperformed the state-of-the-art.

An extension of the two stream network approach was proposed in (Wang et al., 2015a)

using dense trajectories for more effective learning of motion information.

A general residual network architecture for human activity recognition was presented

in (Feichtenhofer et al., 2017) using cross-stream residual connections in the form of multi-

plicative interaction between appearance and motion streams. The motion information was

exploited using stacked inputs of horizontal and vertical optical flow.

A fusion study was presented in (Feichtenhofer et al., 2016) for human activity recognition

using two streams of the pre-trained Visual Geometry Group (VGG) network model to

compute spatio-temporal information combining RGB and stacked optical flow data. Various

fusion mechanisms at different positions of the two streams were evaluated to determine the

best possible recognition performance.

Some research studies have paid particular attention to auxiliary information which can

improve the performance of action recognition. In some studies, audio has been combined

with the video to detect the actions such as (Töreyin et al., 2005), where a combination of

Hidden Markov Models (HMM) with audio were used to determine the actions. The main

disadvantage of using audio recordings is the surrounding noise that can affect the results.
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All of the above approaches suffer from a shortage of long term temporal information.

For example, the number of frames used in the optical flow stacking ranged between 7 and

15 frames, such as 7, 10, and 15 frames as used in (Ji et al., 2013; Karpathy et al., 2014; Park

et al., 2016), respectively. Often people will perform the same action over different periods

of time depending on many factors and particularly for different people. Consequently,

multi-resolution hand-crafted features computed over different durations of time are used

here in this work (chapter 5) in order to avoid this problem. Furthermore, different weight

phases are applied using a time-variant approach in the computation process of the DMMs to

enable adaptation to different important regions of an action.

We take advantage of a deep learning method to learn discriminative features from

both RGB and depth sequences. At the same time, we exploit the great performance of

hand-crafted features in a deep motion model based method for activity recognition. These

hand-crafted features are referred to here as Time-variant Weighted Multi-resolution Depth

Motion Maps (TWMDMM)s. They are extracted from depth sequence data and learned

as part of the motion information. Two streams are considered here. The pre-trained

AlexNet model and a deep motion model are used here to extract spatial and motion features

respectively. Moreover, different fusion techniques are employed to merge spatial and motion

information to find the best approach for human activity recognition.

3.4.4 Pose Estimation and Multi-view Action Recognition

Another considerable challenge in human action recognition is view variance. The same

action can be viewed from different angles thus looks excessively different. This issue was

taken into account by (Rahmani & Mian, 2016). Training data was generated by fitting

a synthetic 3D human model to real motion information. Poses were then extracted from

different view-points. A CNN based model was found to outperform a hand-crafted feature

based approach for multi-view action recognition.

A CNN model obtained from ImageNet was used by (Wang et al., 2016) to learn from

multi-view DMM features for action recognition when video was projected onto different

view-points within the 3D space. Different temporal scales were then used from the syn-
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thesised data to constitute a range of spatio-temporal pattern for each action. Finally, three

finetuned models were employed independently for each DMM maps. However, for nth

number of temporal scales, the subsampled sequence is constructed by taking one frame

starting from the first frame from every n frames. This may lose some important information.

In addition, some actions including object interactions can be very difficult to be recognise

from the raw depth data alone. This helps to justify the inclusion of RGB data for the

recognition of such actions.

Dynamic image information was extracted by (Xiao et al., 2019) from synthesised multi-

view depth videos. Multi-view dynamic images were constructed from the synthesised data.

A CNN model was then proposed to perform feature learning from the multi-view dynamic

images. However, applying dynamic image techniques to the depth information does not

easily take advantage of all the 3D information contained in depth video compared to DMM

method.

In a different way, semantic features based on pose can be seen to be very important

cues that can describe the category of an action. Human joint information was utilised by

(Ijjina & Mohan, 2015) to compute the temporal variation between joints during actions.

Time-variant functions were used to confirm the pose related with each action and considered

for feature extraction. The feature representation for action recognition was constructed

using the temporal variation of values associated with these time functions. Then, CNNs

were trained to recognize human actions from the local patterns in the feature representation.

Berkeley MHAD dataset (Ofli et al., 2013) was used to evaluate the proposed method and the

results demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach. Similar to (Ijjina & Mohan, 2015), a

Pose-based Convolutional Neural Network descriptor (P-CNN) for action recognition was

proposed by (Chéron et al., 2015). Descriptor aggregated motion and appearance information

were used with respect to tracks of human body parts. This utilised skeleton information

along with RGB raw data. JHMDB (Jhuang et al., 2013) and MPII (Rohrbach et al., 2012)

cooking datasets were used to evaluate the proposed method. However, it can be difficult

to accurately capture skeleton information of a person in different environment conditions.

This might be due to a lack of robustness against noisy background. In addition, accurate
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body-parts detection is needed to precisely estimate skeleton information. Furthermore,

different poses might have similar skeleton shapes which can in turn confuse the recognition

system. Therefore, RGB appearance information is used here in this work to estimate two

major poses. They are then used in a hierarchical recognition system as can be seen in chapter

6.

In this work in chapter 6, Multi-View Regional Adaptive Multi temporal-resolution

DMMs (MV-RAMDMM) & Multi temporal-resolution RGB information is learnt with

multiple 3D-CNNs stream for action recognition. The Region Adaptive Multi-resolution

Depth Motion Map is applied across multiple views to extract view & time invariant action

information. It is adapted based on human movement to be used eventually in the deep

learning model for action recognition. Furthermore, a pose estimation approach is used in

this system based on RGB data to introduce a hierarchical recognition system. This has the

ability to recognise the same actions that were performed but with different poses (such as

eating while standing or sitting). For instance, the MSR daily activity dataset has actions that

are performed within different poses such as sitting and standing.

Some recent works based on deep learning models for human action recognition are

included in Table 3.2. In addition, an extensive comparison between deep learning based

models and hand-crafted based models are presented in Table 3.3 for human action recogni-

tion.
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Paper Method Dataset accuracy

(Zhang & Tao, 2012)
Slow Feature Analysis
(SFA)

KTH 93.5

(Ji et al., 2013) 3D CNN KTH 90.2
(Hasan & Roy-Chowdhury,
2014)

DBN KTH 96.6

(Simonyan & Zisserman,
2014)

CNN HDMB-51 59.4

(Sun et al., 2014) DL-SFA Hollywood2 48.1
(Simonyan & Zisserman,
2014)

Two-stream CNN UCF-101 88.0

(Yue-Hei Ng et al., 2015) CNN UCF-101 88.6
(Wang et al., 2015a) Convolutional Descriptor UCF-101 91.5
(Sun et al., 2015a) Spatio-Temporal CNN UCF-101 88.1
(Tran et al., 2015) 3D CNN UCF-101 90.4

(Du et al., 2015) RNN Network
MSR Ac-
tion3D

94.49

(Veeriah et al., 2015) Differential RNN
MSR Ac-
tion3D

92.03

(Weinzaepfel et al., 2015) Spatio-temporal UCF Sports 91.9
(Wang et al., 2015a) Convolutional Descriptor HDMB-51 65.9
(Sun et al., 2015a) Spatio-Temporal CNN HDMB-51 59.1
(Mahasseni & Todorovic,
2016)

LSTM-CNN HDMB-51 55.3

(Park et al., 2016) Deep CNN UCF-101 89.1
(Mahasseni & Todorovic,
2016)

LSTM-CNN UCF-101 86.9

(Park et al., 2016) Deep CNN HDMB-51 54.9
(Yu et al., 2017) SP-CNN HDMB-51 74.7
(Fernando et al., 2017) Rank pooling + CNN HDMB-51 65.8
(Fernando et al., 2017) Rank pooling + CNN Hollywood2 75.2
(Yu et al., 2017) SP-CNN UCF-101 91.6

(Wang et al., 2018c) DynamicMaps+CNN
NTU
RGB+D

87.08

(Wang et al., 2018d) Cooperative CNN
NTU
RGB+D

86.42

(Xiao et al., 2019)
Depth Dynamic Im-
ages+CNN

UWA3DII 68.10

Table 3.2 State-of-the-art methods of deep learning based models with different datasets for
human action recognition.
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Characteristics Deep learning based models Hand-crafted feature based
models

Feature extraction
and Representation

Ability to learn features di-
rectly from raw data

Pre-process algorithms and /
or detectors are needed to dis-
cover the most efficient pat-
terns to improve recognition
accuracy.

Generalisation and
Diversity

Automatically extract spatial,
temporal and scale,transition
invariant features from raw
data

Use feature selection and di-
mensionality reduction meth-
ods which are not very gener-
alisable.

Data preparation

Data pre-processing and nor-
malisation is not mandatory in
deep learning based models to
achieve high performance

Usually require comprehen-
sive data pre-processing and
normalisation to achieve sig-
nificant performance.

Inter-class and
Intra-class

Hierarchical and translational
invariant features are obtained
from such models to solve this
problem

Inefficient in managing such
kind of problems.

Training and Com-
putation time

Huge amount of data required
for training purposes to avoid
over-fitting and high compu-
tation powerful system with
Graphical Processing Unit
(GPU) to speed up training

Require less data for training
purposes with less computa-
tion time and memory usage.

Table 3.3 Comparison of deep learning based models and hand-crafted based models for
human action recognition.
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3.5 Summary

This chapter has presented the most relevant and outstanding computer vision based methods

for human action recognition. A variety of hand-crafted and deep learning based methods

have been summarised along with various advantages and disadvantages for each approach.

Hand-crafted feature based methods are categorised into holistic and local feature based

methods. Holistic feature based methods have been summarised along with their limitations.

These methods assume a static background. In other words, the camera must be stable

and videos are supposed to have been captured in a constrained condition for a holistic

representation. Otherwise, these methods need extra pre-processing steps such as people

detection to be able to recognise human actions. This is particularly true in the presence

of cluttered or a complex background or if the camera moves whilst action sequences are

captured. Next, local feature based methods and different types of descriptors were also

described in this chapter. It is shown that local feature based methods more often achieve

state-of-the-art results compared to other approaches. In addition, such kinds of methods

require reduced computational complexity to recognise human actions compared to more

complicated models. The main advantage of local feature based methods is their flexibility.

They can be applied to video data without complex requirements such as human localisation

or body parts detection which is not feasible on many types of videos. However, in some

cases, it is very difficult to address action variations using local representation based methods

which in turn fails to precisely recognise human actions. Therefore, the aim here is to enhance

the action recognition performance using hand-crafted representations by taking advantage

of both local and holistic based methods. A complementary solution is presented in this

work in chapter 4 making use of both categories. Different issues are tackled benefiting from

appearance and motion information; and local feature representation of an action. Motion

history image is used to extract historical appearance information of actions. This is then

used as a basis to extract flow motion information from MHI template using an optical flow

algorithm. By doing this, motion information of multiple frames can be utilised based on

the MHI template instead of time cost of calculating optical flow for multiple frames. These
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information along side local representation strategies are considered as the key roles for

recognising different actions and improving the performance of the recognition system.

Furthermore, deep learning-based models for action representation also have been sum-

marised in this section. Deep learning based models have been classified into two categories

including: supervised and unsupervised models. However, supervised models are considered

in this work due to their vast ability and high effectiveness in implementing recognition

systems. Deep learning has arisen as a set of highly common approaches within the machine

learning field. It has achieved competitive performance in comparison with traditional ap-

proaches in many applications of computer vision. The most important characteristic of deep

learning models is the ability to learn features from raw data. This has somewhat reduced the

need for hand-crafted feature detectors and descriptors.

One of the most popular supervised models is the Convolution Neural Network (CNN)

which is currently being used in most of the existing deep learning based methods. However,

deep learning based methods still have some limitations that need to be considered. One of

these limitations is the need for huge amounts of data for training the models. In addition

there is a high-complexity hardware requirement to enable computation in a plausible amount

of time. Therefore, transfer learning approaches are adopted in this work to benefit from pre-

trained models to speed up the training processes. This also helps to improve the performance

of the action recognition system with reasonable hardware requirements.

Two commonly types of CNN have been used for spatial or spatio-temporal feature

extraction and representation. Some research has highlighted that significant improvements

in performance of an action recognition system can be achieved by utilising multi-modalities

structure based methods. To this end, multi-modality sources of data are also used in this

work in chapter 5. Temporal information of actions is exploited here with the use of different

weighting within the formulations of the TWMDMMs. In addition, appearance and shape

cues of RGB-D data is also utilised here to provide more dicriminative features. This

information is processed here with independent 2D-CNN deep learning models and merged

using fusion based strategies.
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Spatio-temporal features have also been learnt with the use of 3D-CNN models. These

have been summarised in this chapter in which temporal domain has considered in the

learning process. Multi-modalities structure may add great improvements to the recognition

system within 3D-CNN model. Toward this aim, a multi-view and multi-resolutions action

recognition system is presented in chapter 6 involving a 3D-CNN deep learning model.

Different modalities are utilised in this work including: multi temporal-resolutions of RGB

information; and a regional adaptive multi-view & multi temporal-resolution depth motion

map which is computed and weighted based on person movements. Furthermore, a hierarchi-

cal recognition scheme is considered making the use of person detection and pose estimation.

This helps to eliminate background noise and to easily train the recognition system to recog-

nise the same actions that may be performed within different poses. Otherwise different

shapes and motion information that may confuse the recognition system.

In summary, this thesis considers different main shortfalls in terms of human action

recognition in the following chapters including: limited resources, different data sources

(RGB, RGB-D, improved hand-crafted features), lack of spatio-temporal feature relationships

and various motion-regions of importance. The next chapter presents performance evaluation

of the first proposed action recognition system that encompasses improved framework design

including holistic and local feature representations.



Chapter 4

Hand-crafted Features Based Human

Action Recognition
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4.1 Introduction

As it is generally the case with recognition systems, action recognition system can make

use of multiple features to enhance its performance. This chapter presents an efficient

methodology for feature selection, representation, and fusion which results in discriminative

features of reduced dimension with significant recognition performance. It may sound

conventional for the action recognition community to use some selected hand-crafted features

with principal component analysis for such purposes. However, the solution presented here

is based on historical appearance and motion information which is more suited for action

recognition. In addition, these features are exclusively extracted from silhouette information

of the user to add a high privacy option.

Motion History Image (MHI) is one of the methods that have been used in HAR systems

to provide historical appearance information of an action combined into one single template.

MHI conveniently represents the whole cycle of an action in multiple frame sequences

converted into a single 2D gray-scaled image. (Li et al., 2014b), (Murtaza et al., 2015),

(Ahmad & Hossain, 2008), (Hassan et al., 2014) and (Ahad et al., 2012).

One of the advantages of the MHI representation is that a range of times may be encoded

in a single frame, and in this way, it is possible for the MHI to span the time scales of

human gestures (Meng et al., 2007), (Ahmad & Hossain, 2008) and (Ahad et al., 2012).

Many researchers have used MHI for human action recognition due to its simplicity and low

computational cost such as (Bobick & Davis, 2001) and (Tian et al., 2012).

However, flow motion characteristics of each pixel of an action frames can be more useful

and provided using optical flow approach. Optical flow has been used by many researchers

in human action recognition such as (Ahad et al., 2008), (Chathuramali & Rodrigo, 2012b)

and (Vrigkas et al., 2015).

The target in this work is to extend the calculation window of optical flow from traditional

two consecutive frames to two consecutive MHI templates. This results in several sources of

temporal information which can be useful to provide a fuller representation of an action. In

other words, historical appearance and flow motion information are extracted by considering

one of each as a foundation stone to the other. A wider temporal window is considered in the
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calculation of Optical Flow (OF) when it is calculated over the MHI template information, in

which, several temporal frames are associated.

The selected features are then represented and applied to a learning process to obtain

the action. Different public benchmak datasets are used in the evaluation stage in this work

including: UIUC1 (Tran & Sorokin, 2008), Weizmann (Blank et al., 2005a), and MuHAVi

(Singh et al., 2010) datasets. The experiments show that inferring these features can provide

a rich analysis of appearance and flow motion information of an action; helping to be more

sensitive.

4.2 Framework Design and Methodology

Depending on the previously mentioned plan, the framework design of the proposed method

for human action recognition consists of different successive stages starting from the feature

selection and extraction processes through to feature representations and feature vector

generation. Thereafter, dimensionality reduction and concatenation fusion stages are then

fed to a classification process as shown in Fig. 4.1.

4.2.1 Features Extraction

Two hand-crafted feature techniques are selected and improved to characterise appearance

and flow motion information of actions. These are relied upon to implement the proposed

method for human action recognition. The selected features are obtained from motion history

image and optical flow based methods.

4.2.1.1 Motion History Image

Motion history image is a form of temporal template matching that makes a space-time shape

in a video. Human actions can take different periods of time with a cyclic nature. In this

work, we assume that daily actions of a human are cyclic and can take a duration of not more

than 50 frames to be completed. In a MHI template, the most recent image is brighter than

the past ones (Murtaza et al., 2015). This can be written mathematically taking B(x,y, t) as a
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Fig. 4.1 Framework of the proposed method.

binary image and if there exists movement at time t and at location (x,y) this will result in

B(x,y, t) = 1.

The subject’s binary mask is already provided in the datasets such in MuHAVi and

UIUC1; or could be obtained from the raw data using background subtraction based on

Gaussian Mixture Models (KaewTraKulPong & Bowden, 2002), (Stauffer & Grimson, 1999).

Background subtraction helps to separate subject’s silhouette from the background.

Thereafter, the MHI (Mτ ) at time t is computed with:

Mτ(x,y, t) =

τ if B(x,y, t) = 1

max(0,Mτ(x,y, t −1)−1) otherwise,
(4.1)

where B(x,y, t) is a binary image calculated typically from background subtraction and τ is

the number of frame sequences used to compute the MHI template.

In most research literature, the value of τ is chosen to be equal to the total number of

frames in video sequences. However, this is not known in the real case scenario. Therefore, a
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fixed value (50 frames) is chosen here to be closer to real case conditions. The resulting MHI

is represented by gray-scale template such as the one in Fig. 4.2 that demonstrates the motion

sequence of an individual. It can be observed that historical appearance information of an

action starting from a past frame at (t-50) through to the current frame at time (t) are included.

The brighter or the higher the value of the pixels indicates the most recent foreground.

Fig. 4.2 Motion History Image (MHI) examples determined sequences of (left to right):
Walking, Running and Kicking.

Furthermore, to provide scale and location invariant representation, MHIs would be

centred and scaled to a fixed size. Also, a normalisation stage is added to achieve illumination

and contrast invariant representation which is computed as follows:

Mn(x,y, t) =
Mτ(x,y, t)

∑
R
r=1 ∑

C
c=1 Mτ(r,c, t)

. (4.2)

where R represents the total number of rows, C represents the total number of columns in Mτ .

4.2.1.2 Optical Flow based Motion Information

Optical flow estimation model is used here to compute flow motion characteristics for each

pixel of action’s pixels through multiple frames template by making use of MHI templates in

the calculation of flow motion characteristics. Using MHI with a duration of τ as a base level

for the optical flow estimation model provides the ability to compute flow motion features of

several frames of an action grouped into one MHI template with a single processing stage.

This supports the recognition system by avoiding traditional computation cost of flow motion

features for multiple consecutive frames. In addition, this can improve the capability of
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the recognition system to utilise flow motion features for recognising multiple actions with

different scenarios which might have the same appearance information.

This work used the optical flow estimation model as in (Liu et al., 2009) to compute

optical flow information of subject’s motion. In general, all optical flow methods are based on

the brightness constancy and small motion assumptions, for brightness constancy, it assumes:

f (x,y, t) = f (x+dx,y+dy, t +dt). (4.3)

A first order Taylor expansion can be done for small motion assumption:

f (x,y, t) = f (x,y, t)+
∂ f
∂x

dx+
∂ f
∂y

dy+
∂ f
∂ t

dt. (4.4)

Thereafter, the constraint equations on the optical flow are:

fxdx + fydy + ftdt = 0, (4.5)

fxu+ fyv+ ftt = 0. (4.6)

The flow field are found by minimising the objective function:

E(u,v) = Ed(u,v)+αEs(u,v), (4.7)

where α is the balance parameters between the data term Ed and the smoothness term Es.

An iterative process with internal and external iterations is considered for the minimisation

of E(v,u).

4.2.2 Feature Vector Generation

A subsequent stage in the framework design that follows the feature selection and extraction

processes is the feature vector representation and generation. Two well-known descriptors

are used in this stage including Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Histogram
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of Oriented Optical Flow (HOOF) to represent the extracted features and generate feature

vectors.

4.2.2.1 Histogram of Oriented Gradients

Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) are a type of image descriptor proposed by (Dalal

& Triggs, 2005) which are widely used in computer vision for people detection and human

action recognition. In this paper, the historical appearance information encapsulated by

the MHI templates are considered as “saliency masks”, from which, the HOG descriptors

are computed; an example of which is shown in Fig. 4.3; might achieve more accurate

recognition.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.3 Histogram of oriented gradients, (a) a template of motion history image (b) oriented
bins visualisation.

HOG computation can be explained with successive steps as the following:

• Gradient computation: filtering is performed to compute the horizontal and vertical

gradients using the following kernel in a vertical and horizontal direction: Kx = [−1 0 1]

and Ky = [1 0 −1]T.

Later, the magnitude G and orientation θ of the gradient can be calculated using the

vertical and horizontal gradients (Ix,Iy) that calculated before: |G|=
√

(x2 + y2) and

θ = tan−1
(

Ix
Iy

)
.

• Orientation binning: the histogram of a cell is computed using 9 orientation bins on

the interval of θ ∈ [0°,180°]. 8x8 pixels is the size of non-overlapping cells that’s
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computed over the gradient image. The corresponding bin of each pixel is found based

on the orientation and related magnitude of the pixel.

• Descriptor blocks: cells are grouped into larger blocks and processing applied to

achieve an illumination invariant representation. There are two kinds of block geometry

which are: rectangular and circular HOG. In this work, the rectangular geometry is

used with different block size including 4x4, and 8x8 cells to study its effects on the

recognition efficiency.

4.2.2.2 Histogram of Oriented Optical Flow

We followed the calculation steps in (Chaudhry et al., 2009) to compute Histogram of

Oriented Optical Flow (HOOF) descriptor to show the distribution of motion flow information

and to avoid the effects of the background noise and scale changes. In HOOF, each flow vector

is binned and weighted based on its angle and magnitude. Hence, all optical flow vectors

v = (x y)T have direction, θ where: −π

2 +π
b−1

B ≤ θ <−π

2 +π
b
2 . These will contribute by√

(x2 + y2) to the sum in bin b, where b ranges between 1 ≤ b ≤ B, where B is the total

number of bins. In this work, we use different number of bins to show how its related to the

accuracy of the recognition model. We noticed that 100 bins based histogram might help to

achieve significant action recognition results.

4.2.2.3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

In order to facilitate the learning and training processes in the system, minimising the

dimension of the extracted feature vectors is required. Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

is a powerful analysis technique that is performed to identify patterns in data. Data can be

projected using the results of PCA to help highlight the data similarities and differences.

PCA performs linear orthogonal transformation to convert the input space into a new space

with a basis that are the principal components (Jolliffe, 2011). Once newly derived features

are computed from the scene, the principal components can be used to project the computed

feature vector to a basis with a shorter feature space.
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The extracted features are transformed into the new space by projection onto these

principal components. The number of the principal components is equal to the dimension of

those features. Nevertheless, different amounts of variations of input space are represented

within each principal component. Therefore, the components with higher variance can be

utilised for projecting the input features, whilst the dimensions with least amount of variance

are ignored. The higher variance components can often help to clarify the most important

aspects of the information. Hence, a dimensionality reduction is introduced with no impact

on information quality. In this work, the covariance matrix of extracted features is computed

and used to determine the principal components for this feature space. To this end, PCA

is employed here to represent the universal covariance of the features by performing the

analysis on features extracted from the whole dataset. Hence, universal principal components

are obtained and used to project the features of the training and testing data to the new

space. By doing this, the common principal components are used instead of conducting PCA

for each training and testing parts. This requires less processing time. In order to present

the universal principal components in a mathematical formulation, it is necessary to define

a feature matrix M that contains the feature vectors extracted from different frames. The

number of feature vectors can be denoted by N, so that M is N feature vectors each with

D features. The number of features D is the number of HOG and HOOF coefficients. The

eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix MMT results in the eigenvectors and their

corresponding eigenvalues. The eigenvectors are the principal components. Singular value

decomposition (SVD) (Beigi, 2011), is an effective method that can be used to determine the

principal components. This method does not need the computation of MMT . This can be

more efficient, in particular, for large data matrices as in the case of M. If M has a rank i and

singular values γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ ....≥ γi, then there exist two unitary matrices. These are the left

singular vectors:

U = u1,u2, .....,uN (4.8)

and right singular vectors:
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V = v1,v2, .....,vD. (4.9)

Thereafter, the data matrix M can be decomposed into:

M =UHV ∗. (4.10)

where H is diagonal matrix of singular values and V ∗ is the conjugate of the unitary matrix

V . The conjugate is used in the general form of SVD. Because M does not contain complex

values, then a transpose can replace the conjugate in (4.10),

M =UHV T . (4.11)

H is expressed as follow:

H =UT MV. (4.12)

For 1 ≤ k ≤ i

vk =
MT uk

γk
(4.13)

are the eigenvectors of MMT associated with eigenvalues γ2
k . Because M only contains

real values, then U and V are also real and are orthogonal matrices. The rank (i) of matrix

M is equal to the number of its columns. This is also the dimensionality of the extracted

features (D). The eigenvectors vk calculated in (4.13) are the principal components and

their corresponding eigenvalues γ2
k are the amount of variance presented by those principal

components. Components with least variance can be neglected when the extracted features

are projected (by projection matrix V ) onto the new space. This will achieve dimensionality

reduction.
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4.3 Experiments and Results

In this chapter three datasets are used for evaluation: UIUC1 (Tran & Sorokin, 2008),

Weizmann (Blank et al., 2005a), and MuHAVi (Singh et al., 2010) datasets. Different

evaluation schemes are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed recognition system.

They include one or both of the following schemes:

• Leave One Actor Out (LOAO) evaluation scheme: Train a classifier on all subjects of

dataset except the one that is being used for testing. This is repeated for all subjects

and the average of the outcomes is considered as the final result.

• Leave One Sequence Out (LOSO) evaluation scheme: One sequence is randomly

selected as test data from the considered dataset while the remaining sequences are

used as training data. A certain number of evaluations are used and the outcomes are

then averaged as the final result.

4.3.1 MuHAVi dataset

The Multicamera Human Action Video (MuHAVi) dataset (Singh et al., 2010) is a multiple

camera human activity video dataset. It contains selected action sequences of 14 actions

performed by 2 actors using two viewing directions to capture the actions. This dataset

contains 136 sequences with annotated silhouettes that are known as MuHAVi-14. Some of

these 14 actions can be merged into single actions to form MuHAVi-8 which provides extra

scenarios to evaluate the recognition system. Some samples of actions are presented in Fig.

4.4.

LOAO and LOSO cross-validation schemes are used to evaluate the proposed system with

this dataset. The same characteristics of the methodology section are used in all experiments.

The results of the experiments are discussed below based on the type of the evaluation

scheme.

Initially, different experiments with various classifiers are considered. These include:

Naive Bayes, SVM, Feed-forward NN and KNN to help identify the most effective classifier
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Fig. 4.4 Samples of actions in muhavi dataset (Singh et al., 2010).

in terms of the proposed method. The results are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Here, it can be

seen that the KNN classifier has the best performance, therefore KNN classifier is considered

in this work based on the mentioned results.

Classi f ier MuHAVi−14 MuHAVi−8
Naive Bayes 69.91 82.42

SVM 75.70 86.80
Feed-forward NN 82.60 91.71

KNN 86.93 95.70
Table 4.1 A comparison of different classifiers in terms of MuHAVi-14 and MuHAVi-8
datasets.

The KNN classifier has evaluated with a range of different numbers of nearest neighbours:

ranging from 1 to 10. In addition, SVM classifier has evaluated with different kernel functions

as can be seen in Table 4.2.

Furthermore, different parameters of the proposed framework are considered with dif-

ferent values to show their affect on the recognition rates. These include the number of

bins for the HOOF descriptor (100, 150), block size of the HOG descriptor (4×4,8×8).

The accuracy of the system for these different model parameter values can be seen in Table

4.3. The best results are achieved with 4 nearest neighbours 8 × 8 cell size for the HOG

descriptor and 100 bins for the HOOF descriptor. These settings are used for the rest of the

experiments.
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Classi f ier Accuracy%
KNN (1) 83.50
KNN (2) 80.45
KNN (3) 81.12
KNN (4) 86.93
KNN (5) 81.61
KNN (6) 82.96
KNN (7) 78.98
KNN (8) 80.32
KNN (9) 77.60

KNN (10) 79.26
SVM (linear) 79.59

SVM (Polynomial) 76.30
SVM (RBF) 55.10

Table 4.2 A comparison of different characteristics of KNN and SVM classifiers in terms of
MuHAVi-14 dataset.

Bins o f HOOF 100 150
HOG Blocks 4x4 8x8 4x4 8x8
KNN (1) 82.3% 83.5% 81% 80.1%
KNN (4) 79.9% 86.93% 77.6% 81.8%

Table 4.3 Different feature selection and parameter characteristics demonstrating different
results in terms of LOAO evaluation scheme of MuHAVi-14 dataset.

The model is trained on sequences of one actor and then tested on the sequences of the

second actor. The average accuracy is calculated by alternately testing both actors. The

result shows that the proposed approach performs well despite the variability of an actors’

style. This experiment achieves accuracy rates of 86.93% and 95.7% for MuHAVi-14 and

MuHAVi-8 datasets respectively. The confusion matrices of the recognition model are shown

in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 in terms of MuHAVi-14 and MuHAVi-8 datasets respectively.

It can be seen from Table 4.4 that the majority of misclassifications are between “Guard-

ToKick” action and “GuardToPunch” due to the similarity between these two actions. Aside

from a little misdirection of “StandUpLeft” and “CollapseRight” actions, the method appears

to show good performance in terms of the direction of an action’s motion; therefore, it can

easily discriminate between actions of opposite directions e.g. “Walking” and “Turningback”.

Moreover, Table 4.5 shows the confusion matrix in terms of MuHAVi-8 dataset classification.
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collapseleft 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
collapseright 25.0 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
guardtokick 6.3 0 33 38.8 6.3 15.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

guardtopunch 6.3 6.3 28.6 59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
kickright 0 0 0 12.5 87.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

punchright 0 0 0 0 0 87.5 0 0 0 0 0 12.5 0 0
Run-right 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Run-left 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0

Standup-left 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 75 25 0 0 0 0
Standup-right 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
Turnback-left 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

Turnback-right 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
Walk-right 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0
Walk-left 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Table 4.4 Confusion matrix of the recognition performance under LOAO evaluation scheme
in terms of the MuHAVi-14 dataset (Singh et al., 2010).
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Collapse 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Guard 12.5 78.1 0 9.4 0 0 0 0
Kick 12.5 0 87.5 0 0 0 0 0

Punch 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
Run 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

StandUp 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
TurnBack 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0

Walk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Table 4.5 Confusion matrix of the recognition performance under LOAO evaluation scheme
in terms of the MuHAVi-8 dataset (Singh et al., 2010).

The accuracy of the recognition increases due to the merging of multi-direction actions

in to single actions. A comparison between the proposed method and the state-of-the-art

approaches is included in Table 4.6 which shows the superior performance of the proposed

framework.

Paper MuHAVi−14 MuHAVi−8
(Singh et al., 2010) 61 76.47
(Orrite et al., 2014) 75 85.9

(Cheema et al., 2011) 75.53 83.08
(Murtaza et al., 2015) 81.6 92.3

Proposed 86.93 95.7

Table 4.6 A comparison between the proposed method and state-of-the-art approaches using
LOAO evaluation scheme in terms of MuHAVi dataset.

The proposed method outperforms similar state-of-the-art approaches such as, (Singh

et al., 2010), (Orrite et al., 2014), (Cheema et al., 2011) and (Murtaza et al., 2015). However,
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(Murtaza et al., 2015) used the total number of frames for each action video sequence in the

MHI computation. The proposed method, on the other hand used just 50 frames per action

for flexibility with any sudden change of an action and to make it more applicable for real

case usage. Also, this will give an opportunity to recognise an action if less information is

available.

For the LOSO scheme, the model is trained with all the sequences except one which is

left out rather than actors. For the MuHAVi data, 135 sequences are used for training and

1 for testing respectively. The experiments show the effectiveness of the proposed method

achieving a promising performance with 95.1% and 97.7% accuracy for MuHAVi-14 and

MuHAVi-8 respectively. Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the confusion matrices for the two datasets.
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collapseleft 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
collapseright 25.0 75.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
guardtokick 0 0 87.4 0 12.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

guardtopunch 0 0 31 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
kickright 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

punchright 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Run-right 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Run-left 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0

Standup-left 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0
Standup-right 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
Turnback-left 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

Turnback-right 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
Walk-right 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0
Walk-left 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Table 4.7 Confusion matrix of the proposed approach using LOSO scheme in terms of
MuHAVi-14 dataset.

A somewhat insignificant level of misclassification can be noticed in both groups. For

instance, ”Turnback” action is misclassified as the ”Walk” action in MuHAVi-8. The ”Guard-

tokick” action is misclassified as the ”Guardtopunch” in MuHAVi-14. This is due to the

high level of similarity between the two actions. It is worth noticing that the proposed
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Collapse 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Guard 0 96.6 3.4 0 0 0 0 0
Kick 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0

Punch 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
Run 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

StandUp 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
TurnBack 0 0 0 0 0 0 85 15

Walk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Table 4.8 Confusion matrix of the proposed approach using LOSO evaluation scheme in
terms of MuHAVi-8 dataset.
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methodology is more effective in the second group (MuHAVi-8). This is mostly due to the

multiple primitive actions that have been merged from the first group. A comparison between

the proposed approach and the state-of-the-art approaches is provided in Table 4.9 for the

LOSO evaluation scheme.

The proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches with an improvement

of 3% for the MuHAVi-14. In addition, the performance can be seen to be comparable for

the MuHAVi-8.

Paper MuHAVi−14 MuHAVi−8
(Cheema et al., 2011) 86.03 95.58
(Singh et al., 2010) 82.35 97.8

(Murtaza et al., 2015) 92.6 98.3
Proposed 95.1 97.7

Table 4.9 Proposed method in comparison to state-of-the-art techniques using LOSO evalua-
tion scheme in terms of MuHAVi dataset.

4.3.2 University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign (UIUC1) dataset

The UIUC1 dataset (Tran & Sorokin, 2008) consists of 532 high resolution sequences of

14 actions performed by eight actors. The actions are: walking, running, jumping, waving,

jumping jacks, clapping, jumping from sit-up, raise one hand, stretching out, turning, sitting

to standing, crawling, pushing up and standing to sitting. Foreground information are

provided as ground truth in the dataset. Fig. 4.5 shows some sample images of the UIUC1

datasets.

Fig. 4.5 Samples of actions in UIUC1 dataset (Tran & Sorokin, 2008).
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In this experiment, LOAO and LOSO evaluation schemes are used to assess the per-

formance of the proposed method in terms of the UIUC1 dataset. Table 4.10 shows the

confusion matrix of the proposed recognition system for the LOAO evaluation scheme.
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Clapping 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Crawling 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jump 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jump jacks 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jumping from sit 0 0 0 0 89 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0
Pushing up 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Raise one hand 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Run 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sit to stand 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 95 0 0 0 0 0
Stand to sit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
Stretch out 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

Turning 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
Walking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0
Waving 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Table 4.10 Confusion matrix for the proposed system under LOAO evaluation scheme in
terms of the UIUC1 dataset.

The system achieves a relatively high recognition rate of 98.9%. There is a minor

misclassification between "Sit to stand" and "Jumping from sit" actions due to the similarity

of these two actions.

The other evaluation scheme, LOSO is also now considered in terms of this dataset

to show the performance of the recognition system across different scenarios. Table 4.11

includes the confusion matrix of the recognition system in terms of the UIUC1 dataset under

the LOSO evaluation scheme.
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Clapping 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Crawling 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jump 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jump jacks 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jumping from sit 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pushing up 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Raise one hand 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Run 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sit to stand 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0
Stand to sit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
Stretch out 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

Turning 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
Walking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0
Waving 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Table 4.11 Confusion matrix of the proposed method under LOSO evaluation scheme in
terms of the UIUC1 dataset.

It can be seen in Table 4.11 that the performance of the recognition system for this data is

relatively high, achieving a result of 100% accuracy under the LOSO evaluation scheme. This

is likely due to the increase in the training data which provides rich and wide information
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for learning process. A comparison between the proposed method and the state-of-the-art

approaches is shown in Table 4.12 in terms of the UIUC1 dataset.

Paper LOAO LOSO
(Chathuramali & Rodrigo, 2012a) 98.84 99.04

(Wang et al., 2013b) 98.40 -
(Tran & Sorokin, 2008) 98.70 99.06

(Zhang et al., 2015b) 98.87 -
Proposed 98.92 100.00

Table 4.12 A comparison between the proposed method and state-of-the-art approaches in
terms of UIUC1 dataset (Tran & Sorokin, 2008).

The proposed method achieves comparable performance with the state-of-the-art ap-

proaches with a slight improvement of just under 1% for both the LOAO and LOSO evaluation

schemes.

4.3.3 Weizmann dataset

The Weizmann dataset (Blank et al., 2005a) is a collection of video sequences consisting

of ten different actions including: running, walking, skipping, jumping, jumping forward,

pjump, gallopsideways, one hand waving, two hands waving, and bending. Each action is

performed by 9 different persons and captured as low resolution video from a single view

point. Samples of the Weizmann dataset are shown in Fig. 4.6.

The LOAO evaluation scheme is considered to evaluate the proposed method in terms

of the Weizmann dataset. The proposed methodology achieves good performance with

98.6% accuracy across the whole 10 actions of the dataset. It misclassifies the "Skip" action

with the "Run" action due to the high similarity between these two types of movement and

direction of the two actions. The proposed methodology could achieve 100% accuracy with

the Weizmann dataset if the "Skip" action is not included or perhaps combined with the

"Run" action as shown in the confusion matrices in Tables 4.13 and 4.14.
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Fig. 4.6 Samples of actions in the Weizmann dataset (Blank et al., 2005a).
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Bend 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gallop sideway 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jump 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jum in place 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jump jack 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0

one hand wave 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
Run 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
Skip 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 86 0 0

two hand wave 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0
walk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Table 4.13 Confusion matrix under LOAO evaluation scheme in terms of Weizmann dataset
with 10 actions.

A comparison between the proposed method and some state-of-the-art approaches is

presented in Table 4.15 in terms of the Weizmann dataset. It can be seen that the proposed

method achieves a competitive performance with a relative improvement of around 2-3%.
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Bend 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gallop sideway 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Jump 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jump in place 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0

Jump jack 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
one hand wave 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0

Run 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0
two hand wave 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0

walk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Table 4.14 Confusion matrix of LOAO evaluation scheme in terms of the Weizmann dataset
with 9 actions, where the "skip" action has been combined with the "run" action.

Paper No.o f Actions LOAO
(Thanikachalam & Thyagharajan, 2015) 9 91

(Li et al., 2014b) 9 97.53
(Ahsan et al., 2014) 10 (9) 94.26 (97.5)

(Tran & Sorokin, 2008) 9 100
(Niebles & Fei-Fei, 2007) 9 72.8

Proposed 10 (9) 98.6 (100)
Table 4.15 A comparison between the performance of the proposed method and others in
terms of the Weizmann dataset.
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4.4 Conclusion

A human action recognition system is presented in this work. A number of different hand-

crafted features have been included in this system that include the widely known MHI, OF,

HOG and HOOF. These provide a suitable, robust and rich feature extraction process. The

MHI is selected to make use of historical appearance information of an action. It is exploited

as a foundation stone, from which, flow motion characteristics are computed using a layer

based optical flow algorithm. The HOG and HOOF descriptors are used to help representing

the feature information in a single feature vector. This high dimension feature vector is

then projected onto a reduced dimensional subspace using PCA. Different parameters of

the proposed framework have also been studied to show their effects on the recognition

performance.

Three well-know public datasets have been used to evaluate the proposed system includ-

ing: MuHAVi, UIUC1, and Weizmann datasets. Different evaluation schemes have been

used which are Leave One Actor Out and/or Leave One Sequence Out.

The experiments performed on the MuHAVi dataset achieved competitive performance

under LOAO and LOSO evaluation schemes for both configurations of this dataset i.e.

MuHAVi-14 and MuHAVi-8. The proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art ap-

proaches with an improvement of 3% in terms of MuHAVi-14 and a comparable result in

terms of MuHAVi-8.

In addition, UIUC1 dataset is also used for evaluating the proposed method under

LOAO and LOSO evaluation schemes. The experimental results showed the robustness of

the proposed method that achieved good performance under LOAO and LOSO evaluation

schemes respectively. A slight improvement of 1% was achieved in comparison to the

state-of-the-art approaches.

Finally, the Weizmann dataset is used in the experiments for more evaluation purposes

under a LOAO evaluation scheme. The experiments demonstrated improved performance

that confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Competitive performance was

also obtained in comparison with similar state-of-the-art approaches.
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These techniques do, however, rely on the accurate extraction of the person’s silhouette.

This information can be obtained using e.g. background subtraction. But the resulting

silhouette information is not guaranteed to be accurate in various conditions.

This can obviously impact on the action recognition performance. Other sources of

information such as the depth or distance to an actor can bring great benefits to the action

recognition task. However additional sources of data brings higher dimensional measure-

ments and in turn higher dimensional feature vectors. This can make efficient and accurate

classification difficult without performing some form of feature extraction. This is where

techniques such as deep learning using e.g. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)s can be

especially useful. Deep learning has been formed to be very good at learning and extracting

the most important properties of features. These learned features can then be input into

classifiers to recognise action or similar.

Therefore the next two chapters follow this path to take advantage of various sources

of information including RGB, depth, multiple views, Depth Motion Maps and multiple

temporal scales. These are used along with deep learning to make a more generally applicable

action recognition system.



Chapter 5

Deep Learning of Time-variant Weighted

Multi-Resolution Depth Motion Maps

with Spatial Feature Fusion for Action

Recognition
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5.1 Introduction

The focus of this chapter may seem to largely differ from the previous chapter. However,

the work here also targets to improve the accuracy of the recognition system based on deep

learning techniques within various sources of data and different environmental conditions.

Nonetheless, the achievements of the previous chapter are presented based on pre-selected

features for action recognition, whilst automatic feature extraction is adopted in this chapter.

Another aspect that’s considered in this work is the multiple modalities of data which can help

make activity recognition to achieve better predictability. Thus, one of the most important

aims of this chapter is to utilise both automatically and manually learned feature models for

human activity recognition.

Deep learning has been based on different techniques such as convolution (LeCun et al.,

1998), deep belief networks (Hinton et al., 2006), auto-encoders (Sun et al., 2017) and

recurrent neural networks (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). These have all been used for

learning of features (Le et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2018a). These kinds of approaches, in many

cases, have been found to outperform hand-crafted features.

Deep learning has successfully been used for action recognition such in (Gowda, 2017;

Vella et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018e). Convolutional neural network models have been used

for human activity recognition such as work that proposed by (Han et al., 2018). Spatial and

temporal information of a video was learned. A deep two-stream model was constructed

based on transfer learning using a modified RestNets-101 (He et al., 2016). RGB and a

volume of stacked optical flow data were taken as inputs for the spatial and temporal network

streams respectively. The proposed strategy was able to achieve competitive results for

activity recognition. For a fixed orientation, a spatio-temporal convolutional network was

proposed in a different number of research studies for human action recognition such as (Sun

et al., 2015a), (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014), (Wang et al., 2015a) and (Park et al., 2016).

All of the above approaches suffer from a shortage of long term temporal information.

For example, the number of frames used in the optical flow stacking ranged between 2, 7 and

15 frames. For example, 7, 10 and 15 frames were used by (Ji et al., 2013; Karpathy et al.,

2014; Park et al., 2016), respectively.
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Another type of method that can exploit motion information is Depth Motion Maps

(DMM) such as formulated by (Chen et al., 2016b; Yang et al., 2012). These DMMs express

the variation of the subject’s motions during activity performance and have better computation

complexity compared to optical flow.

Different levels of the same data sequence but with temporal gaps (which might loss

some important information of an action) have been used with DMM computations to create

a hierarchical DMMs such as work by (El Madany et al., 2015) and (Chen et al., 2016c).

This can be useful to tackle the issue between activities that performed by different people

but over different temporal periods.

However, leave temporal gaps in hierarchical DMM calculation might loss some important

information of an action. Furthermore, difficulties can potentially arise in recognising the

difference between activities that have the same types of movements.

Consequently, this chapter presents a novel method. First, time-variant weight functions

are proposed in computations of DMMs. Multiple length motion information are also used

but with no temporal gap to utilise whole action information. These features are referred

to as Time-variant Weighted Multi-Resolution Depth Motion Maps (TWMDMM). This

formulation allows for various aspects of individual actions to be emphasized. It also helps to

characterise the importance of the temporal dimension. This is important to help overcome

e.g. variations in time over which a single type of action might be performed.

We take advantage of a deep learning method based on CNN to learn discriminative

features from both RGB and depth sequences. At the same time, we exploit some important

aspects of TWMDMM in a deep motion model as part of the motion information. Two streams

are considered here, including the deep motion model and a pre-trained AlexNet model

to extract the motion and spatial features respectively. Moreover, dimensional reduction

process and different fusion techniques are evaluated. The result is a spatial temporal action

recognition model.
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5.2 Framework Design and Methodology

The proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.1 Framework of the proposed method.

5.2.1 Construction of Time-variant Weighted Multi-resolutions Depth

Motion Map

5.2.1.1 Depth Motion Maps

Both RGB and depth for each frame are exploited in the framework proposed here. In

addition, multi-resolution shape and motion information are also used here in the form

of a modified Depth Motion Map (DMM) formulation. The basic DMM, (as used in e.g.

(Chen et al., 2016a,b; Yang et al., 2012)), includes projecting each depth frame onto three

orthogonal Cartesian planes. The foreground is specified by a bounding box as a region of

interest and then normalised to a particular size.

As a result, each depth frame will generate three 2D planes or maps xy, xz,yz indicating

front, side and top views. The motion energy of each single map can be obtained by

computing and thresholding the difference between two consecutive maps. This provides a
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superior clue for action recognition by specifying motion regions and showing where the

motion occurs in each temporal template.

The motion energy can then be stacked through a specific interval or through the entire

sequence. This generates a DMM, Γv for each projection view,

Γv(t) =
t+N−1

∑
t ′=t

|mt ′+1
v −mt ′

v |, (5.1)

where v ∈
{

xy, yz, xz
}

indicates the projection view; mt
v is the projected map of frame t

under projection view v; N is the number of frames that indicates the length of the interval.

In general, DMMs are represented on each orthogonal Cartesian plane by combining

projected maps of an entire depth sequence. Hence, important information of body shape

and motion are emphasised.

5.2.1.2 Multi-Resolution Depth Motion Maps

Traditional DMMs are formulated on 2D planes as described above by combining projected

motion maps of an entire depth sequence. This formulation does not consider the higher order

temporal links between frames of depth sequences. An enhancement is therefore applied

here to improve on the traditional DMMs.

Mostly, a fixed number of frames have been used by other researchers or even the entire

number of frames of an action sequence video. But a length of an action is not known in

advance. In addition, an action can be performed at different speeds by different people.

Hence, multi-resolution depth motion maps are used here to cover different temporal intervals

and rates of an action.

In this work, the depth sequence is split into three different groups where each has

a different time interval. This means, various values of the threshold, τ , formulated to

generate multi-resolution DMMs (MDMMs) for the same action (depth sequence). As τ

∈ N+ in traditional DMMs, this can be improved by τ ∈
{

g1,g2,g3
}

where gi ∈ N+. This

extension enables different temporal windows to properly cover an action’s motion regardless

of whether it carries important information over a short or long duration. Each of these three
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Fig. 5.2 Computation procedure of the Multi-resolution Depth Motion Maps.

durations produce a different DMM. The values of τ are selected to cover short, intermediate

and long durations. For long, this would typically correspond to an entire depth sequence for

the various video sequences considered here. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the computational procedure

for multi-resolution depth motion maps.

These multi-resolution DMMs for each depth sequence can be calculated with:

Γv,τ,t =
t+τ−1

∑
t ′=t

|mt
′
+1

v −mt ′
v | ∀ τ, (5.2)

where v ∈
{

xy,yz,xz
}

, τ ∈ λ and, e.g. λ =
{

5,10,All
}

are the various lengths of depth

sequence used to obtain a multi-resolution DMM (MDMM) for each single frame.

Then, a single MDMM is created again via concatenation, but now across all time

resolution windows τ ∈ λ after processing, i.e Γ =τ∈λ Γτ , where || represents concatenation.

5.2.1.3 Time-variant Weighted Multi-resolution DMMs

In order to identify significant motion, we take into consideration the motion history image

based method. A linear weighting as a function of time is used to find historical motion
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Fig. 5.3 Time-variant weight functions based weighted DMMs.

information with high weight due to recent motion. Hence, after weight allocation for each

frame, the recent moving pixels which have most recently shown some motion result in

greater intensities.

By proceeding with this approach, a Time-variant algorithm is used here to give each

DMM various weights to assign dynamically ranging importance to the motion information.

Let wt be the linear weight that is given to frame t with values in the range between wt ∈

[0, 1]. This can be improved for DMMs by replacing the wt with three Time-variant weight

functions. Each has the same range based weighting approach. This helps to emphasise

salient aspects in time of an action sequence. The three weight functions provide three

different weight formulations for frames in the same DMMs template. The result is three

different DMM representations. These Time-variant functions can assign importance to the

motion information in frame t using three linearly varying functions. The functions are:

linear function, reversed-linear function and central-oriented function. Figs. 5.3 and 5.4

illustrate the Time-variant weight functions and the resulting effects on the DMMs (DMMxy

is considered in the figure).

• Linear varying f unction

A linear weight function that increases the importance of motion information linearly

with time for frame t in the DMM template computation. This can be formulated as:

F1(t) =
t
τ

where t ∈
[
1,τ
]
, (5.3)

where τ ∈ λ .
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Fig. 5.4 DMMxy based on different aspects of Time-variant weight functions: (a) Original
DMM uniform weight, (b) linear weight function, (c) Reversed-linear weight and (d) centre-
oriented weight function.

• Reversed− linear f unction

Reversed-linear based membership function performs the reverse of the linear member-

ship function. It decreases the importance assigned to motion information with time in

frame t in the DMM template computation. This can be formulated as:

F2(t) = 1−
(

t −1
τ

)
where t ∈

[
1,τ
]
. (5.4)

• Central oriented f unction

For the case of the centre based membership function, high importance is assigned to

motion information in the middle frame of the DMM templates and decreases to the

two sides. This membership can be formulated as:

F3(t) =


2t
τ

f or 1 < t ≤ τ

2 ;

2(1− t−1
τ
) f or τ

2 < t ≤ τ.

(5.5)

The weighting function is combined with multi-resolution DMM like so:

Γv,τ,t, j =
t+τ−1

∑
t ′=t

|mt
′
+1

v −mt
′

v |Fj(t
′
). (5.6)

The final version of improved DMMs are generated using three temporal templates based

on the intervals
{

short,medium, long
}

. These are weighted with Time-variant functions to
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produce weighted DMM templates. Dimensionality reduction and concatenation are used

after processing to produce DMM (TWMDMM), based on a particular weighting function.

5.2.2 Deep Convolutional Neural Networks

CNNs can automatically achieve feature extraction from input data. Operations can include

the local receptive field, shared weights, and pooling. These processes are adopted to attain

shift, scale and distortion invariance that can improve recognition accuracy.

5.2.2.1 Transfer Learning of Spatial Information

A pre-trained AlexNet model proposed in (Krizhevsky et al., 2012a) containing eight pre-

trained layers is used here for initialisation. Two parallel AlexNet networks are used here

to compute features of the RGB and depth information. In addition, extra CNNs are used

for the motion model to fuse and learn the information of the two parallel networks and

DMM hand-crafted features. Although there are many better options of pre-trained networks,

AlexNet was used in transfer learning due to its moderate trainable parameters that can meet

our processing limitations. AlexNet has been widely used for action recognition in many

research studies due to its reasonable trainable parameters in comparison to other pre-trained

network models (Thaker & Krishnakumar, 2017).

Network architecture is very important because it plays a significant role in the per-

formance of the deep learning model. Common deep network architectures usually have

alternating convolutional layers and auxiliary layers e.g. pooling, rectified, or dropout layers

and terminated by a few Fully Connected (FC) layers. The Alexnet model was fine-tuned to

match number of classes and used stochastic gradient descent with batch size equal to 100,

momentum 0.9, and weight decay 0.0005.

5.2.2.2 Fusing the Spatial Networks

For more reliable recognition, it is preferable to reduce information dimension and utilise

diverse information sources combined using fusion to achieve better performance. This can
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be done using either concatenation of features or via an average of several decision scores

(Park et al., 2016).

Fusion can be utilised to combine any given set of deep networks. An easier way to

combine multiple networks is to add an extra fully connected layer to combine outputs of the

networks. The advantage of using different features at the same time is to help improve the

recognition model and hence recognition performance.

In this work, dimensional reduction process using PCA and multiple different fusion

techniques are proposed at different positions of the spatial two-stream networks. Information

fusion is implemented partially between the RGB and depth stream networks combining

multiple layers of two trained parallel networks including several CNN architectures such

as early, middle and late fusion. This helps to find the best position and technique for RGB

and depth fusion that can optimise the recognition rate. In addition, hand-crafted features

are exploited in the deep motion model using improved Depth Motion Maps (DMMs) as an

auxiliary source of features that represent motion information of an action. Fusion position

via motion model is specified based on the best recognition result of the fused spatial two-

stream networks. Then, fused spatial information is utilised with the motion information

in the deep motion model using the same fusion position. By adding hand-crafted features,

this approach can incorporate two explicitly different types of features such as spatial and

temporal information into the classification process.

In this section we consider different architectures for fusing the spatial two-stream

networks for RGB and depth. Spatial fusion can be achieved between the two networks when

the networks have the same spatial resolution at the fused layers by adding, multiplying, or

concatenating layers from one network to another. Later, the subsequent layers can suitably

learn the correspondence between these channels to recognise the activity.

A number of fusion techniques that are used between the two spatial networks are

described here. Also, the consequences of each technique are highlighted in the experiments

section. Let f : RH×W×D ×RH×W×D → RH×W×D be a fusion function which fuses two

feature maps xa
t ∈ RH×W×D and xb

t ∈ RH×W×D that belong to two different networks to

produce an output yt ∈ RH×W×D, where H, W and D are the height, width and number of
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channels of the feature maps respectively. The number of feature maps are based on the

specific architecture of the network (in our case, there are 256 for convolutional layer 5).

Function f can be employed at various stages in the networks to achieve early, mid, or late

fusion.

• Sum fusion is employed to compute the sum of the elements of two feature maps

where each has the same spatial location and feature channels. Let d be the number of

feature channels, then:

ysum
i, j,d = xa

i, j,d + xb
i, j,d, (5.7)

where 1 < i ≤ H, 1 < j ≤W , 1 < d ≤ D.

• Multiplicative fusion computes the multiplication of the two feature maps at each

pixel location:

ymultip.
i, j,d = xa

i, j,d · xb
i, j,d. (5.8)

• Concatenation fusion concatenates the two feature maps at the same spatial location

and cross feature channels:

ycat
i, j,d = xa

i, j,d||x
b
i, j,d. (5.9)

The proposed method is implemented with the various fusion techniques to fuse the

RGB and depth spatial networks. These are applied at different positions between the spatial

networks such as at the convolutional, max-pooling, or fully connected layers. The output of

the spatial fusion can be used to train a supervised classifier (KNN) to find the best position of

fusion. Then, spatial (fused RGB and depth) and motion information are fused. Finally this

is used to train a classification layer trained with standard back-propagation and stochastic

gradient descent based algorithms.

5.2.2.3 Deep Motion Model

After spatial fusion stages, we propose to go deeper to represent the temporal information

in a proper way to help utilise the highly discriminative motion features. The proposed
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Fig. 5.5 Architecture of the deep motion network.

deep motion model consists of a CNN based architecture that employs multiple distinct

convolution operations to help identify discriminative features. It contains eleven learned

layers including nine convolutional layers and two fully connected layers. We have designed

various CNN architectures based on the deep temporal information but the results show

that this architecture achieves the best performance. A brief description of the network

architecture is shown in Fig. 5.5.

The convolutional layers constitute three groups in the network. Each has three convolu-

tional layers, separated by Normalisation, ReLu and Max-Pooling layers. The specifications

of the three layers are the same at each single group in the network. The specification of the

convolutional layers are varied according to group stage.

The hand-crafted (TWMDMMs) information proposed in section 5.2.1.1 forms the input

to the motion model. This starts at the first group of convolutional layers and filtered with 64

kernels of size 3x3 each. Next, the output of the third convolutional layer in the first group is

fed into the normalisation and max-pooling layers. These have pool size [2 2] and stride [2

2].

The output is then fed to the second group of three convolutional layers. These filter with

96 kernels of size 3x3 each. The output is then normalised and down-sampled again by the

normalisation and max-pooling layers with the same specifications.
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The final convolutional group consists of three convolutional layers. These filter the

output of the previous layer with 128 kernels of size 3x3 each. The normalisation and

down-sampling implemented layers then feed the information to the fully connected layers.

These are separated by a dropout layer to give a significant boost to the performance of the

model.

5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

The proposed approach was evaluated on the Northwestern-UCLA Multi-view Action 3D

(Wang et al., 2014c), MSR 3D Daily Action (Wang et al., 2012b) and MSR 3D Actions (Li

et al., 2010b) datasets. These datasets contain RGB-D videos captured using Microsoft Kinect

based depth sensors. In this work, we compute TWMDMMs temporal information for each

observation in these datasets from the depth sequences. To obtain additional discriminative

information of an action we do exploit RGB and depth sequences captured by Kinect sensors.

In each, features are extracted from both RGB and depth information using the pre-trained

AlexNet network after fine-tuning the network. Various fusion techniques are used to fuse

both sources of information at different positions of the networks to show their effects on

the recognition rate. Furthermore, the CNN motion model is used to process the motion

information (TWMDMMs). This is then fused with spatial information (RGB and depth).

The results is highly discriminative features combining both spatial (RGB and depth) and

motion (TWMDMM) information. Further experimental details and results for these datasets

are given in the following sub-sections.

5.3.1 Northwestern-UCLA Multiview 3D event dataset

Northwestern-UCLA Multiview 3D event dataset (Wang et al., 2014c) has three Kinect

cameras that were used to capture RGB, depth and human skeleton data simultaneously. This

dataset includes 10 different action categories including: pick up with one hand, pick up with

two hands, drop trash, walk around, sit down, stand up, donning, doffing, throw, carry. Each
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action is performed by 10 actors. Fig. 5.6 shows some example frames of this dataset. In

addition, this dataset consists of a variety of viewpoints.

Fig. 5.6 Samples of the Northwestern NUCLA dataset (Wang et al., 2014c).

The proposed method has been evaluated with two different training and testing protocols

for this dataset:

• Cross-subject training scenario: In this setting we use the data of 9 subjects as training

data and leave the data of the remaining subject as test data. This is useful to show the

performance of the recognition system across subjects. Furthermore, this is a standard

criteria for comparison with the state-of-the-art.

• Cross-view training scenario: As this dataset contains three view cameras, we use the

data of 2 cameras as training data and leave the remaining camera as test data. This

kind of setting is used to demonstrate the ability of the recognition system against

different views and to get another standard criteria to compare with the state-of-the-art.

These settings give the opportunity to evaluate the robustness of the proposed method

to variations in different subjects and different views. The proposed method achieves an

interesting set of results with the complete system demonstrating state-of-the-art performance.

But first, let us examine the performance of the individual subsystems. In the beginning

the classification performance using the pre-trained AlexNet network is investigated for

the aforementioned scenarios. Table 5.1 includes the results of the spatial based AlexNet

implementation in terms of depth and RGB information.

Then, we fuse both RGB and depth parallel streams to constitute the spatial information.

In this step we employ different fusion techniques at different positions between the two

networks. We choose four positions to implement the fusion: Conv5, Max-pooling3, FC7
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Validation Scheme Data Accuracy %

Cross-Subject
RGB 91
Depth 88

Cross-view
RGB 20.3
Depth 21.12

Table 5.1 Recognition accuracy in terms RGB and Depth data of the NUCLA dataset using
pre-trained AlexNet network.

and FC8 layers to find the most suitable position for fusion. The fusion output is fed to a

supervised classifier. In here the KNN classifier is chosen for recognising an action. Table 5.2

includes the recognition results using spatial information for the different fusion positions.

Settings Fusion Position
Accuracy %

Concatenation Multiplicative Addition

Cross-Subject

Conv5 90.49 87.94 91.07
Max-pooling3 91.20 90.78 89.11

FC7 94.44 93.88 94.12
FC8 94.34 93.42 94.18

Cross-view

Conv5 17.67 14.43 15.89
Max-pooling3 16.87 15.07 15.65

FC7 24.67 23.54 24.20
FC8 23.14 22.35 23.07

Table 5.2 Recognition accuracy of a KNN classifier in terms of the NUCLA dataset after two
AlexNet networks (spatial) fusion.

As we can be seen from Table 5.2, the results improve gradually whenever the fusion

occurs at deeper levels. This is possibly due to the improvement in the overall set of

features being extracted at each layer. Taking this result, an additional fusion is used to fuse

spatial (RGB and Depth) and motion (TWMDMMs) streams at a fully connected (FC) layer.

This was done to find out how the spatial information (RGB and/or Depth) can affect the

recognition system. This is important because the hand-crafted TWMDMMs features are

merged with spatial information in the motion model. Table 5.3 includes the performance

results of the recognition of the deep motion. Included are the results with and without spatial

fusion. It also includes a comparison between traditional Depth Motion Maps (DMMs) and

improved Multi-resolution Depth Motion Maps (MDMMs). As can be seen from the results
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in Table 5.3, the inclusion of spatial information significantly improve the results; whilst the

multi-resolution DMM combined with the spatial information is the best overall.

Settings DMMs S+DMMs MDMMs S+MDMMs
Cross-subject 93.78 95.83 96.94 98.22
Cross-view 26.13 40.11 53.68 62.94

Table 5.3 A comparison between DMMs and MDMMs concatenated with spatial information
(depth and RGB) in terms of the NUCLA dataset.

It is clear from Table 5.3 that the use of MDMMs is significantly better in comparison to

DMMs for human action recognition because of their ability to cover different periods of an

action. This is most likely due to an improved ability to cope with inherent variability for a

performed action. In addition, it is obvious that using spatial information with the motion

information can improve the recognition rate of the system.

Settings Fusion S+MDMMs
S+TWMDMMs

Linear Reversed-linear Centre

Cross-subject
Concatenation 98.22 98.89 98.45 97.63
Multiplicative 96.94 96.83 97.12 95.48

Addition 97.19 97.10 97.56 96.74

Cross-view
Concatenation 62.94 60.72 66.30 69.13
Multiplicative 49.91 51.42 53.79 49.23

Addition 52.58 52.17 49.84 52.91
Table 5.4 Performance of the proposed method in terms of Northwestern UCLA dataset using
TWMDMMs fused with spatial information (Depth & RGB).

Many experiments have been undertaken here to find the most suitable information for

activity recognition. These demonstrate that the spatial information (depth and RGB) have a

significant effect on the recognition system. This is appears to be particularly true when the

spatial information is combined with the motion information. It can be understood because

TWMDMMs can cover a wide range of an action simultaneously emphasising the temporally

important parts of each action. These are fused at the fully connected (FC) layer with spatial

information using the different fusion techniques. The highest performance is achieved

using TWMDMMs, as proposed here in this work. This is for different temporal weighting

concatenated with the spatial information. It can be seen in Table 5.4 that the TWMDMM
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based approach achieves some enhancement in the performance, reaching 98.89 %. This

method is compared with some state-of-the-art approaches as seen in Table 5.5.

Paper Cross-subject Cross-view
Virtual view (Li & Zickler, 2012) 50.70 47.80

Hankelet (Li et al., 2012) 54.20 45.20
MST-AOG (Wang et al., 2014c) 81.60 73.30

Action Bank (Sadanand & Corso, 2012) 24.60 17.60
Poselet (Maji et al., 2011) 54.90 24.50

Proposed 98.89 69.13
Table 5.5 A comparison between the proposed method and state-of-the-art approaches in
terms of NUCLA dataset.

The results show that Virtual view (Li & Zickler, 2012) and Hanklet (Li et al., 2012)

methods are limited in their performance. This reflects the challenges of the Northern UCLA

data-set (e.g. noise, cluttered backgrounds and various view points). To help mitigate against

these challenges, MST-AOG was proposed in (Wang et al., 2014c) and achieved 81.60%.

The proposed method achieves a significant improvement of 18% over MST-AOG and some

comparable performance for the cross-view setting. This is due to the big challenge in a

cross-view setting.
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Donning 0 11 87 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
Drop trash 3 11 1 33 14 0 9 6 7 15
Pick up-one 0 0 0 0 32 1 33 28 0 5
Pick up-two 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0

Sit down 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0
Stand up 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 88 0 3

Throw 26 8 11 0 9 0 7 4 32 3
Walk around 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100

Table 5.6 Confusion matrix of Central-oriented TWMDMMs based method, using cross view
validation scheme in terms of Northern UCLA dataset.

In a cross-view setting, a scene in one view is different from the same scene in another

view. The distribution of the extracted features varies from one view to another. This
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Fig. 5.7 Samples of the MSR 3D action dataset (Li et al., 2010b).

is because of the difference between the motion and appearance cues of an action across

multiple views. The system was trained here on two views and testing was performed with

the remaining view. A confusion matrix of the proposed method is shown in Table 5.6.

5.3.2 Microsoft Research (MSR) Action 3D dataset

The Microsoft Research (MSR) Action 3D dataset (Li et al., 2010b) is an action dataset

consisting of depth sequences with 20 actions: high arm wave, horizontal arm wave, hammer,

hand catch, forward punch, high throw, draw cross, draw tick, draw circle, hand clap, two

hand wave, side-boxing, bend, forward kick, side kick, jogging, tennis serve, golf swing,

pickup and throw. Each action is performed three times each by ten subjects. A single point

of view is used where the subjects were facing the camera while performing the actions.

Sample frames from actions of the MSR action 3D dataset are shown in Fig. 5.7. The dataset

has been split into three groups based on complexity in most of literature studies such as

(Chen et al., 2016b; Li et al., 2010b; Xia et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2012).

As the dataset is split into three subsets: AS1, AS2 and AS3 each has its own actions

based on the complexity as included in Table 5.7, all validation schemes are used with the

three subsets respectively.

Three evaluation schemes are considered in the literature (Padilla-López et al., 2014) in

terms of MSR action 3D dataset: 1/3, 2/3 and cross-subject.

• 1/3 evaluation scheme: 1/3 of the instances are used as training samples and the

reminder as testing samples. The 1/3 scheme splits the dataset using the first repetition

of each action performed by each subject as training and the rest for testing.
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AS1 AS2 AS3
Horizontal arm wave High arm wave High throw

Hammer Hand catch Forward kick
Forward punch Draw tick Side kick

High throw Draw cross Jogging
Hand clap Draw circle Tennis swing

Bend Two-hand wave Tennis serve
Tennis serve Side-boxing Golf swing

Pick-up and throw Forward kick Pick-up and throw
Table 5.7 Subsets of MSR action 3D dataset (Li et al., 2010b).

• 2/3 evaluation scheme: 2/3 of the instances are used as training samples and use the

remainder as testing samples. The 2/3 scheme splits the dataset into training samples

using two repetitions of each action performed by each subject and testing using the

rest of the data.

• Cross-subjects evaluation scheme: half of the subjects are used as training samples,

the other half used as testing samples. Any half of the subjects can be used for testing,

e.g. 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10; and the rest for training, i.e. 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 (as used here).

Each subset has eight actions that can used to evaluate the proposed method. This is in

terms of proportions 1/3 and 2/3. Also, cross-subject validation schemes are used to assess

the performance of the proposed method against different training settings. This can include

shortage of training samples, many training samples and variations between subjects.

The same procedures for the above experiments were used for the MSR 3D actions

dataset. The pre-trained AlexNet network classification was trained based on the depth

sequence data only for all evaluation schemes. Table 5.8 includes the results of the AlexNet

implementation in terms of depth sequences.

As this dataset has no RGB data, only depth sequences are used. The depth data is the

only spatial information employed in the fusion with the deep motion model. Table 5.9

includes the results of the deep motion model using traditional and improved DMM features.

These are combined at the FC layer with spatial information (depth sequences).
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Settings
Accuracy %

AS1 AS2 AS3
1/3 evaluation scheme 63.99 57.64 65.09
2/3 evaluation scheme 73.48 59.67 68.71

Cross-subject evaluation scheme 45.41 48.61 49.77
Table 5.8 Recognition accuracy in terms depth sequences of MSR 3D action dataset using
pre-trained AlexNet network.

Subsets Settings DMMs S+DMMs MDMMs S+MDMMs

AS1
1/3 scheme 74.84 76.71 94.90 96.81
2/3 scheme 82.77 84.13 97.53 98.72

Cross-subjects scheme 50.91 54.35 84.14 89.78

AS2
1/3 scheme 76.53 78.07 94.43 97.44
2/3 scheme 77.22 79.30 96.56 98.11

Cross-subjects scheme 62.77 65.15 79.83 87.61

AS3
1/3 scheme 76.12 77.15 95.28 98.57
2/3 scheme 81.07 84.79 97.82 98.97

Cross-subjects scheme 58.65 63.85 89.62 92.15
Table 5.9 Performance of the deep motion model based on MDMMs and DMMs concatenated
with spatial information (depth) in terms of MSR 3D Action dataset.

The results in Table 5.9 enable a comparison with traditional DMMs and MDMMs.

The results appear to show that MDMMs merged with spatial information offer some

improvements. Based on that observation, different temporal Time-variant weights were then

considered. These included linear, reversed-linear and central-oriented based Weighted Multi-

resolution Depth Motion Maps (TWMDMMs). These are used in the deep motion model.

These were fused at the fully connected (FC1) layer with the spatial information. Table 5.10

includes the performance of method. It illustrates the improvements for different fusion

computation approaches. Concatenation, multiplication and addition fusion calculations are

compared.

The concatenation fusion approach appears to provide the best performance for all cases.

The centre based approach appears to perform reasonably and consistently well for the

majority of the cases, particularly for the concatenate fusion approach. Fig. 5.8 shows the

confusion matrices of the recognition system. This is for the TWMDMMs under the above

regulations in terms of the MSR Action 3D dataset.
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Subset Fusions
Accuracy %

Linear Reverse-linear Centre
1/3 2/3 CS 1/3 2/3 CS 1/3 2/3 CS

AS1
Concatenate 98.09 98.98 98.47 98.05 99.19 93.65 98.54 100 94.70
multiplication 86.95 89.00 82.15 87.34 90.17 79.80 87.66 90.97 81.55
Addition 90.12 92.87 84.80 87.46 88.20 80.91 89.00 91.17 83.43

AS2
Concatenate 96.58 100 94.21 97.81 99.34 91.32 98.89 98.49 96.52
multiplication 85.32 89.04 81.55 88.41 90.29 82.13 91.89 92.80 80.91
Addition 85.76 93.16 84.70 89.10 91.54 81.43 90.58 89.81 82.30

AS3
Concatenate 99.26 98.57 90.98 100 100 90.59 99.38 99.84 94.32
multiplication 83.21 87.90 80.14 84.32 86.56 78.12 82.78 86.22 82.90
Addition 86.73 89.10 80.59 87.92 90.24 79.61 81.15 88.43 82.63

Table 5.10 Performance of the proposed method for different weighting functions for the
TWMDMMs. Results of different fusion approaches with the spatial information (depth) are
also shown. Results are for the MSR 3D Action dataset.
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Fig. 5.8 Confusion matrix of spatial information and Central-oriented TWMDMMs based
method, using CS validation scheme in terms of AS1 (left), AS2 (middle) and AS3 (right)
subset of MSR 3D action dataset.

A comparison between the proposed method and the state-of-the-art approaches for

human action recognition is presented in Table 5.11. These results are for the MSR Action

3D data-set. The proposed method appears to outperform the state-of-the-art approaches for

the majority of cases. In others, it appears to achieve at least comparable performance. Some

of these other methods are DMM based, such as (Chen et al., 2015) and (Yang et al., 2012).

In these cases, the proposed method achieves greater recognition rates in the range of 1-6%.

This could possibly suggest that TWMDMM and spatial information based features can help

to provide more powerful discrimination. This approach also utilises multiple hierarchical

features that cover various periods of an action. In addition, the deep recognition model uses
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Method
Accuracy %

1/3 Scheme 2/3 scheme Cross subject scheme
AS1 AS2 AS3 Av. AS1 AS2 AS3 Av. AS1 AS2 AS3 Av.

Li et al. (Li et al.,
2010b)

89.5 89.0 96.3 91.6 93.4 92.9 96.3 94.2 71.9 72.9 79.2 74.7

DMM-HOG
(Yang et al.,
2012)

97.3 92.2 98.0 95.8 98.7 94.7 98.7 97.4 96.2 84.1 94.6 91.6

Chen et al.
(Chen et al.,
2016b)

97.3 96.1 98.7 97.4 98.6 98.7 100 99.1 96.2 83.2 92.0 90.5

HOJ3D (Xia
et al., 2012)

98.5 96.7 93.5 96.2 98.6 97.2 94.9 97.2 88.0 85.5 63.6 79.0

Chaaraoui et al.
(Chaaraoui et al.,
2014)

- - - - - - - - 91.6 90.8 97.3 93.2

DMM-HOG-
KECA
(El Madany
et al., 2015)

- - - - - - - - 90.6 90.7 99.1 93.5

Vemulapalli et
al. (Vemulapalli
et al., 2014)

- - - - - - - - 95.3 83.9 98.2 92.5

STOP (Vieira
et al., 2014)

98.2 94.8 97.4 96.8 99.1 97.0 98.7 98.3 91.7 72.2 98.6 87.5

DMM-LBP-FF
(Chen et al.,
2015)

96.7 100 99.3 98.7 100 100 100 100 98.1 92.0 94.6 94.9

DMM-LBP-
DF(Chen et al.,
2015)

98.0 97.4 99.3 98.2 100 100 100 100 99.1 92.9 92.0 94.7

Proposed 98.5 98.8 100 99.1 100 100 100 100 98.4 96.5 94.3 96.4
Table 5.11 Performance of the proposed method compared to the state-of-the-art approaches
in terms of the MSR action 3D dataset (Li et al., 2010b).
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a diverse range of layers. These things combined appear to help to improve the chances to

obtain the most accurate information.

5.3.3 MSR Daily Activity 3D Dataset

Daily activity 3D dataset (Wang et al., 2012b) is among the most challenging datasets

because of a high level of intra-class variation. In addition, some of the actions are based

on object-interaction, where the subject is interacting with an object when performing an

action. This dataset has been captured by a Kinect sensor at Microsoft Research, Redmond.

It consists of depth and RGB sequences and includes 16 activities: drink, eat, read book, call

cellphone,write on a paper, use laptop, use vacuum cleaner, cheer up, sit still, toss paper, play

game, lay down on sofa, walk, play guitar, stand up, sit down. Performed by 10 subjects

each subject performs an action twice in two different poses (standing and sitting). Fig. 5.9

illustrates some example frames of this dataset.

Fig. 5.9 Samples of the MSR Daily Action dataset (Wang et al., 2012b).

Different evaluation schemes have been considered in the literature in terms of MSR

daily activity 3D dataset. Here, similar to (Xia & Aggarwal, 2013) and (Chen et al., 2017),

the sequences in which the subjects were almost still are not considered. As a result, ten

types of action are taken into account in the experiments including: drink, eat, call cellphone,

use vacuum cleaner, cheer up, toss paper, lay down on sofa, walking, stand up and sit down.

A cross-subject validation was performed with subjects 1,3,5,7,9 for training and subjects

2,4,6,8,10 for testing.

The same procedures for the previous experiments are implemented regarding MSR daily

activity 3D dataset. The pre-trained AlexNet network classification is implemented based on

the depth and RGB sequences under the evaluation scheme. In addition, a fusion between
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RGB and depth is considered and fed to a supervised classifier. In here KNN classifier is used

to recognise an action to find the most suitable position of fusion. Table 5.12 includes the

results of the AlexNet implementation before a fusion and KNN classification post fusion.

Depth RGB Fusion Position Concatenation Multiplicative Addition

36 42

Conv5 39.77 34.89 38.17
Max-pooling3 41.09 40.13 38.74

FC7 51.86 45.11 49.24
FC8 51.07 44.21 48.98

Table 5.12 Performance of AlexNet network and a KNN classifier based on spatial informa-
tion (RGB and depth) in terms of MSR daily activity 3D dataset before and after fusion.

The RGB and depth sequences which form the spatial information are then fused with

the deep motion model. Table 5.13 includes the results of the deep motion model using

traditional and improved DMM features concatenated with spatial information.

Method Accuracy %
DMMs 67.58

S+DMMs 72.23
MDMMs 85.90

S+MDMMs 89.14
Table 5.13 Performance of the deep motion model based on DMMs and MDMMs concate-
nated with spatial information in terms of MSR daily activity 3D dataset.

It is worth noting in Table 5.13 that the recognition rate improved after fusion between

the spatial and motion information, outperforming the traditional DMMs and MDMMs

based methods. Taking this into consideration, different weights (linear, reverse-linear and

central-oriented) based TWMDMMs in the deep motion model were compared. They were

then fused at the fully connected (FC1) layer with spatial information by various fusion

techniques. Table 5.14 includes the performance of the proposed method based on these

different Time-variant weight functions for the MSR daily activity 3D dataset.

The results in Table 5.14 appear to show that the centre-oriented weight function and the

concatenation based fusion approach provide the best overall result. To assess the efficiency

of the proposed method, a comparison between the state-of-the-art approaches and the work
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Fusions Linear Reversed-linear Centre-oriented
Concatenation 89.41 90.26 92.88
Multiplication 77.67 79.23 79.52

Addition 79.10 81.29 78.22
Table 5.14 Performance of the proposed method for different weight aspects for the TWMD-
MMs fused with spatial information (RGB and Depth). Results are for the MSR daily activity
3D dataset.

proposed here is presented in Table 5.15. This is in terms of the MSR daily activity 3D

data-set.

Method Accuracy %
LOP feature (Wang et al., 2014a) 42.50

STIPs(Harris3D+HOG3D) (Klaser et al., 2008) 60.60
Random Occupancy Pattern (Wang et al., 2012a) 64.00

Joint Position feature (Wang et al., 2014a) 68.00
STIPs (Cuboids+HOG/HOF) (Dollár et al., 2005) 70.60

DSTIP+DCSF (Xia & Aggarwal, 2013) 83.60
Actionlet Ensemble (Wang et al., 2014a) 86.00

MDMMs (Chen et al., 2017) 89.00
Proposed 92.88

Table 5.15 Comparison of the overall proposed method in comparison with state-of-the-art
approaches. Results are for MSR daily activity 3D dataset (Wang et al., 2012b).

In Table 5.15, it can be seen that limited accuracy was previously achieved by LOP

(Wang et al., 2014a) and ROP (Wang et al., 2012a) based approaches. DSTIP+DCSF (Xia &

Aggarwal, 2013) was designed to overcome some of the limitations posed by the work of

(Wang et al., 2012a), achieving a recognition rate of 83.60%. Actionlet Ensemble in (Wang

et al., 2014a) achieved an 86% recognition rate using a combination of depth and skeleton

data. A recent method in (Chen et al., 2017) indicated the difficulty of skeleton data capturing

process. It suggested the use of depth sequences based on Temporal Depth Motion Maps and

Fisher kernel representation. It achieved a relatively competitive result of 89%. The proposed

method achieves an improvement of 3.88% using TWMDMMs with spatial information. The

confusion matrix in terms of MSR daily activity 3D dataset is shown in Table 5.16.
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Table 5.16 Confusion matrix of the proposed method based on the concatenation of Centre-
oriented TWMDMMs and spatial information in terms of daily activity 3D dataset.

The Multi-resolution DMMs (MDMM)s consist of three lengths of DMMs. These are

combined using the linear, reversed-linear or centre-oriented weighting functions to make

up the TWMDMMs. In addition to the above experiments, additional comparisons have

been performed. These are based on mixed weighting functions per used length (short,

medium and long). These help to show the effects of different weighting functions. This

differs from the experiments and implementations that took the same weighting function

for the whole three lengths. Fig. 5.10(a) shows the recognition rates based on various

weighting function per length. The abbreviations, O, L, R and C refer to the fused spatial

information with Original MDMMs, Linear, Reversed-linear and Centre-oriented TWMD-

MMs respectively. The rest of the symbols consist of three letters such as LRC indicate the

three weighting functions that used with short, medium and long respectively. For example,

LRC, corresponds DMM computations with: a linear weight function (L) for the short length

resolution; Reversed-linear weight function (R) with medium length resolution; and Centre-

oriented weight function (C) for long length resolution. These combined to produce the final

TWMDMMs (LRC) and so on for the other combinations.

It can be seen in Fig. 5.10(a) that using TWMDMM based on different weight functions

can significantly improve the recognition rate. It appears that most of the weight functions

have helped to achieve better recognition rates in comparison with the original MDMM.

For instance, it can be seen that the centre-oriented weight function achieves improved
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5.10 (a) Recognition rates based on various weight functions of TWMDMMs concate-
nated with spatial information. Results are in terms of Northwestern UCLA, MSR 3D Action
subsets and MSR daily activity datasets. The abbreviations, O, L, R and C are the Original
MDMM, Linear, Reversed-linear and Central-oriented weight functions respectively. (b) Ef-
fects of various lengths of frames based DMMs computation with MDMMs and TWMDMMs
on the recognition accuracy.

results. This is in terms of MSR daily activity, AS1-MSR action 3D and AS2-MSR action

3D datasets compared to other weight functions and the original MDMM. A reversed-linear

weight function appears to achieve the best performance in terms of Northwestern UCLA

and AS3-MSR action 3D datasets. This is in comparison with other weight functions and the

original MDMM.

The effect of different lengths (short, medium and long) for the DMM computations via

the MDMMs can be seen in Fig. 5.10(b). This is via the MDMMs and TWMDMMs in

terms of the recognition rates for the aforementioned datasets. The action recognition rate

appears to vary considerably depending on the length of frames that are included in the DMM

calculation. Greater lengths appear to result in improved recognition rates. Furthermore, it is

noticeable that the different window lengths applied using the Time-variant weight functions

also improve the performance. This appears to show that the Time-variant Multi-resolution

formulation encapsulated by TWMDMM might be preferred. This is in comparison to

individual windows consisting of short, medium or long and MDMM state models.
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5.4 Conclusions

This chapter presents a novel Time-veriant Weighted Multi-resolution Depth Motion Map

(TWMDMM) for action recognition. It appears to utilise the temporal motion information

available in depth sequences more effectively compared to traditional DMMs. The feature

representation is designed to help provide invariance to variations in action speed. This

is important because the same type of action could be performed as different speeds by

different people or even the same person. Time-variant weight functions are employed to

help emphasise multiple aspects of an action at different time points. This can help to exploit

the most important moments in each action. As a result it can contribute to helping to provide

improved differentiation between similar actions. Compact and discriminative features are

extracted from TWMDMMs by utilising a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based deep

motion model. In addition, the spatial and appearance based information in the RGB data and

single frame depth data are also utilised. Transfer deep learning from the spatially trained

AlexNet CNN is used to effectively represent the spatial information. Dimensional reduction

process and different fusion techniques have also been investigated between the spatial and

motion information to find the most suitable approach.

The proposed method is able to classify human activities even with small differences

in actions. This is in addition to providing excellent performance on actions that partly

depend on human-object interactions. The results also appear to show invariance to noisy

environments, errors in the depth maps and temporal misalignment’s.

The proposed approach has been validated on three publicly available benchmark data-

sets: MSR 3D actions, Northwestern UCLA multi-view actions and MSR daily activities.

The experiments show that the results from the proposed method are equal if not competitive

in comparison to state-of-the-art approaches.
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6.1 Introduction

As a part of CNN success, many variations in the architecture and approaches have been

proposed to enable the preservation of the important relations in both the spatial and temporal

dimensions. A number of techniques process single video frames as static CNN features

(Karpathy et al., 2014; Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014). Others (Feichtenhofer et al., 2016;

Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014; Wang et al., 2015b) have processed short video clips where

video frames were employed as multi-channel inputs to 2D CNNs streams. A further

development is the use of 3D CNNs where 3D convolutions to incorporate both the spatial

and temporal information of actions in video. The extra temporal dimension made it feasible

to capture both spatial and temporal information from a cube of frames (Ji et al., 2013; Jing

et al., 2017; Taylor et al., 2010; Varol et al., 2018).

Temporal periods over which information is learned and recognised can be very short

e.g. 2 frames as in (Taylor et al., 2010); Incorporating more temporal information can help

improve action recognition performance, as shown by e.g. (Ji et al., 2013; Karpathy et al.,

2014; Tran et al., 2015); and long temporal dimension, as used by (Varol et al., 2018).

A 3D CNN network called C3D was built by (Tran et al., 2015) and learned motion

features used different massive public video datasets. The features were shown to be compact

and efficient as well as providing superior performance. The C3D model included eight

convolution layers, five pooling layers and two fully connected layers. In (Latah, 2017) a

3D CNN structure was designed to capture spatio-temporal features for action recognition.

A Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier was then used to classify actions based on

the captured features. Experimental results showed some competitive results on the KTH

action recognition data. Similarly, a 3D CNN was proposed in (Baccouche et al., 2011) to

automatically extract spatio-temporal features. Then however, a Recurrent Neural Network

(RNN) was used to classify each sequence considering the learned features for each timestep.

The experiments on the KTH dataset demonstrated impressive performance in comparison to

state-of-the-art approaches. Others used DMM information as input such in (Yang & Yang,

2014), a DMM-pyramid architecture was used to train both a traditional 2D CNN and 3D

CNN to keep the partial temporal information of depth sequences for action recognition.
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Whilst, multi-view DMM was used in (Wang et al., 2016) to train a 2D-CNN model obtained

from ImageNet for action recognition. However, a fixed number of temporal scales of DMM

with various gaps still made the spatio-temporal information limited to action sequences

carried out over a limited range of time. This would also equally need more spatio-temporal

information in order to be recognised. In addition, some actions included object interactions

which might be very difficult to discern purely from raw depth data.

All these different sources of features are useful but they still do not consider the way the

motion might be carried out over different ranges of time or actions that have same type of

motion but different interest regions. Furthermore, they do not consider higher level pose

information that we incorporate into the proposed model here to provide more fine-grained

pose dependent training and recognition of actions.

This chapter presents a novel method utilising spatio-temporal information from RGB-D

cameras in 3D deep convolutional neural networks for view-invariant hierarchical action

recognition. First, different view-points are used in the calculation of the DMMs. Second,

improve the traditional DMMs to be adaptive with person movements using Region Adaptive

Depth Motion Maps (RA-DMM)s along with multiple length motion information to allow

various significant aspects and regions of individual actions to be emphasized. This helps

to characterise the importance of action regions as well as coping with variations in time

over which a single type of action might be performed. Third, this work uses RGB data

within multiple temporal domains to achieve exploitation of multi-temporal resolutions

RGB information in order to overcome the challenge of not showing small-far objects in

depth information. Fourth, hierarchical recognition structure is adopted here utilising pose

estimation system to cope the confusion of performing same actions with different positions.

A pre-trained 3D deep Convolutional Neural Network (3D-CNN) is employed, fine-tuned and

trained and used to extract spatio-temporal features from the improved DMMs and multiple

temporal RGB domains. The hierarchical system is developed and evaluated based on the

three well-known publicly available datasets that mentioned in chapter 5.
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6.2 Framework Design and Methodology

Traditional Depth Motion Maps (DMM)s are formulated on 2D planes by combining pro-

jected motion maps of an entire depth sequence. This formulation does not consider the

higher order temporal links between frames of depth sequences. An enhancement is therefore

applied to improve the traditional DMMs producing hierarchical based approaches. How-

ever, a DMM can express the variation of a subject’s motions during the performance of an

activity, but difficulties can arise between activities that have the same type of movements

but over different temporal periods or over different parts of body. The proposed formulation

therefore includes multiple time resolutions, referred to as Multi-resolution DMM (MDMM).

Moreover, some actions have the same or similar types of movement but with different ranges.

An adaptive weighting approach is applied to tackle this issue producing Region Adaptive

MDMM (RAMDMM). The proposed hierarchical action recognition system is illustrated in

Fig. 6.1.
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Fig. 6.1 Framework of the hierarchical Region Adaptive Multi-time resolution Depth Motion
Map (RAMDMM) and Multi-time resolution RGB action recognition system. Each pose,
cartesian projection, view and time window has a separate 3D CNN and SVM. The system is
configured here to detect 2 poses, across 7 views and 3 time resolutions in the 3 cartesian
planes. The RGB information is also detected across 3 time resolutions. This results in
2(3×7×3+3) = 132 separate 3D CNNs and SVM classifiers.

6.2.1 People Detection and Pose Classification

The action recognition system can be made to perform well across a wide range of actions

however this task can be further enhanced if the person performing an action can be localised

in the image space. This helps remove extraneous background clutter and distractors. The
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performance of the system can also be further enhanced if the pose of the person can be

detected prior to action recognition. It can be considered that this would help to provide the

classification system with a better defined delineation between different actions performed

in different poses. For instance, using a telephone whilst standing or sitting could produce

a range of features that may not be that well connected in feature space or separated from

other features from other actions.

Person detection is performed here using the Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2017) person

detector, based on the AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012b) model as a network structure but

transformed into a Region Proposal Network (RPN), with the use of a ROI max pooling layer

and classification layers.

A few samples from the RGB data of the utilised datasets are used to create the ground-

truth training data. After training, the created Faster R-CNN network is then used for

person detection on the RGB data. This can help to eliminate the noise of the background

environment in the action recognition process as can be seen in the following section.

Pose detection is performed here using a specially adapted AlexNet pre-trained model

(Krizhevsky et al., 2012a) using transfer learning to classify the pose of an occupant out of

two specified poses (sitting,standing). Fig. 6.2 presents the hierarchical stages of action

recognition including people detection, pose classification and action recognition models.

6.2.2 Region Adaptive Multi-resolution Depth Motion Maps

The basic DMM, (as explained in chapter 5) includes projecting each depth frame onto three

orthogonal Cartesian planes. A DMM, Γv, is generated here for each projection plane but

for both the original and synthesised views. To produce a Multi-temporal resolution DMM

(MDMM), a similar formulation as chapter 5 is used but it now with both the original and

synthesised sequences.

As already considered, different actions can be performed over different time periods.

The MDMM is able to include motion information across a range of temporal windows.

However each action can also be performed at different speeds by different people and with

movement in different locations in an image. Hence, an adaptive weighting approach based
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Fig. 6.2 Steps of hierarchical action recognition system through people detection, pose
classification and action recognition models.

on the movement is applied to continuously weight the interest regions to adapt to any sudden

change in an action.

To adapt various changes of an action, an adaptive weighting approach based on the

magnitude of the optical flow motion vectors is employed to build a region adaptive MDMM.

Firstly, motion flow vectors are extracted using optical flow as explained in (Liu et al., 2008)

on consecutive frames. Then the motion magnitude for each single pixel is computed and

normalised between two consecutive frames.

Optical flow is computed between two consecutive frames, i.e. It , and It+1. The result of

the optical flow function is the motion flow vector o with vector elements ox and oy in the

vertical and horizontal directions respectively. The motion magnitude of the flow vectors of

each pixel can be calculated using: g = o2
x +o2

y . As the motion magnitude changes based

on the type, speed and shape of an action movement, this can be ustilised to improve the

DMM calculation formula by including the motion magnitude in the DMM equation as a

weighting function. This helps to add increased consideration for higher interest regions of a

DMM template as well as providing low consideration for other regions. In addition, it can
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make the DMM template adapt to different movements in an action movement. The new

RAMDMM can be formulated as follows:

Γ
of
v,τ(t) =

t+τ−1

∑
t ′=t

(
|mt

′
+1

v −mt ′
v |×gt ′+1

v

)
, (6.1)

where gt ′+1
v is the motion magnitude for view v at time point t ′+1. Fig. 6.3 shows samples

of DMM templates illustrating some differences between traditional DMMs and the region

adaptive DMM method.

Fig. 6.3 Samples of traditional (top row) and adaptive weighted (bottom row) DMM templates
(left to right): Bend, Tennis serve, Forward kick and Two hands wave.

6.2.3 Multiple Views

The 3D characteristic of the depth sequences mean that it is possible to calculate different

view points of the same data. This can help to improve the model by making it view invariant.

A virtual camera can be rotated with a specific value in 3D space, which can be seen to be

equivalent to rotating the 3D points of the depth frames. This is depicted in Fig. 6.4.

The virtual camera can be moved within the depicted space, for instance, from point po

to pd . The first step is to move from po to pt with rotation angle α around Y-axis, then from

pt to pd with rotation angle β around X-axis. This is performed by the rotation matrices:

Ry =


cos(α) 0 sin(α)

0 1 0

−sin(α) 0 cos(α)

 , (6.2)
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Fig. 6.4 Rotation of a virtual camera within 3D space to mimic different view-points.

and

Rx =


1 0 0

0 cos(β ) −sin(β )

0 sin(β ) cos(β )

 . (6.3)

The right-handed coordinate system is used for the rotation where the original camera

view-point is po. Hence, the new coordinate of 3D point after rotation can be considered as

follows:

p′ = RxRy p, (6.4)

where p′ is the new coordinate, and the corresponding depth value for the synthesised depth

frames.

The view projection method on depth sequences is similar to (Xiao et al., 2018) which

is more convenient for application. Some results of multi-view projection are presented in

Fig. 6.5 with different values of α rotation angles. It can be noticed that more discriminative

information can be obtained by computing RA-DMM based on the synthesised depth frames.

Sequences of synthesised depth frames with different view-points can be synthesised

from a series of these multi-view projections. This can contribute to better data augmentation

for training processes in addition to better overall feature extraction.
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Fig. 6.5 Samples of original and sythesised depth frames (1st row) with RA-DMM (2nd row)
after multiple view-points rotation when (left to right): α ∈ (0, 30, -30, 45, -45) respectively.

In terms of the DMM formulation, multiple views extends the formulation with an

additional dependency term, i.e.

Γ
of
v,τ,α(t) =

t+τ−1

∑
t ′=t

(
|mt

′
+1

v,α −mt ′
v,α |×gt ′+1

v,α

)
, (6.5)

where α ∈ A is a sequence of angular values where A =(-45,...,45). Here A =(-45,-30,-

15,0,15,30,45) so that |A |=7.

6.2.4 Feature Extraction, Classification and Fusion

An effective approach was presented for action recognition in (Tran et al., 2015) to learn

spatio-temporal features using a 3D convolutional neural network which was also trained on

a number of different large video datasets. The training settings were kept the same as the

original C3D model.

A 3D CNN is able to capture temporal information based on 3D convolution and pooling

operations which are performed in the spatial and temporal dimensions.

The C3D network has eight convolution layers and five pooling layers that followed on

from each other. Two fully-connected layers and a softmax loss layer are used to recognise

at the individual action label level. The number of kernels are 64, 128, 256, 256, 512, 512,

512, 512 for the convolution layers. The size of all kernels in the 3D CNN was set to 3 × 3

× 3 with stride 1 × 1 × 1. For the 3D pooling layers, the kernel sizes were set to 2 × 2 × 2

with stride 2 ×2 × 2 except for the first pooling layer which had a kernel size of 1 × 2 × 2

and a stride of 1 × 2 × 2 in order to preserve the temporal information at the early stages.

The fully connected layers have 4096 output units each.
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Conventionally, the value at position (x,y,z) on the jth feature map in the ith layer can

be formulated as follows:

vxyz
i j =tanh

(
bi j+∑

m

Pi−1

∑
p=0

Qi−1

∑
q=0

Ri−1

∑
r=0

wpqr
i jmv(x+p)(y+q)(z+r)

(i−1)m

)
, (6.6)

where tanh(.) is the hyperbolic tangent function, bi j is the bias for this feature map, m indexes

over the set of feature maps in the (i−1)th layer connected to the current feature map, wpqr
i jm

is the value at the position (q, p,r) of the kernel connected to the m feature map in the

previous layer. The kernal sizes, Ri, Pi and Qi are the temporal and spatial (height and width)

dimensions, respectively.

Each value of the cartesian projections v, time resolution τ and view α has a separate 3D

CNN model that is trained based on a set of actions. The output of each 3D CNN is then

fed into a dimensionality reduction process and then to a different multiple class Support

Vector Machine (SVM) (Fan et al., 2008) that is trained here to recognise the same set of

actions. The 3D CNN is trained to use a fixed number of input frames (λ = 16) for the depth

information, i.e.

CNNλ
v,τ,α(t) (6.7)

= CNNv,τ,α (Γv,τ,α(t),Γv,τ,α(t −1), ...,Γv,τ,α(t −λ )) .

The frame size is also fixed. Padding technique and interpolation are used here to resize

frames to the required dimensions. Following the 3D CNN feature extraction process, the

SVM classification is performed:

cv,τ,α(t) = SVMv,τ,α

(
CNNλ

v,τ,α(t)
)
. (6.8)

Classification vectors are then combined across all cartesian planes, resolutions and views

using average score fusion of the form:

cdmm(t) =
1

|V ×Λ×A |∑v
∑
τ

∑
α

cv,τ,α(t). (6.9)
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6.2.5 Multi-Resolution Spatio-Temporal RGB Information

Some types of actions and motions especially those that interact with objects can be perceived

better with appearance information rather than e.g. depth due to the differences in the

characteristics of the object in terms of appearances. In addition, it is somehow difficult to

capture the DMM information of these objects especially when the object’s state is fixed or

the size is relatively small.

Therefore, RGB data is utilised in this work as a source of the appearance information

within the 3D CNN network model to capture discriminative spatio-temporal information of

both subjects and interacting-objects. Moreover, different temporal scales are used to cover

different temporal ranges in the RGB scene, the same as for RAMDMM. This can help to

mitigate against problems that might arise due to variations in the speed at which actions

are performed that could result with different action performers. Three temporal scales are

employed across three independently fine-tuned C3D models (in fixed mode for λ = 16 but

then updated to use a variable number of inputs with λ ∈ {10,25}); the outputs of which

are fed into three independently trained multi-class Support Vector Machines (SVM)s. The

outputs of the SVM classifiers are then combined together via average score fusion to form

the multi-resolution RGB information:

crgb(t) =
1
|R| ∑

r∈R
crgb

r (t), (6.10)

where crgb
r is the action classification vector for the RGB image frames taken across a time

window of r frames.

An overall average score fusion is then used to derive the final classification vector, given

by

c(t) = 1
2

(
crgb(t)+ cdmm(t)

)
. (6.11)
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6.3 Experiments & Results

Three public datasets these are mentioned in the previous chapter are used to evaluate the

proposed method for action recognition: North Western UCLA Multiview Action 3D dataset

(Wang et al., 2014c); Microsoft Research (MSR) Action 3D dataset (Li et al., 2010b); and

the MSR daily activity 3D dataset (Wang et al., 2012b).

The overall steps and parameter values that are employed on the datasets for feature

extraction and action recognition are summarised in pseudocode 1.

6.3.1 North Western UCLA Dataset

Same evaluation schemes in chapter 5 are used here to evaluate the proposed method including

cross-subject and cross-view scenarios. The proposed method achieves an interesting set of

results for the complete system demonstrating state-of-the-art performance as can be seen

shortly. Firstly, the performance of the individual streams with individual inputs is examined.
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6.3.1.1 Multi-Resolution in Time Appearance Information

To start, the classification performance using multi-temporal resolution RGB data as an input

to the 3D CNN model (C3D) is investigated together with the multi-class SVM classifier

based on the aforementioned evaluation scenarios. Three temporal resolutions are used in

terms of the RGB model including 10,16,25 windows. The trainable layers are adapted in

the 3D CNN model when a non-conformant input is used, i.e. λ ∈ 10,25. An average score

fusion is employed between the three SVMs to produce the multi-temporal resolution of the

RGB data for action recognition. Table 6.1 includes the results for the different temporal

resolutions for the RGB data in addition to the average score fusion result.

Settings RGB10 RGB16 RGB25 RGBfusion
Cross-subject 67.44 78.12 88.23 91.51
Cross-view 56.71 61.79 70.32 72.20

Table 6.1 Results of the fine tuned C3D model with a multi-class SVM classifier for different
time resolutions of the RGB data for the North Western UCLA dataset.

As we can see in Table 6.1, the fine-tuned C3D model achieves good performance in

terms of cross-subject and cross-view classification schemes. The model already achieves

relatively good recognition rates particularly as the temporal window increases. It can be

seen that C3D with multi-class SVM classification on RGB data alone with 25 temporal

frames achieves the highest recognition performance of 88.23% and 70.32% in terms of

cross subject and view evaluation schemes respectively. This reduces to (78.12%, 61.79%)

and (67.44%, 56.71%) when 16 and 10 temporal frames are used respectively. Finally, the

highest overall recognition performance is achieved when average score fusion is employed,

combining the outputs of the three temporal results, again for RGB scene information only.

6.3.1.2 Multi-Resolution in Time Region Adaptive Depth Motion Maps

The Region Adaptive DMM (RADMM) templates are calculated across the three temporal

resolutions to form the multiresolution DMM template, referred to as RAMDMM. These

are used to learn discriminative features encapsulating depth, time and motion information.

Results demonstrating the improvements achieved for the depth across multiple time windows
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are shown in Table 6.2. A similar trend as was seen for the appearance information can be

Settings 5 10 All RAMDMM
Cross-subject 79.14 86.10 91.32 93.87
Cross-view 61.20 67.22 75.95 77.15

Table 6.2 Results of the proposed model used RADMM and RAMDMM templates in terms
of the North Western UCLA dataset.

observed for these results, i.e. a greater time window increases recognition performance

which is further improved by average score fusion for all time windows combined.

6.3.1.3 Combining RAMDMM, Multiple Views and Appearance Based Multiple Se-

quences

The depth, time and motion information are then further combined across multiple synthe-

sised views to produce MV-RAMDMM based action recognition. At the end, an average

score fusion is employed between the MR-RGB and MV-RAMDMM to utilise appearance,

motion, shape, and historical information based action recognition. Table 6.3 includes the

results of the proposed method at different stages in the action recognition. The results

Settings RAMDMM MV-RAMDMM MV-(RAMDMM+RGB)
Cross-subject 93.87 96.30 97.15
Cross-view 77.15 84.52 86.20

Table 6.3 Results of the proposed model used RAMDMM, MV-RAMDMM templates and
average score fusion with MR-RGB in terms of the North Western UCLA dataset.

in Table 6.3 appear to show that the different views of RAMDMM encapsulated within

the MV-RAMDMM streams help to significantly improve the recognition rate for both the

cross-subject and cross-view settings. In addition, an average score fusion between MV-

RAMDMM and MR-RGB gives the opportunity to share a variety of important information

for action recognition; improving the recognition accuracy in comparison to individual model

classification reaching to 97.15 % and 86.20 % in terms of cross-view and cross-subject

evaluation schemes respectively. This can be compared to state-of-the-art approaches as seen

in Table 6.4.
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Paper Cross-subject Cross-view
Virtual view (Li & Zickler, 2012) 50.70 47.80

Hankelet (Li et al., 2012) 54.20 45.20
MST-AOG (Wang et al., 2014c) 81.60 73.30

Action Bank (Sadanand & Corso, 2012) 24.60 17.60
Poselet (Maji et al., 2011) 54.90 24.50

Denoised-LSTM (Demisse et al., 2018) - 79.57
tLDS (Ding et al., 2018) 92.99 74.6

Proposed 97.15 86.20
Table 6.4 A comparison between the proposed method and state-of-the-art approaches in
terms of North Western UCLA dataset.
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Fig. 6.6 Confusion matrix of the proposed method, using view-setting validation scheme in
terms of North Western UCLA dataset.

It can be seen in Table 6.4, Virtual view (Li & Zickler, 2012) and Hanklet (Li et al., 2012)

methods are limited in their performance which reflects the challenges of the North Western

UCLA dataset (e.g. noise, cluttered backgrounds and various view points). To mitigate these

challenges, MST-AOG was proposed in (Wang et al., 2014c) and achieved 81.60%. The

proposed method achieves a significant improvement over MST-AOG for the cross-subject

and cross-view settings due to the use of hierarchical and view invariant information. A

confusion matrix of the proposed method is shown in Figure 6.6 using spatial and motion

information in terms of the North Western UCLA multiview action 3D dataset.
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6.3.2 MSR 3D Action Dataset

Three evaluation schemes are considered similar to those in chapter 5 in terms of the MSR

action 3D dataset. These include 1/3, 2/3, and cross-subject scenarios. All validation schemes

make use of the three subsets of the dataset.

Similar to the experiments conducted above for the North Western UCLA 3D action

dataset, a series of progressive sets of experiments are carried out.

6.3.2.1 Depth Information

This data set only has depth information (no appearance information). Therefore, instead

of RGB based appearance information, the depth frames are used. The pre-trained C3D

network is individually implemented based on depth data (instead of RGB) with various

temporal frames 10,16,25 for the different MSR evaluation schemes. Then, an average score

fusion is employed between the models to show the effect on the recognition rate. Table 6.5

includes the results of the C3D network implementation based on depth data alone. Again,

Subsets Scheme Depth10 Depth16 Depth25 Depthfusion

AS1
1/3 64.80 65.32 72.87 74.51
2/3 75.30 76.71 77.14 80.10

Cross 47.82 53.81 57.20 60.20

AS2
1/3 58.40 61.23 67.01 71.40
2/3 61.72 68.18 74.89 76.72

Cross 50.61 51.59 55.20 56.91

AS3
1/3 65.23 69.10 71.60 74.82
2/3 69.17 78.43 80.94 81.10

Cross 51.21 57.51 59.88 61.13
Table 6.5 Performance of the C3D model based on multi-resolutions depth information in
terms of MSR 3D Action dataset.

the recognition performance is improved with greater temporal windows and by using a

combination of different temporal dimensions combined by average score fusion; making the

system more robust against speed variations. This demonstrates the utilisation of shape and

temporal information from the depth sequences in the recognition process.
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6.3.2.2 Multi-Resolution in Time Region Adaptive Depth Motion Maps

The performance of the multiple stream 3D CNNs, SVM classifiers and average score fusion

across the different classifiers are now demonstrated for different lengths of the region

adaptive DMM (RA-DMM) templates on the MSR 3D action dataset. As before, these

constitute the RA-DMM for multiple time resolutions to form the RAMDMM. Table 6.6

includes the results of the recognition model based on RADMM and RAMDMM information

templates for different temporal windows.

Subsets Scheme 5 10 All RAMDMM

AS1
1/3 72.10 79.34 95.32 96.53
2/3 78.33 85.49 96.19 98.70

Cross 62.95 63.87 85.50 88.31

AS2
1/3 74.42 77.13 94.11 95.90
2/3 76.16 80.21 95.86 96.91

Cross 57.39 62.04 80.27 83.89

AS3
1/3 76.89 81.56 95.87 97.20
2/3 80.29 84.98 96.92 98.38

Cross 63.70 66.87 87.16 90.42
Table 6.6 Performance based on different lengths of RADMM and RAMDMM using average
score fusion for the MSR 3D Action dataset.

The results in Table 6.6 shows the recognition performance for a number of different

temporal layers of RADMM information. Also shown are the results for RAMDMM where

combinations of the different temporal lengths of RADMM are combined into one. These

results help to show that the performance for multiple temporal resolutions is better than any

single sequence.

6.3.2.3 Combining RAMDMM, Multiple Views and Depth Based Multiple Sequences

Table 6.7 shows the effects of the multi-view templates being included with the RAMDMM

to form MV-RAMDMM. Also shown is the effect of the multi-resolution spatiotemporal in-

formation on the recognition accuracy of the system also combined with the depth sequences

investigated in section 6.3.2.1.
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Subsets Scheme RAMDMM MV-RAMDMM MV-(RAMDMM+depth)

AS1
1/3 96.53 97.90 99.21
2/3 97.86 98.70 99.91

Cross 88.31 91.28 97.95

AS2
1/3 95.90 97.40 99.08
2/3 96.91 97.89 99.94

Cross 83.89 89.11 95.89

AS3
1/3 97.20 98.33 99.89
2/3 98.21 98.76 99.96

Cross 90.42 94.80 95.77
Table 6.7 Performance of the recognition model based on RADMM, MV-RAMDMM, average
fusion of MV-RAMDMM and MR-depth C3D models in terms of MSR 3D Action dataset.
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Fig. 6.7 Confusion matrix of the proposed method, using CS validation scheme in terms of
AS1 (left), AS2 (middle) and AS3 (right) subset of MSR 3D action dataset.

Figure 6.7 shows the confusion matrices of the recognition system using the proposed

models under cross-subject evaluation schemes in terms of AS1, AS2 and AS3 subsets of

MSR 3D action dataset.

Further, a comparison between the proposed method and the state-of-the-art approaches

for human action recognition is presented in Table 6.8 in terms of the MSR Action 3D dataset

under the aforementioned evaluation schemes.

It can be seen that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches for

the majority of cases and in others achieves at least comparable performance. Even though

some of them are DMM based methods such as (Chen et al., 2015) and (Yang et al., 2012),

the proposed method achieves greater recognition rate in the range of 1-6%. This appears to

indicate that MV-RAMDMM and spatio-temporal information based features can provide

more powerful discrimination. The proposed approach utilises adaptive multiple hierarchical

features that cover various periods of an action. In addition, the pre-trained recognition
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Method
Accuracy %

1/3 Scheme 2/3 scheme Cross subject scheme
AS1 AS2 AS3 Av. AS1 AS2 AS3 Av. AS1 AS2 AS3 Av.

Li et al. (Li et al.,
2010b)

89.5 89.0 96.3 91.6 93.4 92.9 96.3 94.2 71.9 72.9 79.2 74.7

DMM-HOG
(Yang et al.,
2012)

97.3 92.2 98.0 95.8 98.7 94.7 98.7 97.4 96.2 84.1 94.6 91.6

Chen et al.
(Chen et al.,
2016b)

97.3 96.1 98.7 97.4 98.6 98.7 100 99.1 96.2 83.2 92.0 90.5

HOJ3D (Xia
et al., 2012)

98.5 96.7 93.5 96.2 98.6 97.2 94.9 97.2 88.0 85.5 63.6 79.0

Chaaraoui et al.
(Chaaraoui et al.,
2014)

- - - - - - - - 91.6 90.8 97.3 93.2

DMM-HOG-
KECA
(El Madany
et al., 2015)

- - - - - - - - 90.6 90.7 99.1 93.5

Vemulapalli et
al. (Vemulapalli
et al., 2014)

- - - - - - - - 95.3 83.9 98.2 92.5

STOP (Vieira
et al., 2014)

98.2 94.8 97.4 96.8 99.1 97.0 98.7 98.3 91.7 72.2 98.6 87.5

DMM-LBP-FF
(Chen et al.,
2015)

96.7 100 99.3 98.7 100 100 100 100 98.1 92.0 94.6 94.9

DMM-LBP-
DF(Chen et al.,
2015)

98.0 97.4 99.3 98.2 100 100 100 100 99.1 92.9 92.0 94.7

tLDS (Ding
et al., 2018)

- - - - - - - - 96.8 89.1 98.8 94.8

Proposed 99.2 99.1 99.8 99.3 99.9 99.9 99.8 99.9 97.9 95.8 95.7 96.5
Table 6.8 Performance of the proposed method compared to the state-of-the-art approaches
for the MSR action 3D dataset (Li et al., 2010b).

model uses a diverse range of layers which improves the chances to obtain the most accurate

recognition performance.
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6.3.3 MSR 3D Daily Activity dataset

Different evaluation schemes have been considered in the literature in terms of MSR daily

activity 3D dataset. Here, different from chapter 5 and similar to (Wang et al., 2016), a cross-

subject validation is performed with subjects 1,3,5,7,9 for training and subjects 2,4,6,8,10 for

testing but for the whole dataset. Here the person and pose detection steps are used to detect

and localise a person within a frame and pose detection is used to identify the pose, whether

sitting or standing to provide a hierarchical structure for the action recognition system.

6.3.3.1 Multi-Resolution in Time Appearance Information

Firstly, multiple temporal resolutions (10,16,25) of RGB information are investigated sepa-

rately with the fine-tuned C3D models. The outputs of these models are, as usual, classified

using different SVMs and the results of which are combined using average score fusion. The

results for this purely multi-temporal appearance based recognition sub-system are shown in

Table 6.9. It can be seen in Table 6.9, that, as before, the robustness of the proposed model

RGB10 RGB16 RGB25 RGBAll
Sit 53.73 57.50 64.48 65.90

Stand 51.20 56.81 61.11 63.79
Table 6.9 Results of using multi-temporal resolution RGB data for the MSR 3D daily activity
dataset.

improves with an increase in the number of frames included in the system with the best

combining the results from all temporal resolutions. This dataset is often considered to be

much more complicated than others due to the two different scenarios for each single action;

but the hierarchical strategy with the fine-tuned model is able to achieve comparable results

based on RGB raw data. Moreover, a reasonable overall performance is also achieved that

reaches 64.85% when an average recognition rate is employed.

6.3.3.2 Multi-Resolution in Time Region Adaptive Depth Motion Maps

As before, the RADMMs templates for three different temporal windows are computed

and fed into fine-tuned C3D models, multi-class SVMs the results of which constitute the
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Fig. 6.8 Confusion matrices of the proposed method through standing pose (right) and sitting
pose (left) in terms of MSR daily activity 3D dataset.

RAMDMM for action recognition. Competitive results are achieved using these improved

multiple temporal resolutions as can be seen in Table 6.10

5 10 All RAMDMM MV-RAMDMM MV-(RMDMM + RGB)

65.19 70.57 79.90 81.32 87.76 89.00
Table 6.10 Results of RADMM, RAMDMM, and MV-RMDMM with MR-RGB in terms of
sitting pose of the MSR 3D daily activity dataset.

5 10 All RAMDMM MV-RAMDMM MV-RMDMM+RGB

64.92 68.70 77.18 78.66 83.53 86.00
Table 6.11 Results of RADMM, RAMDMM, and MV-RMDMM with MR-RGB in terms of
standing pose of the MSR 3D daily activity dataset.

For multiple views (MV-RAMDMM) the performance reaches (89.00%) and (86.00%)

within sitting and standing poses as presented in Table 6.11.

Further improvements can be seen by involving the multi-resolution spatio-temporal

RGB information. Average score fusion improves the recognition of some objects-interaction

actions and accomplishes (89%) and (86%) in terms of sitting and standing poses respectively.

The overall recognition rate of all datasets can be calculated taking the average of the two

poses recognition rates which reaches (87.5%). Figs. 6.8 shows the confusion matrix of the

hierarchical recognition system in terms of MSR 3D daily activity dataset.

A comparison between the proposed method and state-of-the-art approaches for action

recognition is introduced in Table 6.12 in terms of MSR 3D daily activity dataset.
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Method Accuracy %
LOP (Wang et al., 2012b) 42.50

Depth Motion Maps (Yang et al., 2012) 43.13
Local HON4D (Oreifej & Liu, 2013) 80.00

Actionlet Ensemble (Wang et al., 2012b) 85.75
SNV (Yang & Tian, 2017) 86.25

Range Sample (Lu et al., 2014) 95.63
DMM-CNN (Wang et al., 2016) 85.00

Proposed 87.50
Table 6.12 Comparison of the proposed method with the state-of-the-art approaches in terms
of MSR daily activity 3D dataset (Wang et al., 2012b).

In Table 6.12, it can be seen that limited accuracy was previously achieved using Local

Occupancy Patter (LOP) by (Wang et al., 2012b) and DMM by (Yang et al., 2012). Local

HON4D was designed by (Oreifej & Liu, 2013) to tackle this kind of limitation and achieved

a recognition rate of 80%. Actionlet Ensemble by (Wang et al., 2012b) and Super Normal

Vector (SNV) by (Yang & Tian, 2017) achieved recognition rates of 85.75% and 86.25%

respectively. Both methods used a combination of depth and skeleton data. A recent method

by (Wang et al., 2016) indicated the importance of DMM information capture and suggested

the use of Temporal Depth Motion Maps. A fine-tuned convolutional model was also included

which achieved a relatively competitive result of 85%. The method proposed here achieves

comparable results with improvements over some methods. However, the method proposed

here performed worse than the work by (Lu et al., 2014). This can be explained due to the

noisy, complex and dynamic background of this dataset in comparison to other datasets. The

method by (Lu et al., 2014) used skeleton data to eliminate the noise from the background.

The confusion matrices in terms of MSR daily acitvity 3D dataset are shown in Fig. 6.8.

6.4 Conclusion

This chapter proposed a novel feature representation for information extracted from RGB-D

cameras for multi-view and multi-temporal action recognition. A Multi-View and Multi-

temporal resolution Region Adaptive Depth Motion Maps (MV-RAMDMM) representation is
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proposed to utilise various view-points of depth data covering original and synthesised data to

achieve view-invariant recognition. Furthermore, this work makes use of the temporal motion

information more effectively that is available in depth sequences. This builds in by design

invariance to variations in speed at which different actions can be performed. The adaptive

weight approach is employed to help represent an action in regions where significant amounts

of a person’s movements are present. This helps to exploit the information where the most

important parts of an action are present. RGB information is used also in a multi-temporal

form. The benefit of this possibly more less derived pure information is that important details

may not be present or might be lost in depth data alone. In addition, invariance to variations

in speed at which different actions are performed in the RGB scene is also included through

the use of multi-temporal sequences. Overall, compact and discriminative spatio-temporal

features are extracted from both RA-DMMs and the RGB based appearance information.

These are represented utilising an adapted pre-trained 3D Convolutional Neural Network

(3D-CNN). Dimensionality reduction in the form of Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

is also used to make the resulting features more compact. In addition, a pose estimation

system is employed to achieve a hierarchical recognition structure which enables the model

to recognise the same actions but in different positions. Support vector machine is used for

actions classification, then, late score fusion technique is employed between different streams

for the final decision.

The proposed method is robust enough to recognise human activities even with small

differences in actions. This is in addition to achieving improved performance that is invariant

to multiple view-points. It has also provided excellent performance on actions that partly

depend on human-object interactions. Furthermore, whilst remaining invariant to a noisy

environment including errors in the depth maps and temporal misalignments.

The proposed approach has been validated on three benchmark datasets: MSR 3D actions

(Li et al., 2010b), Northwestern UCLA multiview actions (Wang et al., 2014c) and MSR

daily activity (Wang et al., 2012b). The experimental results demonstrated the relatively

good performance of the proposed method in comparison to a number of state-of-the-art

approaches.



Chapter 7

Adaptive Context-Aware Environmental

Comfort Management System
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7.1 Introduction

A large number of intelligent buildings have recently been developed with automated control

systems (Sun et al., 2015b), (Zhang et al., 2014a). An important field in intelligent buildings

is the control of the thermal comfort in indoor environments. The indoor temperature of a

building is often considered to be the main parameter in air-conditioning systems. It has a

big impact on energy consumption. An increase or decrease by just 1◦C can mean that the

energy consumption from the cooling and heating can be changed by 5%-10% (Duan et al.,

2011).

Different variables should be considered in the computation of thermal comfort levels.

These include environmental and subjective variables such as temperature, humidity, clothes

and actions. One of the most important thermal comfort models is the Predicted Mean Vote

(PMV) model (Fanger et al., 1970). The metabolic rate of the occupant is considered as a

main factor in the PMV calculation.

Many researchers have shown that PMV can recognise and help to maintain thermal

comfort levels such as (Duan et al., 2011), (Ciabattoni et al., 2015), (Chang & Lin, 2016),

(Kuzuhara & Nishi, 2013) and (Kumar & Hancke, 2014). A further advantage is that there

can be improvements in energy conservation compared with conventional control systems

(Pan et al., 2005), (Yonezawa, 2000).

All these methods, did not vary the metabolic rate of the occupants. The metabolic rate

was assumed to be fixed despite it typically varying as a function of a person’s activity.

In (Ito & Nishi, 2013a) and (Ito & Nishi, 2013b), a heating control system was proposed

to improve the trade-off between environmental comfort and energy conservation. Mobile

phone devices were proposed to be used to measure occupant’s metabolic rates. This was then

used in the calculation of a PMV thermal comfort level. Experiments were performed and

demonstrated that PMV values better matched occupants’ responses to a questionnaire when

measured metabolic values were used. However, this method requires that a mobile phone

device to be continuously carried to measure the metabolic equivalent values. Furthermore,

a number of common mobile phone usage scenarios could lead to potential problems. In

addition, it could be argued that the system is not fully automatic.
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In contrast to existing works, this chapter focuses on thermal comfort level of an occupant

in indoor environment based on predicted Mean value (PMV) thermal index and occupants’

context. Metabolic rate of occupants has a great impact on the thermal comfort level. It

considered as a main factor in the PMV index calculation steps. This method considers

occupant’s actions to be associated with metabolic rate and eventually accurate thermal

comfort level. This provides an adaptive methodology for thermal control based on occupant

context. An integration between computer vision for action recognition and thermal comfort

model may achieve the aim.

In this method, the hierarchical action recognition system which was proposed in chapter

6 is used to recognise an occupant’s actions. An association between each classified action

and the metabolic rate is introduced to enable the adaptive estimation of the PMV thermal

comfort level. A fuzzy heating control is then used to adjust thermal settings within different

scenarios. A virtue of the included action recognition is the ability to adapt to actions being

performed at different speeds. The system proposed here can thus be considered to be able

to adapt to different age groups, making it highly applicable to assistive living applications.

As a result a new adaptive context-aware environmental comfort management system is

proposed here.

A ground-truth, fixed and classified states are presented to provide a comparison between

the fixed and dynamic models. RMS error is calculated in terms of different actions included

eating, using laptop, standing, sitting and laying.

7.2 Framework Design and Methodology

An important consideration, although often over looked part of the calculation of thermal

comfort is the metabolic rate. The metabolic rate is highly dependent on the activity of the

person (Ainsworth et al., 2000). It is proposed here to recognise actions using a deep learning

trained computer vision system as explained in chapter 6.
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Each recognised action is mapped to a metabolic rate. Following that, the metabolic rate

forms an input variable to the PMV calculation. The resulting PMV value is then fed to a

fuzzy controller. An overview of the proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 7.1.

Fig. 7.1 Fuzzy temperature control based on occupant action and PMV index for thermal
comfort

7.2.1 Average Action Re-labeling for Metabolic Rate Extraction

An average re-labelling process on the classes of the action recognition model is considered

here. In this re-labelling process, each action is assigned a metabolic rate based on those

provided by (Ainsworth et al., 2000). By doing this, a novel method can be used to compute

the metabolic rate over a period of time. Here in this work, an average metabolic rate is

considered over a period of time for several reasons. One of them is the possibility of the

misclassification of an action which would likely results in an incorrect relabelling of the

metabolic rate. Such an error can be reduced by taking the average of the metabolic rate

over a period of time. This gives an opportunity to control the thermal model over that

period based on the metabolic rate of the occupant in addition to temperature, humidity

and other parameters. To formulate this relation, let t, At , and mt be time, actions and the

metabolic rate variables respectively. In a period of time from [t1, t2] a sequence of actions

can be performed At1 to At2 which are associated to a sequence of metabolic rate. As a result,
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temperature T can be changed in different ways either at each single action per unit of time

or as a function of the average of the actions over a period of time. In this work, the average

of the metabolic rates for different actions over a period of time is considered. This will help

keep the thermal model as close as possible to achieving thermal comfort for the occupant.

This can be formulated as:

Mt1,t2 =
1
N

t2

∑
t=t1

mt(At), (7.1)

where Mt1,t2 is the resulting average metabolic rate over a specific period of time, N is the

number of processed actions over period [t1, t2].

Action Metabolic rate (Sit) Metabolic rate (Stand)
Eat 90 120

Drink 90 120
Lay down on sofa 46 46

Play game 90 120
Play guitar 120 180
Read book 76 105
Sit down 58 58
Stand up 70 70

Use laptop 70 93
Write on a paper 105 133

Table 7.1 A number of exemplar actions and the corresponding metabolic rates whilst sitting
and standing (Ainsworth et al., 2000).

Table 7.1 includes some of daily actions that are used in action recognition model during

sitting and standing poses with it’s correlated metabolic rate based on (Ainsworth et al., 2000).

These actions are considered in terms of fuzzy temperature control to show the differences

that could result when each occupant has its own metabolic rate.

7.2.2 Calculation of the PMV Thermal Index

The thermal comfort level has been classified by the American Society of Heating, Refrig-

erating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) as a standard thermal sensation scale

(Ciabattoni et al., 2015). The Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) was used as thermal comfort
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index. ASHRAE recommended the preferred range of PMV to be between - 0.5 and +0.5 for

thermal neutrality and comfort.

The PMV thermal comfort index has been used in many studies to quantify the thermal

comfort. One of the most effective variables in PMV is the occupant’s metabolic rate. But is

widely taken as a constant in most research. This can be accurately extracted as shown in the

previous section (related information can be seen in section 7.2.1).

Assigning metabolic rates to activities gives the opportunity to provide accurate thermal

comfort levels based on the actions of an occupant of a room. The PMV value can then be

calculated from (Fanger et al., 1970) based on Fanger’s experiments on the perception of

thermal comfort (Fanger, 1967) as follows:

PMV = (0.303e−0.036M +0.028)L, (7.2)

where M is the metabolic rate and L is the thermal load on the body.

The thermal load on the body is defined as: the difference between the internal heat

production and the heat loss to the actual environment. This is for a person to be kept at a

hypothetically thermally comfortable level. The thermal load can be calculated with:

L = (M−W )−3.96×10−8 fcl[(Tcl +273)4 − (Tmr +273)4]+ fclhc(Tcl −Ta)

+3.05[5.73−0.007(M−W )−ρa]+0.42[(M−W )−58.15]

+0.0173M(5.87−ρa)+0.0014M(34−Ta), (7.3)

where M is the metabolic rate, (watt
m2 ). W is the external work, (watt

m2 ), assumed zero in indoor

environments. Ta is the air temperature, (◦C). Tmr is the mean radiant temperature, (◦C)

assumed equal to the air temperature. ρa is partial water vapour pressure. fcl is the ratio of a

person’s body surface area when clothed to the person’s body surface area when nude. Tcl

is the surface temperature of clothing, (◦C). hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient,

( W
K.m2 ).

The partial water vapour pressure ρa is given by:
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ρa = 6.11× HR
100

×10
7.5Ta

237.7+Ta , (7.4)

where HR is the relative humidity. The surface temperature of clothing Tcl can be obtained

by:

Tcl = 35.7−0.028.(M−W )− Icl.{3.96.10−8. fcl.[(Tcl +273)4 − (Tmr +273)4]

+ fcl.hc.(Tcl −Ta)}, (7.5)

where Icl is the thermal insulation of clothes, (m2 K
W ) assumed to be 0.2.

Tcl can have a linear relationship with air temperature Ta in a range 16-26 degree as

mentioned by (Ciabattoni et al., 2015). This can simplify the calculation of Tcl so that,

Tcl = 0.5760×Ta +14.1810. (7.6)

The convective heat transfer coefficient hc is given by:

hc =

2.38|Tcl −Ta|0.25, if 2.38|Tcl −Ta|0.25 ≥ 12.1
√

V ;

12.1
√

V , if 2.38|Tcl −Ta|0.25 < 12.1
√

V .

(7.7)

where V is the relative air velocity, m
s that is assumed to be 0.15.

The clothes area coefficient fcl is obtained by:

fcl =

1.0+1.29.Icl, Icl ≤ 0.078;

1.05+0.645.Icl, Icl > 0.078.
(7.8)

It would be extremely expensive to gather real time measurements of all the variables

involved in the PMV formula. Therefore values are taken from the assumptions used in e.g.

(Ciabattoni et al., 2015; Duan et al., 2011; Paliaga et al., 2013). However, the metabolic rate

value is computed according to occupant activity.
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Some relations between a number of exemplar actions with different PMV thermal indices

and associated indoor temperatures can be seen in Fig. 7.2(a) and 7.2(b).
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Fig. 7.2 (a) PMV thermal comfort index and (b) Temperature convergence for different
actions based on Fuzzy temperature control started at 20 degrees.

7.2.3 Fuzzy Method Based Thermal Control Systems

The controller is composed of three interconnected parts including computer vision model,

sensors and decision part. The control block diagram of fuzzy temperature control system is

shown in Fig. 7.1.

The fuzzy controller system consists of the data acquisition, PMV index computing,

fuzzy inference mechanism and output control (temperature change). Three environmental

parameters which are temperature, relative humidity and average radiant temperature can be

directly measured by the sensors and be sent into controller. The PMV index can be obtained

from equation 7.2. It is employed as the current time value to the fuzzy controller. This value

can be considered to be the main parameter to control the indoor temperature. It is compared

with the previous value to produce PMV variation. The considered fuzzy sets for the input

and output variables are included in Table 7.2, Figs. 7.3(a), 7.3(b) and 7.3(c).

The current and the variation values are then fed to the fuzzy controller as inputs to

process the temperature based on pre-set rules as can be seen in Table 7.3.

If the PMV index is in a reasonable range, the output of the controller will have an effect

of no change. Otherwise, the controller will maintain the PMV index in the normal range by
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Variables Terms Sets

PMV

TC -3, -3, -1.7, -1.4
C -1.7, -1.4, -1, -0.7

SC -1, -0.7, -0.3, 0
N -0.2, 0, 0, 0.2

SW 0, 0.3, 0.7, 1
W 0.7, 1, 1.4, 1.7

TW 1.4, 1.7, 3, 3

∆ PMV

B-Negative -3, -3, -0.6, -0.4
N -0.6, -0.4, -0.3, -0.1

S-N -0.3, -0.2, -0.1, 0
Z -0.05, -0.01, 0.01, 0.05

S-P 0 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
P 0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6

B-Positive 0.4, 0.6, 3, 3

Change in Temp.

N4 -0.25, -0.2, -0.15
N3 -0.2, -0.15, -0.1
N2 -0.15, -0.1, -0.05
N1 -0.1, -0.05, 0
Z -0.0005, 0, 0.0005
P1 0, 0.05, 0.1
P2 0.05, 0.1, 0.15
P3 0.1, 0.15, 0.2
P4 0.15, 0.2, 0.25

Table 7.2 Fuzzy sets of the fuzzy heating control in terms of input (PMV ranges from too
cold to too warm, ∆ PMV ranges from Big-negative to Big positive) and output (Change in
temp. ranges from negative (N4) to positive (P4)) variables.

PMV
∆PMV

B-Negative Negative S-Negative Zero S-Positive Positive B-Positive

T-Warm N1 N4 N4 N4 N4 N4 N4
Warm N1 N3 N2 N4 N4 N4 N4

S-Warm P1 Z Z N1 N2 N4 N4
Neutral P4 P3 Z Z Z N2 N4
S-Cold P4 P4 P2 P1 Z Z N1
Cold P4 P4 P3 P3 P2 P2 P1

T-Cold P4 P4 P4 P4 P3 P2 P1

Table 7.3 Rules of the fuzzy temperature control system based on PMV and ∆PMV inputs.

controlling the room temperature according to the thermal comfort of an occupant. This will

be based on the person’s actions in addition to other parameters. In order to achieve precise

control of PMV index and thermal comfort, the fuzzy control used ±0.25 degrees Celsius as

maximum amount over which to change the temperature. The actual value is set according

to the occupant’s preferences, affecting the amount of tie the system takes to adopt to the

occupant’s activities. This is considered next.
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Fig. 7.3 Membership functions of the (a) first input (PMV), (b) second input (∆PMV) and (c)
the output of the fuzzy temperature controller.

7.2.4 Comfort Time Constant

Comfort time constant can be defined as a time required to respond to a change in ambient

temperature when the ambient temperature is changed from T1 to T2. The technical definition

is: "the time required to change 63.2% of the total difference between initial and final

temperature when subjected to a step function change in temperature" (Hedbrant, 2001).

The time constant,τ , is an appropriate mathematical way that can be used to describe

the thermal properties of a room. Thermal comfort can be supported by considering the

maximum and minimum indoor temperatures that the tenants accept. Therefore, a convenient

environment can be provided by an adjustment of a comfort time constant,τ according to an

occupant’s preferences. The relationship between the time elapsed during the temperature

change and the comfort temperature can be written as follows (Hedbrant, 2001):

T = (T2 −T1)(1− e(
−t
τ
))+T1. (7.9)

When t and τ are equal, then, the equation can be simplified as follows:

T = (T2 −T1)(1− e(−1))+T1. (7.10)

As (1− e−1) = 0.632 then T = 0.632 T2 + 0.368 T1. This shows that the environment

reaches 63.2% of the total difference between initial and final temperatures within time

constant τ (seconds).
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Fig. 7.4 Illustration of the results of different comfort time constants for the proposed thermal
control system with an initial temperature of 20oC changing to a sitting position for both the
PMV and temperature of a room. Top: PMV values; and Bottom: temperatures as functions
of different comfort time constants.

In this work, different comfort time constants are used to support various occupants’

preferences, i.e. fast, medium or slow. The sitting action is selected here as an instance in the

fuzzy temperature control to show the difference between the various comfort time constants.

The initial temperature used is 20◦C. Then, the temperature is controlled based on the fuzzy

rules as discussed previously. Figs. 7.4 shows the results of fuzzy temperature control for the

sitting action using different temperature change rates over (1, 1.25, 2.5) hours.

It can be seen from Fig. 7.4 that different comfort time constants (fast, medium and low)

can be achieved based on the temperature change rate. This provides an opportunity for

an occupant to select the option according to their comfort preferences. For instance, the

occupant may choose the fast mode (big temperature change) which speeds up the system to

reach 63.2% of preferred level within 16 minutes. This is shown in Fig 7.4 (a). This mode

could also be utilised if there is a big gap between the preferred and the current temperature
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levels. It could then be changed to another mode in order to stabilize the temperature.

However, this may be preferred by some people but not others. Therefore in Figs 7.4 (b)

and (c), other modes are considered i.e. medium and low. These are provided to cover

various preferences that can be met with different comfort time constants. As can be seen, the

medium mode reaches the 63.2% within 30 minutes; and the slow mode reaches within 59

minutes. These are due to different temperature change rates that are used in the experiments.

7.3 Experiments

In this work, five actions are chosen from Table 7.1 as daily actions that are performed by an

occupant. Video sequence of these actions are selected from the Microsoft Research (MSR)

3D daily activity database (Wang et al., 2012b).

Fig. 6.8 in chapter 6 shows the confusion matrices of the action recognition system in

terms of the relevant actions from the MSR 3D daily activity dataset (Wang et al., 2012b).

The classification performance of these sequences are used to simulate the classification of

actions of interest and then consequently the relabelling of those actions.

The selected actions (“Eating”, “Using laptop”, “Standing”, “Sitting” and “Laying”) are

simulated to run over different periods of time with: 1.2, 2, 0.8, 2 and 2 hours respectively

(totalling 480 minutes).

Three cases (fixed, ground-truth and classified or dynamic) are used to control the

indoor temperature based on the proposed thermal system. A comparison between fixed,

ground-truth and classified states are provided by considering the following:

• Twelve action classifications assumed for every 2 minutes, distributed based on the

selected actions and their periods (assumes a classifications rate of 0.1Hz).

• For the fixed state: a constant metabolic rate is used for the selected actions over the

whole duration with M=58 (sitting) and M=70 (standing).

• For the ground-truth state: ground-truth data of the selected actions is used to extract

the metabolic rate of each one within its respective period.
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• Classified state: The results of the action recognition model for the selected actions

are used to extract the metabolic rate. The classified state can include actions other

than the 5 selected actions. Metabolic rates for the misclassified states are therefore

selected.

• The start-point temperature is 20 degrees for all experiments.

• A two minute period is considered here for the temperature change rate.

By doing this, the average metabolic rate can be extracted every two minutes based on

the number of actions (in this case 12) using the aforementioned methodology.

7.4 Results

The experimental methodology outlined above was followed based on the pre-set rules of the

fuzzy temperature control in terms of fixed, ground-truth and classified states respectively.

The PMV thermal comfort index and the resulting controlled temperatures as functions of

time can be seen illustrated in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6. Included in the plots are the ground truth

PMV values for the selected actions; the results of action recognition for the selected actions;

and the results of an assumption of a single fixed action of standing or sitting (commonly

assumed in the literature).

7.4.1 RMSE of Thermal Comfort Model

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) (Schweiker et al., 2017) of the thermal comfort models

is computed to provide another aspect of comparison between the traditional and improved

thermal comfort models taking into consideration two main effective values including PMV

and temperature values.

The PMV RMSE for N measurements is:

RMSEPMV
M =

√
1
N

N

∑
i
(PMV G

i −PMV m
i )2, (7.11)
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Fig. 7.5 Illustration of (a) ground truth PMV values for the set actions over time; (b) estimated
PMV values using a fixed action assumption; (c) estimated PMV values using the action
recognition results; (d) room temperature, depending on the ground truth PMV values; (e)
room temperature for the fixed action assumption; and (f) room temperature as a result of the
automated action recognition estimated PMV values in terms of sitting activities.

where PMV G
i is the PMV level measurement of the ground-truth model at time i and PMV M

i

is the PMV level measurement of the used model at time i.

The temperature measurements RMSE for N measurements is:

RMSET
M =

√
1
N

N

∑
i
(T G

i −T m
i )2, (7.12)

where T G
i and T m

i are the temperatures at time i for the ground truth and model respectively.

A number of different ways of comparing the different techniques are now considered in

the RMSE calculation.
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Fig. 7.6 Illustration of (a) ground truth PMV values for the set actions over time; (b) estimated
PMV values using a fixed action assumption; (c) estimated PMV values using the action
recognition results; (d) room temperature, depending on the ground truth PMV values; (e)
room temperature for the fixed action assumption; and (f) room temperature as a result of the
automated action recognition estimated PMV values in terms of standing activities.

7.4.2 RMSE for an Extended Duration of a Number of Different Activ-

ities

First, RMSE is calculated every 10 minutes for the whole duration of a 480 minute simula-

tion. The RMSE values of the dynamic and fixed models with respect to PMV levels and

temperature are shown in Fig. 7.7.
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Fig. 7.7 RMSE results comparing the dynamic model with a ground truth for various sitting
activities for both PMV and temperature. Also shown are ’fixed’ results where a single PMV
is assumed depending on whether the person is sitting or standing.
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7.4.3 RMSE Calculated for Each Action

For the second scenario, RMSE is calculated based on each action (Eating, Using laptop,

Standing, Sitting, Laying).

Tables 7.4 and 7.5 present comparisons between the fixed and dynamic models using the

RMSE for each individual action.

Model
PMV RMSE

Actions
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 Overall

Fixed (sitting) 0.66 0.15 0.03 0.13 0.17 0.29
Dynamic (sitting) 0.02 0.19 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.08
Fixed (standing) 0.63 0.11 0.39 0.28 0.17 0.33

Dynamic (standing) 0.01 0.13 0.28 0.21 0.04 0.16
Table 7.4 PMV RMSE of the proposed and traditional models in terms of actions period and
average scenario.

Model
Temperature RMSE

Actions
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 Overall

Fixed (sitting) 1.44 2.02 1.33 0.41 1.09 1.26
Dynamic (sitting) 0.03 0.37 0.28 0.06 0.00 0.15
Fixed (standing) 2.33 2.93 1.58 0.89 2.33 2.14

Dynamic (standing) 0.02 0.61 0.87 0.65 0.13 0.54
Table 7.5 Temperature RMSE of the proposed and traditional models in terms of actions
period and average scenario.

The average RMSE for the whole process period is also calculated and included at the

ends of Tables 7.4 and 7.5. These values help to provide an overall idea regarding each

model.

It can be seen from the results shown in Fig. 7.7 and Table 7.5 that the dynamic control

improves the temperature adjustment settings with respect to thermal comfort levels. The

dynamic control produced RMSE values which are close to the ground-truth in comparison

to the fixed models.
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Other RMSE calculations are also considered under the same scenarios but using PMV

measurements. These help to provide a comparison between the models based on the PMV

thermal comfort levels. Table 7.4 includes a comparison between the fixed and dynamic

models in terms of average RMSE calculation. These are based on each action period and

the whole process duration using PMV measurements.

The dynamic control appears to improve the results of the PMV calculations. In turn, this

also helps to obtain more accurate thermal comfort levels, based on an occupant’s actions. It

has produced low RMSE readings that can be considered very close to the ground-truth. The

fixed model, also shown in Table 7.4 appears to provide reduced performance in comparison

to the dynamic model. A fixed model for sitting and standing has also been considered.

Splitting the fixed model into these two gross poses also appears to not be as optimal as the

time-dynamic approach of continuously recognising actions.

It can be noticed in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 that the dynamic model produces low RMSE in

actions 2 and 3 in terms of temperature measurements, but more RMSE in terms of PMV

level measurements in comparison with fixed model. This is due to the big difference in

temperature measurements. On the other hand, there are small differences in the PMV level

measurements. In addition, the effects of action misclassifications which could potentially be

handled by including an additional averaging process.
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Fig. 7.8 RMSE results comparing the dynamic model with a fixed model based on each action
in terms of sitting activities. (a) RMSE results of fixed and dynamic models with respect to
temperature measurements based on actions’ period (1.Eating, 2.Using Laptop, 3.Standing,
4.Sitting, 5.Laying) through sitting. (b) RMSE results of fixed and dynamic models with
respect to PMV measurements based on actions’ period (Eating, Using Laptop, Standing,
Sitting, Laying) through sitting. (c) RMSE results of fixed and dynamic models with respect
to temperature measurements based on actions’ period (Eating, Using Laptop, Standing,
Sitting, Laying) through standing. (d) RMSE results of fixed and dynamic models with
respect to PMV measurements based on actions’ period (Eating, Using Laptop, Standing,
Sitting, Laying) through standing.
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7.5 Conclusions

A novel context-aware dynamic environmental control system has been presented. The

metabolic rate of an occupant is considered as a very important factor in the calculation of

the PMV value. The metabolic rate can have a great impact on the thermal comfort level.

An occupant’s actions have been considered in the proposed method. A deep learning based

action recognition system which was proposed in chapter 6 has been considered here. It

is used to recognise simulated sequences of actions of a person. The recognised actions

were then identify relevant metabolic rates for across each of the recognised actions. This

enables the extraction of an estimate of the metabolic rate and consequently an estimate

of a PMV based thermal comfort level. A novel adaptive methodology for thermal control

based on occupant context has also been provided by integrating the computer vision for the

action recognition with the thermal comfort model using a fuzzy thermal control system. The

fuzzy temperature control was used to adjust the thermal settings according to the occupant’s

actions and their own personalised comfort for a number of different scenarios. A number of

comparisons between the fixed and dynamic models have been presented. This has included

quantitative comparisons based on RMS error values for both PMV and temperature. The

considered actions in these assessments included eating, using laptop, standing, sitting and

laying. The results have helped to demonstrate what appears to be the good performance of

the dynamic (proposed) model.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Directions

This chapter presents a summary and some overall conclusions of the work presented in

this thesis. Even though several thermal comfort frameworks exist in the literature, the

Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) thermal comfort model is very popular due to it’s simplicity

and utilisation of environmental and personal factors for thermal comfort prediction. In this

thesis, an integration between human activity recognition and PMV has been considered. A

fuzzy logic controller was used to combine and manage a model of thermal comfort for an

occupant of a room.

Hand-crafted and deep learning techniques for human action recognition have been

studied and several advanced methods have been proposed. A simple and efficient method

for action recognition was proposed in chapter 4. It is based solely on hand-crafted features.

The proposed method has only basic hardware requirements. This is because different

kinds of simple features were selected and extracted directly from silhouette information

only. It includes a set of hand-crafted techniques that are selected for feature extraction and

representation. These help the system to recognise actions based on silhouette information.

Silhouette information can be captured from the background scene using background sub-

traction. Holistic features were also used in the form of Motion History Image (MHI) which

is also derived from the silhouette information. This was then fed into local descriptors to

form an effective feature representation. The calculate MHI templates were also used with

an optical flow algorithm to obtain motion flow information across a wide range of frames.
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A fusion strategy was then considered to exploit more discriminative features after Princi-

pal Component Analysis (PCA) dimensionality reduction. K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)

classifier is used at the end for action classification. This developed method was evaluated

under two different evaluation schemes included: Leave One Actor Out (LOAO) and Leave

One Sequence Out (LOSO). Three publicly available datasets were used in the experiments:

MuHAVi (Singh et al., 2010), UIUC1 (Tran & Sorokin, 2008) and Weizmann (Blank et al.,

2005a). The experiments showed relatively good performance for this method by achieving

relatively high recognition accuracies of 86.93 %, 98.92% and 98.6% in terms of MuHAVi,

UIUC1 and Weizmann datasets respectively.

Silhouette information alone does not provide sufficient information to easily recognise

many actions. Therefore, human action recognition based on RGB-D data was developed.

The complexity and difficulty of identifying perfectly hand-crafted features was also some-

what avoided with the addition of deep learning too.

An automatic feature extraction based method was proposed in chapter 5 for human

action recognition. The technique based on deep learning avoids the selection of handcrafted

features. This is very useful for action recognition because of the inherent complexity

of the high dimensional problem space. A number of supervised deep learning models

were proposed here for human action recognition based on a number of different types of

information including RGB, depth and improved Depth Motion Maps (DMM)s. Fuzzy

weighted and multi-temporal resolution techniques were used to improve the traditional

DMMs. This combination of techniques allow for various significant aspects of individual

actions to be emphasized. They also help to characterise the importance of the temporal

dimension. This is in addition to being able to cope with variations in time over which a

single type of action might be performed. These handcrafted features were further refined

using a deep motion model. Transfer learning was also used for discriminative feature

extraction. A number of different kinds of fusion strategies were evaluated and compared.

This provided an effective exploitation of the different sources of data and consequently

improved performance. The experiments confirmed that the proposed deep learning models

were able to achieve competitive performance. The use of the multiple sources of information
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with careful emphasis on various aspects seemed to provide better performance rather than

using a single kind of information. A number of different datasets were used in the evaluation

including: MSR 3D Action (Li et al., 2010b), MSR Daily Activity (Wang et al., 2012b) and

Northwestern-UCLA (Wang et al., 2014c) datasets under various evaluation schemes. The

proposed method achieved good results with 96.4% and 92.88% in terms of MSR 3D Action

and MSR Daily Activity datasets under the cross-subject evaluation scheme respectively. It

achieved 69.13% in terms of Northwestern-UCLA dataset under the cross-view evaluation

scheme.

It can be seen from the results in chapter 5 that the action recognition model needed to

utilise yet more useful information in order to achieve a really good performance particularly

for the cross-view scheme. Therefore, the system was further developed. One aspect not

considered was regarding view invariance. Therefore, chapter 6 included further develop-

ments in order for it to be view-invariant. In addition, an adaptive weighting approach was

implemented to help the system adapt automatically to differences in the action movement.

More temporal dimensions were also included to achieve more effective discrimination of

each action. This latter point was provided in the form of deep learning using a 3D-CNN

technique. A pre-trained 3D-CNN deep learning model based method was proposed in

chapter 6. This was included in order to more effectively utilise the temporal content of

the data. This provided an additional opportunity to extend the multi-temporal resolution

technique to cover the RGB information too. An adaptive weighting approach was considered

in the DMM. This calculation continuously weighted the interest regions of an action based

on a person’s movements. In addition, the included depth information was projected into

a number of different view points. This provided multiple views of the DMM information

that also included the adaptive weighting and multiple time windows. Furthermore, a pose

estimation system was also included to provide a hierarchical structure. This helped the

system to differentiate and recognise the same actions but performed in different positions

such eating whilst sitting or eating whilst standing. The resulting outputs from the deep

learning models have relatively high dimensionality and so Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) was used for dimensionality reduction. Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers
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were then used for action classification and an average score fusion was then employed to

combine the results from the different modalities. Three publicly available datasets were used

in the evaluation which included: MSR 3D Action (Li et al., 2010b), MSR Daily Activity

(Wang et al., 2012b) and Northwestern-UCLA (Wang et al., 2014c) under different evaluation

schemes. The proposed system demonstrated relatively good results reaching 96.5% and

87.50% in terms of MSR 3D Action and MSR Daily Activity datasets under the cross-subject

evaluation scheme. Furhtermore, it achieved 86.20% in terms of Northwestern-UCLA dataset

for the cross-view evaluation scheme. It can be noticed that the method in chapter 6 helped

to substantially improve the cross-view scenario (from 69.13%). This can be considered to

be an important consideration for assisted living applications.

A novel methodology was then proposed in chapter 7 for thermal comfort control based on

an occupant’s activities. Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) thermal comfort index was included so

that environmental and personal factors could be considered in the calculation of the thermal

comfort level. An occupant’s thermal comfort level was estimated by considering PMV

calculated from the metabolic rate derived directly from the output of the aforementioned

action recognition models. From this, it can be considered that a fuzzy thermal control

system was designed taking advantage of the integration of the PMV and HAR subsystems.

The resulting system can be considered to provide context-aware heating control. This is

because it adjusts the thermal settings according to an occupant’s actions taking into account

their thermal comfort. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was used to compare the traditional

and improved thermal models in comparison to the ground-truth state. The experimental

results showed improved performance for the proposed thermal model including the lowest

overall RMSE for the simulated PMV indices and temperatures.

8.1 Future Work

A number of different potential future works can be considered in relation to the content

of this thesis. A number of suggestions are now presented particularly in relation to the

computer vision aspect of the human action recognition. In this research program, hand-
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crafted and deep learning based methods have been studied and several techniques have been

proposed for human action recognition. Further investigations can be considered in this area

to improve the performance such as:

• Different types of input: in this thesis the benefits of silhouette and RGB-D data

were considered. Other information could also potentially be considered for action

recognition. This work can be extended to include information from the background

(Wang & Hoai, 2018; Zhang et al., 2014b), voice (Chahuara et al., 2016) and object

(Vázquez et al., 2018). This could potentially enable the construction of even more

descriptive models particularly suited for human activity recognition.

• Occlusions and multiple camera: the research has undertaken multi-view action recog-

nition based on virtual projections. A potential future direction can be the use of

multiple camera networks for discriminative representations such as (Pei et al., 2019).

This could help to solve issues connected with occlusions. Other techniques such as

body-parts tracking (Fabbri et al., 2018) can be used to explore how much can this

impact on action recognition accuracy.

• Long temporal information: this thesis has presented different representation tech-

niques that appear to effectively capture some important spatio-temporal relationships.

The temporal information has been utilised to present the feature space. This has not

been explicitly explored due to the shortage of temporal information. Future research

could consider techniques that model longer temporal dependencies such as the work

presented by (Varol et al., 2018). But this can probably be done in a deeper network

in a way that enhances the recognition accuracy as well as reducing computation

complexity.

• Actual environment: more accurate simulation with more challenging environment

can be introduced by actual experimental line work such as (Ciabattoni et al., 2015)

to extend the current study. This can show influential parameters in reality with real

information changes.
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• Thermal comfort parameters: the current research can be extended to include a new

investigation to possibly estimate more subjective parameters which affect thermal

comfort level. Studies such as (Ito & Nishi, 2013a) and (Miura et al., 2019) used dif-

ferent techniques based thermal comfort improvements. This can be more investigated

and utilised to extend the current research for more parameters estimation.
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